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DIAMOND JUBILEE: Archbishop Boland presided
Jan 4 at the Solemn Mass marking the opening of the
75th anniversary year of St. Anthony’s parish. Jersey
City. Here he congratulates the pastor of St. Anthony’s,
Rev. Leo P. Hak.
Polish Church-State Outlook
Better But Far From Perfect
W ARSAW ( NC) jThe Church
In Poland entered 1959 with some
prospects for more cordial rela-
tions with the communist gov-
fnment, hut with the specter of
the Kremlin still poised ominous
ly on the horizon. »
During 1958. there was no es
•ential change in Church slate
relations: The fundamental rights
and freedoms regained by- the
Church with the coming to pow
er of Wladvslaw Gomulka in
October, 1956, were not with
drawn
But the year saw a number
of conflicts which threatened an
open breach These included
an accelerated press campaign
• gainst the Church, muted only,
when the death of Pope Pius
XII brought a real sense of loss
to virtually the entire nation.
With the accession of Pope John
XXIII, there has been no new
offensive by the communist press
THE OUTLOOK for an im
proved climate in 1959 stems in
part from feports that the en-
voy of the old Polish government
In exile no longer appears among
the diplomatic missions accredit-1
*d to the HoJy See. This. It is
thought, will remove at least one
cause for antagonism by_ the
present regime
But the Gomulka regime's
steady rapprochrmrnt with
Moscow tends to dull much of
the optimism brought about by
the Rome development. So do
many events within Poland in
the past year.
Religion classes, introduced as
a non required subject when the
majority of parents request them,
are being conducted in the great
majority of public schools But
with increased agitation by the
Red press, and the Society for
Secular Schools in particular, the
I number of schools where the ma
ijonty is said not to have re-
quested such classes has in
creased from 6n to 200.
Another stumbling block is the
edict of Education Minister Bi
enkowski last August barring
members of religious orders from
teaching religion in public school
Because of the ban. estimates of
schools lacking religion classes
range to over 2.000.
I ANOTHER ORDER barred "re-
ligious symbols" meaning cru-
cifixes—from schools and caused
active resistance in many areas.
Clashes with police resulted, and
comparatively heavy fines were
imposed on "offenders "
Last Spring, the Church’s
charitable aetiTiUrt became a
controversy. The state said that
relief goods seat by Americans
through Catholic Relief Services
—NCWC, were subject to cus-
toms dutirs—or else had to be
consigned to the statr operated
Committer for Social Relief.
The stalemate ended in August:
Cardinal Wyszvnski agreed to the
transferral of the last CRS NCWC
shipment about 500.000 pounds
of clothing—to the Committee for
the Relief of Flood Victims in
Cracow when three Church rep
lesentalives were added to the
committee However, as a result
of the government attitude, CRS
announced it was suspending all
large shipments of relief goods
to Poland
Construction of new churches
in Polish towns and cities is
still impeded Cardinal Wyszynski
has publicly accused the govern
ment of ill will on this score
He said requests for permission
to construct new churches have
brought no results for two years.
THE ANTI-CHURCH campaign
in the press reached its crescen-
do last summer. The government
and party newspapers began at-
tacks on hierarchy. The Bish-
ops were charged with such
crimes as fostering political ac-
tion hostile to "people's Poland.”
and with fanaticism and intoler-
ance toward non-Catholics
The Cardinal was charged with
violating laws concerning censor
ship Such charges reached their
climax with the July invasion of
the Primate's Institute of Na-
tional Vows at Jasna Gora mon-
astery in Czestochowa. The pub-
lic prosecutor’s office, backed up
by police, raided the offices and ,
seized books and pamphlets,!
mimeographed texts and records,
immobilizing the work of the in-
stitute.
Other conflicts took place on
the parochial level. Priests
were sentenced to prison for
sermons allegedly provoking vi-
olence against non-believers or
urging Catholirs to withdraw
from the Communist Psrty.
There were also clashes be-
tween parish priests and local
government authorities over
burial of non-Catholics In tra-
ditionally Catholic cemeteries.
The Catholic University of Dub-
lin, the only such institution in
the communist world, marked its
40th anniversary last -September.
While its theology and canon law
school were allowed to reopen
and its chemistry and physics
work expanded after Gomulka
came to power, it has not yet
been allowed to reopen its law
and social sciences departments.
These were closed by the Reds
during the Stalinist era
Poland's Catholic press, even
though subjected to various re-
strictions. remains active. The
new Warsaw publishing house,
Znak. has now received the pub-
lishing rights it had aought for
two years
Back From Trip
Cardinal Lauds
G.I. Morale
NEW YORK (RNS) _ Morale
In American overseas military
bases is "fine,” Cardinal Spell-
man reported on his return here
from a 12 day Christmas visit to
eervicrmrn in Germany. Iceland.
Greenland. Labrador and New
foundland.
The Cardinal, who is military
Vicar for Catholics in the Armed
forces, said the men he visited
"are all dedicated to the service
of their country. They are good
soldiers of Christ as well as sol-
diers of the United States "
In West Germany the Cardinal
celebrated Mass in seven differ-
ent places within four days. Dur-
ing his stay in Newfoundland, he
visited hospital patients and met
with Msgr. (Maj. Gen.) Ter
cnee P Finnegan, Air Force
Chief of Chaplains, who was on
a visit to Ernest Harmon Air
Force base
After Cardinal Spellman arriv-
ed here he celebrated Mass at
hi' residence and then presided
at a Solemn Mass in St. Patrick's
Cathedral where some 700 per-
aons welcomed him later.
Pope Distributes
Epiphany Gifts
VATICAN CITY (NC>—Special
gift parcels were distributed to
children of large Vatican fami-
lies on the feast of the Epiphany,
Jan. 6, at the direction of Pope
John XXIII
Epiphany rather than Christ-
mas is the traditional day in
Italy for distribution of gifts to
children The Pope ordered that
all Vatican employes and de-
pendents with more than four
children be given gifts for their
youngsters.
Missions Not Closed
Action on Polish, Lithuanian
Envoys to Holy See Explained
\ATKAN CITY (NO—Osser-
vitorr Romano ha* declared that
the failure of the diplomatic rep-
resentation* of the Polish and
Lithuanian coiemments in exile
to renew their credentials with
the Holy See is strictly a tech-
nical juridicial matter
The Vatican City daily said the
matter has nothing to do with
thev attitude of the Holy See to-
ward representatives of these na
tions.
The notice was displayed on
the papers front page in the
manner of an editorial But its
content and phraseology made it
evident that it originated in the
Vatican Secretariat of State and
therefore could be interpreted as
authoritative.
SHORTLY AFTER Christmas,
chiefs of various diplomatic mis-
sions to the, Holy See offered
traditional Christmas greetings to
Tope John XXIII. Since anew
pontificate had come into being
it also became necessary that
the diplomats’ credentials be re-
newed
Since the ambsssador of the
Polish government in exile, Casi-
mir Tapee, had seniority of cre-
dentials, he should normally
ha\e led the callera. When he
did not, it became evident that
la would not renew his ere-.
dentials. At the same time, it be
came known that Stanislas C.ird
vaitus, chief of the Lithuanian
mission, also would not present
his credentials.
Mr. Pa nee presented his cre-
dentials as Polish Ambassador
in July, 1939, a month before
the naxis invaded his country.
He remained as ambassador of
the Polish government in exile
throughout the pontificate of
Pius XII.
Mr. Girdvaims presented his
credentials as Lithuanian Minis-
ter to the Holy See in October.
1939, the year before the So
viet Union annexed his country.
OSSERVATORE Romano has
challenged "gratuitous and ten-
dentious" speculation on reasons
for discontinuing the two repre-
sentations and attempts to label
them "new orientations of Vati-
can policy.”
Osservatore Romano declared:
"The question should he
viewed la its true and just
terms, which are not of a
political' nature hut are strict-
ly technical Juridical. .
.
“It happens that. . . the Polish
and Lithuanian representatives
ara not in a position to present
documents which could he rec-
ognized as diplomatically valid
•ccordutg to international law.
"This is a painful situation
which the Holy See is the first
to deplore. It remains neverthe-
less an incontrovertible fact. It
therefore logically follows that
the Holy See finds it impossible
to continue to recognize the il-
lustrious diplomats who until now
held this distinction, as heads of
their respective representations,"
it declared
“NEEDLESS TO point out, this
does not mean that there Is any-
thing against the persons of the
diplomats themselves. . . Neither
could it be reasonably argued
that the benevolence of the Holy
See has been lessened toward
those two nations which consti-
tute for the Catholic world, quite
apart from motives of fraternal
anxiety, symbols of pride and
grounds for hope "
Osservatore* article seemed
to challenge the notion that the
two diplomatic missions have
been "closed " It stated that such
an action is within the compe-
tence of the Holy See. But It
immediately added that "these
representations continue to ex-
ist," explaining that "in the ab-
sence of the chiefs of mission,
they remain entrusted to charges
d'affaires of the (Polish) embas-
sy and of the (Lithuanian) W-
gation.''
Castro Frees Jailed Catholics,
Sees Christian Spirit Prevailing
By Gustavo Pena Monte
HAVANA (NC) Triumphant
revolutionary leader Fidel Cas-
tro has proclaimed that with'lhe
ouster of President Fulgencio
Batista, Cuba is beginning anew
era in which the Christian spirit
will prevail.
Before coming from the tem-
porary capital at Santiago to
Havana with provisional Presi-
dent Manuel Urrutia, the 32-year-
old hero of the revolution as-
serted that in restoring civil
prighli and ridding the govern-
ment of corruption, the new Cuba
needs men who are honest and
trustworthy. It is Cuba’s Catho-
lics who are outstanding for these
qualities, he said, adding, "We
need the best with us."
CASTRO SPOKE about the
place of the Church in the rev-
olution in an interview with Rev.
Amado LJorente, director of ACU,
the Catholic university students’
movement. Father Llorente was
Fidel Castro s teacher at the Jes
uit College of Santiago, and the
rebel leader had called him to his
Sirrre Maestra headquarters for
his counsel
Asked by Father l.lorentr
what he thought the attitude of |
the Church was concerning the
revolution, Castro indicated ap-
proval of her hands-off policy.
He addrd, however, that, with
few exceptions, he thought Cu-
ba s C athoiics had fully sup-
ported the revolution.
It was recalled that six priests
had sersed as chaplains to the
Castro forces in their,hideout in
the precipitous Maestra range in
eastern Cuba Nearly all of the
physicians who had gone into the
mountains to serve them are
ACU leaders. Among them was
Hr. Fernandez Adan, former
archdiocesan president of Catho-'
lie Youth of Havana.
MEANWHILE, the forces of the
26th of July Movement taking
its name from the date in 1953
when Fidel Castro led his small
guerrilla band in his first attack
on the Batista regime moved
throughout the country to liberate
political prisoners in jails. Many
are Catholic youth leaders
Thr Young Christian Work-
ers, many of whose leaders suf-
fered imprisonment or exile un-
der the Batista government, im-
mediately issued a declaration
voicing full support of the rev-
olution. Some YCW leaders
joinrd the rebels in seizing the
headquarters of the pro-Ratista
Workers Confederation of Cuba. •
The sudden triumph of the
Castro forces came about shortly
after Archbishop Enrique Perez
Serantes of Santiago urged Cath-
olics to pray for an end to the
civil war
The Archbishop's plea, made as
the revolutionaries were moving
on Santiago, called the struggle
"the bitterest and most implac
able known at any time, even The
saddest, in our country's his
lory "
Communists Planning
New Student Drive
\ lENNA iR.NSI With the start of the new year in-
formed sources here forecast that countries behind the
Iron ( urtain will intensify their efforts to indoctrinate
students and teachers in secondary schools and colleges
with communist ideology \
From time to time the com-
munist press in Hungary, Ro -
.mama, Czechoslovakia and Bul-
garia. commenting on idealistic
and religious influences still ex-
isting among young people has
jcalled for stronger political indoc-
| trination of students in higher
I education.
IN HUNGARY, for example,
government papers have charged
i that “counter • revolutionary"
tendencies are widespread in sec-
ondary schools and colleges and
ihave urged a stepped up battle
against "known enemy ele -
j ments."
The Hungarian ministry of
culture has warned that only
teachers who are confirmed
Marxists must be allowed to
teach in secondary schools.
More than 2,000 courses intend-
ed to develop the "philosophi
cal knowledge" of teachers
have been established.
In Romania, the Red press has
often pointed out that "mysti-
cism” ind "bickwardneti" are
insufficiently fought in the coun-
try's colleges and universities.
Communist student and youth
groups have been asked to carry
students with religious affili-
ations.
The Czech communist regime
has demanded more "practical
work" in education, a "class -
based" selection of students and
an improvement of lectures on
Marxism and Leninism.
Inside...
THE L. S. VISIT of An-
astas Mikoyan of Russia
calls forth some strong
editorial comment on
U S policy...Page 8
A VISITOR to Russia tells
of his experiences there
on Page 3
WHAT HAPPENS when
an only child goes into
religion? Read one moth-
ers reaction on Page 11
A BOX of peanut brittle
—and how it helped or-
phans—is told on Page 16
Marital Pact
Ruled Void
COLUMBUS, Ohio Ry
refusing to review a lower
court case, the Ohio Supreme
Court has upheld a ruling
that agreements made bv
parties lo a mixed marriage per
laming In the religion of their
children are "void and unenforre
able
The original court suit had been
started b> a Catholic father fol
lowing a civil divorce Before Ihc
separation of Ithe mother, a
Protestant, signed an agreement
i:i whirh she pledged lo fulfill
her premarriage promise and
raise the daughter as a Catholic
THK MOTHER enrolled the
child in a Catholic school for a
year but then withdrew her and
sent her lo a public school and a
Lutheran rhurch, at which point
the father instituted his suit
based on the signed agreement
tc rear the child as a Catholic
After the initial decision In fa
vor of the mother, an appeals
court ruled that "the free choice
of religious practices cannot be
controlled by contract."
Missioners Return
For Christmas
I PARIS (NC)—Twenty French
missionaries who have been work-
ing In the heart of Africa from
25 to 50-years offered midnight
Christmas Masses in Notre Dame
Cathedral here with Cardinal Eel
tin of Paris.
Several of them said they had
given up any hope of seeing
France again They were flown
here from Rome where they were
received by Pope John XXIII
Ohio Official Cites Precedent,
Rules Bus Rides Are Legal
CLEVELAND <RNS) Ohio
public school boards are legally
free to provide bus transportation
to children attending parochial
and other private schools which
meet state standards, ■ county
prosecutor ruled here.
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor
John T Corrigan issued an optn
ion at the request of the Strongs-
ville school board which has been
asked to provide bus transporta
tion for some 400 pupils in St
Joseph School there Nothing in
the U S or Ohio constitutions or
laws forbids such action, Corn
gan told the board ,
THE PROSECUTOR went
counter to a 31-year-old opinion
of former Ohio Attorney (ieneral
Edward C Turner who held that
only pupils attending public
schools are entitled to transporta
tion at public expense
He quoted legal sources to
show that the trend of opinion
Indicates that such benefits as
bus rides, textbooks, lunches,
medical and dental expenses
are for the safety and protec-
tion of children, not for the
benefit of any particular school.
Corrigan cited the 1947 U S
Supreme Court decision in the
Arch R Everson vs Board of
Education of Ewing Township,
N J case, in which the court
held that the due process clause*
of the 14th Amendment is not
violated if public transportation
Is provided" for children in p*-'
rochial schools.
The 14th Amendment, the court
said, does not strip the states of
their power to meet their special
problems. Laws helping children
to get a secular education, It con
tinued, serve a public purpose.
(Parochial schools provide secu
lar education according to state
standards in addition to religious
instruction.)
A LAW PROVIDING buses for
Catholic school children does not
violate the First Amendment pro-
■■ision forbidding any legislation
respecting an establishment of
religion,” the court said. It add
ed that the purpose of the bus
law is simply to get children to
Khool safely, "Irrespective of
their religious faith "
Similarly, he said, the U S
Supreme Court, an a Louisiana
rase, held that a state may pro
vide textbooks for children in pa
rochial and other private schools.
Parents have the constitu-
tional right to send their chil-
dren to the school of their
choice, Corrigan said, and bus
rides are primarily for the
benefit of the child rather than
in aid of a school.
Corrigan praised the Maryland
Court of Appeals for upholding
such welfare benefits as bus
rides for parish school children
Under Maryland's compulsory
school attendance law, tbe prose-
cutor explained, children regis
tered in a parish school have
a duty to attend that school
Therefore, he said, the court
ruled that the state has the power
to protect the children from dan
|ger "while they are carrying out
duties imposed by law '
In the Everson case, Corrigan
recalled, the court stressed that
the state has no right to force
children to attend a public school
The court reasoned further that
to deny bus rides because rhil
dren attend a parish school
would be "indirect compulsion to
attend a public school.” and
would be unconstitutional
REV. JOSEPH J. Met;raw. pas
tor of St. Joseph parish, said that
if the request of the parents is
granted, most of the children
would board the public school
buses at regularly scheduled
stops
The request was made by a
delegation of parents who live
and pay taxes in the Strongsville
school district A similar petition
nine years ago was turned down
by the school board
Venezuelan Leader
Promises Remedies
CARACAS President-elect Romulo Betancourt in-
terviewed here by NCWC News Service, asserted that' his
government will work “to remedy certain situations which
are unjust'’ to the Catholic Church
He indicated that his administration would take a
.mprr sympathetic attitude to
ward parochial school problems.
He also indicated that he agrees
with the Church that the old law
of the "patronato" is outmoded.
Under It, the government has a
voice In the appointment of
Bishops and in promulgation of
Papal pronouncements specifics!
ly affecting Venezuela.
VENEZUELA’S 1947 constitu-
tion provides that the patronato
will remain in effect until a con
cordat is signed with the Holy
See. Betancourt said ’ the possi
bility for (a) concordat . . . still
remains open."
He revealed that Archbishop
Rafael Arias Blanco of Caracal
had paid a rail on hint and he
had told tho Archbishop that
tfco government would racog-
nlw "the obvious reality" that
I Catholicism is thr religion of
I the great majority of the peo-
ple.
Betancourt was Venezuela's
chief executive a decade ago.
At that time his i»arty passed leg-
islation hostile to Catholic edu-
cation Marxists were also in-
cluded in the administration.
Betancourt has promised that
communists will be kept out of
the present coalition government.
Pick American Film
BONN, Germany (RNS)—The
U S. motion picture, "Me and the
Colonel," wraa named one of the i
beat ftlma of the year by the;
Catholic Film League here. I
Pope Defends
Modern Art
For Churches
VATIC AN C ITS Pope John XXIII, continuing his
series of informal talks to various groups, touched on mod-
ern liturgical art. the need for fredom of schools, the mis-
sion of teaching, and his hopes that 1959 would he “a happy
and blessed year
"
In his most significant talk,
the Pope warned that people
should not be prejudiced against
modern liturgical art just be
cause it is modern He added that
hi personally favors it but warned
that one cannot encourage "mad
forms” of art because they are
no longer art
HK SPOKK TO members of
the International Institute of Li-
turgical Art and noted that there
are "works which some time ago
were not considered beautiful by
the public in general and which
are now more readily appreci-
ated
"
It was Ml years ago lie said
that today there is more respect
for the Church and religion than
before
He cited particularly the hon-
ored place which Catholics have
in the Rome Municipal Council
where -So years ago they wrre
the target of bitter and constant
attack
During the regular Wednesday
audience on Dec. 31, the Pope
told about mono visitors that he
looks "with trust toward the New
Year and hopes that it will be a
year of blessing "
SPK.VKIMi IN Italian, the Pon-
tiff told the group that after a
full working day "in which he
must listen with attentive ears,
with an open heart and with lips
always speaking," even the Vicar
of Christ feels the -meed for a
little roni ersation with his fam-
ily
“Art, when Inspired by truth
»nd beauty and when animated
hy the truee spirit of Faith, has
a legitimate function," he de-
j elared. lie said art can be a
source of spiritual inspiration.
I giving a fortaste of what hap-
piness there will he in Para
dise on seeing God fare to fare.
At an audience lo represenla
h\es of Italy's pmate Catholic
schools, the Pope said that it is
of great importance" to pre
servr “effective freedom of the
schools
He noted, however, that Calh
olic schools in Italy are current
lv confronted with difficulties ’
While he did not name these riif
(lenities, there was no douht he
was referring to anti clerical
campaigns aimed at curtailing
the school freedoms
KARI.IKR. speaking to mem
hers of the Cnipn of Italian Calh
olic Middle School Teachers the
Pontiff said he saw the "real sig
nificanre of the teaching prnfes
sion in the “transmission to
others of the supreme and di
vine light
"
He added (hat “the mission of
teaching is a particular partic
ination in the merits of the
| Christian Apostolate."
I In his last general audience of
i 1958, Pope John recommended
I that Catholics have devotion to
I guardian angels and to the
Blessed Virgin. He revealed that
he himself recently had a pic-
ture of Our Lady surrounded hy
12 angels placed in his chapel.
Gesturing toward his visitors,
the Pope said that all the faith-
ful present were in a wav a
part of his family and that he
thanked them for their visit
which, he said, gave him real
jov.
During the audience the Pope
joked with some Italian nuns He
welcomed them and spoke of the
Sisters as always so quiet in
the convent, hut when thev go
out they are full of enthusiasm
and are always found right up in
front
"
Then the Pope turned his
thoughts to the coming year
saving
How many are the reasons
for gratitude We must have to-
ward the laird for benefits con-
ferred during 1958 The goodness
of the lavrd makes Us hope for
new graces and assistance dur-
ing the New Year"
ON J\V S. the Pope, his aides,
tile diplomatic corps and invited
guests witnessed a special per-
formance of an opera based on
the T S Eliot play “Murder in
a Cathedralßased on the kill-
ing of St Thomas a Becket in
the Canterbury cathedral, the
show was staged by the Rome
Opera in an auditorium in a Pap-
al building near the Vatican.
Pope John, an avid opera fan.
listened with rapt attention and
frequently led the applause. At
the end he insisted on meeting
the performers to tell them of
the pleasure he had derived from
the performance.
POPE JOHN welcomed the
| New Year in the privacy of hi*
personal chapel, spending the
(last hour of I9sft in prayer He
began with thanksgiving for all
the graces and gifts conferred
during the year and ended with
prayers to the Holy Ghost asking
guidance and wisdom for the
coming year
Earlier on New Year s Eve
the Pope had appeared at the
window of his private study to
acknowledge the homage of the
street car workers of the city
who had gathered In St. Pet-
er's Square.
Speaking over a microphone,
the Pontiff told them that you
are all young compared to my
-self who is so old Yet my office
as Vicar of Christ which I un-
worthily hold allows me to par
ticipate a little in the eternal
youth of Christ.”
He asked the assembled work-
ers to say four Hail Marys with
him The first for you, the sec-
ond for your children and the
sick, the third for your fellow-
workers and another for the
Church "
AT NOON ON New Year's day
the Pope appeared at his win
dows to bless the large crowd
below He recited the Angelus
with them, gave them his bless
ing and said "a Happy New
ear to all. The crowd answered
with cheers and honked auto
horns
During the traditional New
Year's day audience with Rome's
Mayor and Municipal Council the
Pontiff said that it is not true
that the world is worse now than
Accord Near
In Austria
\ IKNNA iNO Negotia-
tions over the Austrian Bish
ops' claim for restoration of
property .seized by the nazi
regime in 1938 appear near
a favorable solution here
The Austrian National Council
(lower chamber of parliament)
has authorized the government to
pay the Church about 200 mil-
lion schillings, or M million, in
two annual installments. Details
of the payment have yet to be
worked out
THE GERM ANS had confiscat-
ed some 150.000 acres of well-
stocked forest land and many
buildings The only compensation
received by the Church was the
legal right to levy a ' religious
tax. amounting to a small frac-
tion of an individual Catholic's
income tax
The Bishops have asked for re-
turn of the buildings and an an-
nual payment of 220 million schil-
lings, which would include sala-
ries of religious teachers in state
schools
.The settlement tentatively
agreed upon is close to that
claim.
CUSTOM REVIVED: Pope John is shown wearing the
camauro, a tight-fitting red velvet cap trimmed with
white fur. The camauro came into use in the late
Middle Ages and was commonly worn by Popes until
the last part of the 18th century. No Pope in the last
50 years wore the cap until Pope John revived the
custom. He is pictured here greeting Cardinal
Confalonieri.
Places in the Week’s News
Anew. catechism ha* been
published in Denmark, having
been translated from a German
text.
Anew minor seminary with a
capacity of 120 students will be
constructed at Taichung, For-
mosa, and operated by the Con-
gregation of the Immaculate
Heart of Mary.
A successful producer-con-
sumer rice cooperative has been
inaugurated in Bolivia by the;
Maryknoll Fathers.
The Omaha Archdiocese will
mark its centennial this year
with a scries of events including
the consecration of its cathedral.;
The Chamber of Deptuies ini
I Italy, through its committee on
| domestic affairs has killed a
I proposal which would permit dis-
j semination of birth-control propa-
ganda
A Catholic chapel bas been
opened in England at the Hink-
| ley Point atomic power station.
The Catholic Worker, a month-
ly labor paper published'in Lon-
don, is in financial difficulties
and may cease publication.
Some 20,000 people attended
ceremonies in Panama, consecrat-:
ing the country to the Sacred
Heart of Jesus
In contrast to 1937. when the
Christmas midnight Mass was
broadcast over almost all radio
| stations, not one station in Poland
transmitted the Mass this Christ-j
mas.
j Anew chancery office has been :
opened by the U Crosse (Wis.)
■Diocese.
A branch of the Apostolate of
j the Worker for hotel and restau-i
rant personnel has been estab-
jlished in the Netherlands by the I
Augustlnian Fathers.
A radio station which will i
broadcast only religious pro-j
'grams has begun operation in l
Valladolid, Spain.
Anew notiviate - scholasticate
for Christian Brothers has been
established near Manila in the I
Philippines. '
Aids Italian See
VATICAN CITY INC) -Pope
John XXIII has sent financial
aid and a letter of encouragement
to Cardinal Lercaro of Bologna
to help solve the problem of the
lack of churches and clergy in
the archdiocese.
Agree Church Was Not Hostile
To Science in South America
WASHINGTON (RNS) - The
Catholic Church did much to en-
courage the spread of scientific
knowledge in South America un-
der Spanish rule during the 18th
century, the American Historical
Association was told here.
In a paper read at a joint meet-
ing of the group and the Ameri-
can Catholic Historical Associa-
tion, Dr. John T. Lanning of Duke
University said that far more en-
lightenment occurred in South
America during 1750-1820 than
modem historians have realized.
WHILE SOME parish priests
were hostile to the diffusion of
jnew knowledge, he said, the Jes-
,uits and Franciscans were active
■in promoting education. Both
groups. Dr. Lanning said, had a
good hold on the South American
intellectuals of the period before
the revolution against Spain be-
cause they admitted poor but,
bright students to their schools
while other schools catered only
to the aristocracy.
In a second (taper, Prof. Karl
M. Schmitt of the University of
Texas, Austin, asserted that the
practices of the Spanish inquisi-
tion which were imported to
South America were “ineffee-
tive in preventing the spread
of new ideas." It is Inaccurate,
he said, to say that the Catho-
lic clergy during the latter
days of Spanish rule were hos-
tile to the new enlightenment.
The clergy were instriimental
i in many "scientific adventures of
discovery." Prof Schmitt said.
They accepted the methodology
if not the philosophical doctrines,
he said, and their role in the age
of enlightenment was a major
onci
AT ANOTHER session, dele-
gates were told that religious
prejudice no. longer serves as a
bar to the election of a Catholic
as President of the U S Under
discussion was "The ‘Catholic
Question' in American Politics."
For two hours history profes-
sors and researchers joined in
a lively discussion of why Gov.
Alfred K. Smith was defeated
in l»n but a Catholic like Sen.
John F. Kennedy nfight be
elected in IMO.
Prof. Edmund A Moore of the j
University of Connecticut led off
the symposium with a paper in'
which he contended that Gov.,
.Smith suffered more from other j
issues than he did the religious'
issue, particularly from his asso-
ciation wUh Nfcw York City's
Tammany Hall'' machine and
his outspoken opposition to pro-
jhibition.
The Republican Party's identif
ication with the prosperity of
1928 probably made Herbert Hoo-
ver unbeatable anyway. Prof
Moore suggested, and the real
prejudice Mr Smith encountered
was that against the immigrant
population of New York City The
governor's identification with this!
group caused his political oppo
oents to depict him as culturally
and socially unfitted for the
White House, he said
The religious issue may have
contributed to "the size of the
defeat" particularly in certain ru
ral areas of the South, but it was
not the principal cause
"Within a few years or a dec
ade," Prof. Moore predicted, "the
'unwritten law' against Catholic
candidates for the Presidency
will lose whatever sanction it has
No patriotic, intelligent person.
Catholic or non-Catholic. will vote
for a candidate because of his
religion."
NEATH PRISON WALLS: This Nativity scene, complete with live animals, was
established oh the Essex County Jail grounds with the cooperation of Sheriff Neil G.
Duffy. The life-size figures were purchased and the lean-to constructed by prison-
ers. The stable was remade from lumber salvaged from a refrigerator at the Old
House of Detention. Feeding the animals, which were loaned by George Wolf of
Hanover are Sheriff Duffy, right, and Alvin Wanger, Warden
Pope John’s Talk to
Graves Commission
Vriii Iff I/,.
I nllou mg ii the text »l delnered ,n I retch on
Voi 26, 195H, hx Pope John Will member, „/ ,A, fl r „ (I /,
(ommonuealth If jr Crj, r, tom mi,non I hr Pope uni that the
Uih nl injintjining the grjce, of ,nme hritnh mUieri
t'jllcn in Italy i ould promote the inlereil nl ,u,l pra,r
Gentlemen, the mission which has now brought you
together in Rome as members of the I British 1 Imperial
Commission for \S ar Graves is a mission in recognition of
the fidelity of those thousands of soldiers, citizens of eight
countries of the Commonwealth, who were buried on
Italian soil in the course of ttic
l»o last World Wars
W'c receive you with open heart
and are glad to deliver to you a
few thoughts which suggest to l!s
how much your great and beau-
many of the wounded To many
of the dying We brought comfort
and the peace o/ final absolution
Mow many fell on the field of
honor’
| It Is a ministry at once priest-
ly, human and fraternal, where
In the midst of the combatants
the priest remains a witness of
| the hldhest moral and religious
1 values lor those brave men who
I do not hesitate to give up their
lives.
BY UNDERTAKING lo serve
I through the maintenance of their
graves the glorious memory of
the 45.000 Commonwealth soldiers
who rest in Italian earth, you
serve not only the dead, hul you
keep alive, among the living, the
memory of sacrifices willingly
made by these men and the res
olulion lo remain faithful to their
example
Faithful souls, those who do not
mourn Ihcir dead like others
who have no hope” (l Thoss t,
13), like to live In company and
familiarity of inrir dear departed
ones. This is not vain nostalgia
for the past, (he Inability to (are
the tasks of the future
On the contrary, it is by this
that we enrich our thoughts
and our artions with the en-
tire spiritual and humane pat-
rimony of those generations
whieh have gone before us.
with strength drawn from the
determination lo continue their
work, with the Christian hope
of seeing onre more the father
or husband who died in battle.
Is it not a question, gentlemen,
of giving proof of faith, culture
and love’ May your activities de-
velop those spiritual values
which are given the supreme
guarantee of the religion revealed
by God Doing this, you will not
merely maintain graves, you will
contribute usefully to the crca
lion among men of a more fra-
ternal society You will serve the
cause of Just peace, which is so
dear lo l’s It is with this confi
donee that We call down upon
you, with a most paternal heart,]
Ihe abundance of divine bless-
ings.
tiful duly con-
forms to those
feelings which
lie deepest in
the Christian
soul
Your pres
ence first of all
evokes in Our
mind memories
which are dis-
tant. hut still
remain among the most moving
experiences of an already long-
life The high plateaus of Asiago
and those lands washed by the
Plave River, endeared to you bv
graves of so many of your coun-
trymen. were familiar to Is dur-
ing the World War 1 years when
We functioned there as military
chaplain We brought aid to so
WHEN YOU BEY. tell the!
salesman you saw his ad in The!
IAdvocate. J
Reciprocal Trade
Program Happed
CHICAGO (RNS) Import
restrictions imposed by this coun-
try's Reciprocal Trade Agree
ments Program were assailed
here by the outgoing president of
the Catholic Economic As-
sociation as legislative astig
mat is m to the nth degree
"
Or Charles J Walsh of New
York, associate professor of roe
nonucs at Kordham L'niversity,
told delegates at the association's
17lh annual meeting that the
trade law has become "twisted
and distorted" into an instrument
merely for the Increased protec-,
lion of domestic products
"What we need is a trade pol-
icy in the national interest," he
said, "pne which would consider
the legitimate rights and needs
of consumers, exporters, other
domestic industries and the broad
purposes of our foreign policy, not
just the perpetuation of every
domestic product no matter how
insignificant, unimportant and in-
effioient it may be
"
Dr. Walsh was succeeded as
president by Rev, Jerome L,
Toner, O. S. B. t dean of industrial
relations at St. Martin's College.
Olympia, Wash. < I
People in the News
Pope John XXIII ha* been!
voted man of the year in religion j
in (he annual Associated Press
poll.
Hit Beatitude Paul II Cheiko
ha* been installed in Iraq a*
Patriarch of Rabylonia of the
Chaldean* and spiritual leader of
the world's Chaldean Rite Catho-
Ilies.
Very Rev. Daniel 1.. Shannon.
0.P., has been reelected prior of
St. Vincent Ferrer s Priory, New
York.
Alec Guinness. Britain’s top
film star, who was received into
the Catholic Church three years
ago, has been awarded a knight
hood by Queen Elizabeth
Aptoine Pinay, Frrnch Finance
Minister, ha* been received in pri-
vate audience by the Pope
Msgr. Dino Staffa, a distin
guished jurist, has been named
secretary of the Sacred Congre-
gation of Seminaries and Univer-
sities and legal counsel of the
V atican Secretariat of State.
Cardinal Cento, Papal Nuncio
to Portugal, ha* received hi* red
miretia from the Portuguese pres
ident in formal ceremonies at the
Ajuda Palace, Lisbon
Died
. . .
Rev. Michael J. OTosmell,
C. M., of St. Louis, former
president of DePaul University,
Chicago.
Rev. Joseph P. Donovan. C.M.,
of St La>uis, 78, internationally
known canonist who introduced
the Legion of Mao to the U. S,
27 years ago.
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BURNS & O'CONNELL, Inc
GARDEN STATE PLAZA
Route* 4 and 17 FARAMUS, N. J.
Telephone HUbbard 7-5317
Exits I*o and I*l. Garden State Parkway Parking Area No. I
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Oviea *o tropic porta . .. your luxury
retort hotel, the popular Mauratonlol
Farsoui Cunard food.nightclub enter,
talnment, (trimming, new niovl*t,
dancing... oil pboard, all in your
ticketl Mauretonio't tuporior speed
enooni you to* more parts, enjoy let-
eurety shore excursions and tree lure
(boppingI
4 SUNSHINE CRUISES
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JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
828 BROAD ST„ NEWARK MA 3-1740
The Rainy Day
That Won’t Trouble
Some People
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There doesn't hare to hr ■ rainy day ■ time
when the pinch for money is so tight is to cause
worry and distress. For the person v>ith wisdom
•nd foresight provides for such a contingency.
He is the min who regularly adds to his savings
account.
Saving is a good habit. There never was and
never will he a better one. It can be the road
to a large measure of independence. But in any
event, if a financial crisis should come, the
money; your money, is available.
Open a Carteret savings account today. Divi-
dends at the rate per annum start from
the date of depout.That’s right, from the date of
depoiit. And they are compounded quarterly.
Carteret savings and Loan Association
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
and theta nfleet:
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AUTO
CHECK-UP
TIME
.. . NOW!
• Motor Tuno-op
• Safety Check
• Cooling System
• Rotate Tires
• Steering and Brakes
• Complete Lubrication
6 S, 514.95
8 & *17.95
LUBRICANTS t
TARTS IXTRA
Budget Your Rtpairt
® llrmi arranged te
• Mil your puna
as low as $1.25 a week
L AMSROSINO, Pm
3085 HUDSON BIVD.
JERSEY CITY
(AT HOLLAND TUNNII Cal)
Service Depl Open Daily S SO AM-
S T. M - Sal. S 00 A. M 111 Naan
01 4-4000
GOT THOSE
NEW-CAR BLUES?
Pick your car come to us. get the cuk.
'Ve il finance your purchase with a low-cost
Auto Loan, uhethcr the car you choose is
new or used Your dealer gets cash and
you gel the bargain! Rates are so low-
monthly payments are easy. You need Dot
he a depositor.
THE THUS COMPANY
OF NEW- las E Y
Jersey City • Hoboken • West New York
Weehowken • Union City • Secoucus
f •d*r*l DtpoMl Immr»mm ,|-f-
New Jersey'*
largest
Cadillac
Deafer
Finest
Quality
Used Cart
360 Central Ave.
MA 4.11*4
CADILLAC. WC.
BRAND NEW
'5l DODGES S PLYMS
SOLD BELOW
OUR COST!
All models for immediate delivery.
First Come Best Choice
S H GROSSMAN ,NC
New Jertey'i Lar get! Dodge-Ply mouth Dealer
Est. 1903 "Where Sul hi Meeti
Central and High"
11-21 SUSSEX AVE., NEWARK • MA 3-5242
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Officer* Installed
JERSEY CITY - Giovanni Tos
cano. president, and other offi-
cers of St. Roceo Society were
Installed by Frank Spaldo who
spoke on the life of St. Roeco.
Retired Bishop
Dies in Missouri
ST JOSEPH. Mo. (NC)
Requiem Mass was offered here
for Bishop Charles H. Leßtond,
75, who retired as Bishop of St.
Joseph in 1956 when it was united
with Kansas City, Mo., to form
the Diocese of Kansas City-St.
| Joseph.
Bishop Leßlond, a Cleveland
priest elevated to the episcopate
in July, 1933, died Dec. 30 in St.
Joseph's Hospital here of a bron-
chial condition. He had been in
poor health for more than a year.
Archbishop Joseph E. Ritter of
St Louis delivered the sermon at
the Mass in St. Joseph's Co-
’Cathedral. The celebrant was
Bishop John P. Cody of Kansas
City-St. Joseph.
Bishop Leßlond, a native of
.Celina. Ohio, was ordained June
29, 1909.
U.S. Scholars Honored
By Milan University
MILAN, Italy (NC) - Three
i U.S. scholars were given honor-
ary degrees at ceremonies open-
ing the academic year at Sacred
Heart University here.
They were Jacques Maritain,
noted Catholic philosopher and
professor emeritus at Princeton
University, awarded a degree in
political science; Goetz Briefs,
professor of economics at George-
town University, a degree in- eco-
nomics and commerce; and John
E. McKern, president of Charles
Pfizer and Cos., who received an
agrarian law degree.
Pontiff Puts Lid
On 'Up andDown'
VATICAN CITY - Pope John
XXIII has instructed his chief
aides to confine their genuflec-
tions to one in the morning
when they first meet him and
one in the evening when they
take their final leave.
Ordinarily, a genuflection
would be made each time a
person entered and left the
Pope's presence. This adds up
to many genuflections for those
seeing the Pope frequently.
It Is reported that the Pope,
after many meetings with one
of his assistants, said to him:
"Enough! Once in the morn-
ing and once in the evening,
but please, not up and down.”
Catholic Books
At 694 for Year
WASHINGTON - A total of
694 Catholic books were published
in 1958, according to a compila-
tion by Eugene P. Willging, di-
rector of libraries, Catholic Uni-
versity of America The listing
does not include textbooks or
books sold outside regular trade
channels.
The total compares with the
1957 total of 703 titles. There
were 144 publishers represented, I
including 53 designated as pri-
marily Catholic firms. These is-
sued 379 titles.
For the fifth consecutive year.
Newman Press was the leading
publisher with 73 titles, includ-
ing 17 paperbacks. Bruce Pub-
lishing Cos. of Milwaukee was sec-
ond with 53 titles
A noticeable decline in the i
number of paperbacks was dis- 1
closed. A total of 120 such titles i
were issued by 47 firms, corn- 1
pared to 171 paperbacks the
preceding year.
$420,000 Donations
Help Fire Victims
CHICAGO 'More than $420.-
000 has been donated to a special
fund and to Catholic Charities for
victims of the Dec 1 fire at Our
I-ady of the Angela School.
Some $390,000 has been ‘given
to a special fund organized by
Mayor Richard J Daley follow-
ing the blaze which killed 90 chil-
dren and three nuns Another
$130,000 was aent directly to Cath-
olic Charitiea.
IT PAYS to advertise In The
Advocate.
PIONEER PRIEST HONORED: Dominating Detroit’s new Greyhound bus terminal
is this huge mural-mosaic honoring Rev. Gabriel Richard, pioneer priest and frontier
ambassador, who while a member of Congress secured the passage of a bill which
provided .for the first road from Detroit to Chicago, in 1824. Designed by Andrew
Maglia, the mural depicts memorable events in the life of Father Richard.
Visitor Finds That Religion
Is Not Yet Extinct in Russia
SCV’C Sru I Seri he
Ihr author u director of the
Catholic Trairl Olfiie. XX'athing-
ton, O. C. Hr uai in Moicou • re-
cently on a trip iponxorrd hy
Air Irjihe and Inlnuriit, of final
Sonet got rrnmrnl trai rl bureau
By John G Hodgson
Even whore Ahe damper of
atheistic communism has fal-
len most heavily over the flame
of religion, the innate religious
spirit of the Russian people
seems to keep a least a spark-
of faith alive.
This fact was brought home.
to me in Moscow itself Moscow
was once a city of churches.
Today, only a handful remain
open. The rest have been ra/ed,
closed or converted into other
uses by the Reds. A few have
been turned into museums.
THESE CHURCH museums
have been left quite intact by
the communists Crowds of
visitors stream through them.
Inside they lower their voic-
es Even the military doff their
hats People stand reverently
before icons of the Virgin One
imagines that al least some arc
praying.
The people of Moscow evi-
dently know whal these build-
ings once were The communist
attempt to treat them as only
museums seems something less
than an unqualified success.
WITHIN 70 MILES of Mos
cow is an ancient Christian
shrine which is today a flourish
mg center of religious life and
a focal point for pilgrimages.
This is the centuries old mon
astery of Zagorsk, one of
seven Orthodox seminaries in
Russia
The monastery apparently de-
pends on donations for support.
It also operates a religious
goods store Irons arc the prin-
cipal item for sale and they
seem popular with pilgrims
ATTACHED TO the monas-
tery are a number of churches,
several of which I visited At
one, the Church of the lfoly
Trinity, we arrived during cele-
bration of the Orthodox Divine
Liturgy, or Mass
The church was filled with
worshipers. We arrived near
Communion time and stayed
for half an hour while the sac*
rainent was being distributed,
under both species as is done
In the Orthodox church When
we left, all those who wished
to receive Communion had still
not been satisfied
The congregation showed
moving signs of devotion Men
and women prostrated them
selves and kissed the floor at
lolemn moments in the liturgy
They kept up through memory
■ complicated and beautiful
chant. Neither here nor in any
other church in Russia did 1 see
people using prayer books.
Later we visited the Church
of St Sergios at Zagorsk, where
rrlics of the founder of Rus-
sian monasticism are pre-
served Pilgrims come here as
to a holy place They approach
the glass case in which the
Saint's relics are kept with a
typically Russian display of
reverence, bowing profoundly
three times and making the
Sign of the Cross. There is no
doubt that this is for them a
deeply meaningful experience.
WE ALSO VISITED M oscow's
Church of St. I-ouis of the
Krench, the only Catholic
chlirch is within walking dis'-
is much like Mass in any par-
ish in America although the
church is within walking dis-
tance of the Kremlin
Two Masses are offered every
Sunday morning The day I was
there the church was filled
to capacity for both of them
The 700 or ROO people who at-
tended each Mass were not,
with but few exceptions, em-
bassy personnel They were
✓the Catholic people of Moscow.
I found a number of men
present for the Masses, though
women wifre in the majority.'
In addition, there were a num-
ber of young people especial-
ly surprising since the Soviets
have made Monday the official
holiday with Sunday an ordi-
nary workday
The sermon was preached
and Communion was distribut-
ee after the Masses Everyone
in the congregation stayed, and
many received Communion.
I Dll) NOT attend Mass at
St Louis cliiring the week, hut
I did visit the rhurch during
the day several times. There
were always six or eight peo-
ple there, making visits to the
Rlessed Sacrament with evident
devotion I was told that on
weekdays one Mass is offered
and the attendance is usually
around 300.
't he church is apparently kept
up by donations of the faithful
There are no collections and
the only appeal for money is a
box placed unobtrusively at the
rear of the rhurch
The rhurch budding has a
classic facade with yellowish
stucco pillars The interior is
like any other Latin Rite
church, with nothing Russian"
or "eastern" about it The main
altar is set back The altar on
the epistle side is dedicated tn
Our Lady of laiurdes. Dial on
the (iospel side to St l»uis
The pastor of this remarkable
parish is a Polish priest in his
40s. about six feet tall with a
crew cut In addition to Rus-
sian. he speaks good Cierman
and a little Krench. but no Eng
lish
(
Confessions are heard at
St in Russian. Polish
and German
ONE CAN HARDLY believe
that the men in the Kremlin
allow religion to maintain its
marginal existence because
they share the religions spirit
of the people If they tolerate
religion, it is because they have
found it expedient to do so "
The reason, I believe, is not
far to seek The Soviets have
discovered that the Russian
people simply will not submit
to being deprived of religion
It is too much a part of their
emotional, esthetic and spir
it ii a I life When attempts have
been made to rut them off en-
tirely from religion, they have
responded in a way the com
munists understand declining
work output
University Graduates
Reminded of Duty
VATICAN CITY Catholic university graduates have
primary duty of using all the elements of nature and
of grace to bring about the triumph of Christ. Pope John
said here He spoke at an audience to members of the
Catholic University Graduates section of Italian Catholic
Action. ,
Pope John urged all to taka
away from their meeting in
Rome a sense of unity within
their respective fields And ha
added special words for vari-
ous groups such as teachers, doc
tors, technicians, jurists and
■artists
TEACHERS, he, said, can be
compared to priests because, like
the priest, their work is man in
his completeness, both body and
soul. The teacher who neglects
the aspirations, formation and
ultimate destiny of the soul can-
not consider himself worthy of
his mission, he said.
Doctors also must consider the
life of the spirit in their work,
he declared.
THE PONTIFF then insisted
on unity among various forms of
Catholic activity, saying that if
they are animated by such a
spirit they will succeed He point
ed to the joint adoration of
Jesus by the shepherds and the
Wise Men »s a model for such
unity.
If unity becomes paramount,
he said, individuals will be ready
to sacrifice some of their opin-
ions and something of themselves
for the good of all
Technicians he called "the
commanders" of our times.
But the Pontiff warned that
such men must never forget
that there is no real progress
without the use of the Intellect
and the spirit.
Lawyers and judges were re
minded of the importance of
their work, the triumph of jus
tire.
Speaking of modern artists, he
noted that this is a period of
changing tendencies and tech
mques which are not always un
derstood by the non artist How
ever, he said, recognition will
come to modern artists in time
Rut he reminded the artists that
one norm is constant—respect for
Divine Law.
Decree Drops 2
Irish Holy Days
DUBLIN Two holy days of
obligation have been dropped
from the Church calendar in Ire-
land under a decree issued by
the Sacred Congregation of the
Council in Rome
The feasts are those of the
Epiphany on Jan fi and SS Peter
and Paul on June 2!)
Announcement of the move was
made by Cardinal D Alton, Pri-
mate of Ireland Asa result of
the decree, the Cardinal said, the
two feast days will cease to be
school holidays
WHEN YOU BUY, tell the
salesman you saw- his ad in The
Advocate.
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S. Marsh & Sons
PERFECTION
is an
important
word
To meet our standard of perfection , a diamond musi
he a gem . . . perfect in clarity, cut and color. It has been our
policy since our founding to sell only perfect diamonds.
At our half-century mark, we are still grateful that our founder
established the practice of combining perfection u tth i-alue.
This has constantly made friends out of customers and
customers out of their friends.
We invite you to inspect these gems in a superb collection
of custom designed mounting!.
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Diamonds and Fine Jentity . . . Watches and Clocks
Silverware, China and Crystal . . . Gijts and Bar Accessories
Issggage and leather Goods . . . Hand Bags
Religious and Ecclesiastical Articles
yi. c siol44
NEWARK
199-91 Markil lfr««t
Oo«n M«n. thru 111 t il |« 4
W*4. until 9
John Dolan
Field Representative
MILLBURN
IAS47 Mlllhurn Annul
«»• M««. thru Sat. *.M ta I.M
Thura. until • « Amnia Parhlna
George FitzGerald
Manager—Millbum Store
HALF A CINTURV
Rifit or buy this famous Everest & Jennings
7TT 6009 TO If
OOOM-
My good looking Everest and
Jenmnga wheel chair haa be-
come more than a comfortable
and eaty way to get about. To
me it meant freedom and in-
dependence regained.
learn more about tbeae won-
derful modern chair* . . . write
or telephone far FREE
Booklet.
COSMEVO SURGICAL SUPPLY CO.
216 PATERSON ST., PATERSON, N. J.
GRtgory 3-2310—SHarmad 2-6986
236 RIVER ST., HACKENSACK, N. J.
Dl 3-5555
C 4
BONDS
Insurant
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an extra day
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Do you often wish you had more time
to sj>end with the family, for fishing,
your hobby, or just relaxing with a
good book?
Well, here’s one way you can save
extra hours ejich month open a
National State Handi-Check check-
ing account. It takes only a few min-
utes and n few dollars. Each month
you II save the hours you now spend
running around town paying bills in
person. Instead, you'll pay everything
by check through the mail
...
in a
matter of minutes! Kind out about it
at your nearest National State bank-
ing oflice.
NATIONAL STATE
andi-Check
21 banking offices serving Essex County communities.
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Pope John Calls Spread of Doctrine the First Duty
NCV'C Newt Service
Follow ing it e trentletion of en eAAren AelitereA in ltelien
by Pope John \XM dt be took ponestion of the Betilice of Si.
John 1Mirren on Sot. 2\, 195R. The Pope commenleA on-the tig.
nificenceSif the ceremony enA the hletting w ith w hich it concluAeA.
Venerable brothers and Our beloved sons.
To the greetings exchanged with the Cardinal Arch-
priest at the threshold of this, Our cathedral basilica, We
now wish to add three thoughts for the edification of all.
We should like them to reach the ears and hearts of all,
like »n echo of two solemn voices which resounded in the past in
these vaults the voices of the Supreme Pontiffs St Leo and St.
Gregory, both great and glorious Bishops of the Church of Rome
Doctors and Fathers of the Universal Church.
The first thought reflects on the solemnity and joy of to-
day* nte, the second on its high and mysUcal meaning as an
admonishment to the new Pope and for all the lambs of the flock
of Christ. The third is devoted to the blessing, the first of innum-w.x.wsiun, mr uni i num
erable others which, imparted from the heights of
the basilica, will conclude today's ceremony.
I. The Rile
The memory of the faithful of Rome is
earned back to the vigil of the Ascension.
May 17, 1339, the last lime this rite was per-
formed. when the Holy Father Pope Pius
XII. ever venerated and mourned, said in the
course of his short address of introduction:
‘•universalis est causa laetitae quia ad umversum
gregem pertinet jucunda celebntas pastons" the celebration of
the joy of the shepherd is reason for universal rejoicing
Almost 20 years later we again taste - (who cpuld have
predicted it!) the joy of that manifestation and, it is tthie,
in a greater pomp because of the improvement in the times
and circumstances.
PICS XII WAS content with less formality though the rite
was performed with perfect style. Ten years before his
glorious predecessor Pius XI had honored the Lateran with the
fortunate treaty of the same name which went far beyond the
simple and almost private nature of his official entrance
into his basilica.
Pius IX entered the Lateran on Nov fl 1R46. in dangerous
times, in time* of collective fever and threatened confusion He
arrived in a hnrsexirawn carnage, preceded and followed by a
procession of dignitaries on horseback. But the solemn caval-
pad * . of ' he preceding centuries which is recorded in the IOnlines Romani” _ notable among them being those of the
SS PiTv{. '* P ~ y lh * mh ‘ 13th ‘ ,nd H,h r '*“"rs - ends |
‘‘OnSonTereV’! ,Ct " f Uk,B * Pewsslon of the basilica jmnium eccleslarum nrbls et orbls mater et caput” (Moth-er and Chief of all tbe churches of the city and the 1
Z,°lemn “"sTim f“^
nt Umei «h * meaning the most 1
Hve™u. f He * uprPm * P° Wf r of the ecclesiasticgovernment reaching out from Rome to the whole world.
Cardinals
P<
T’ 7*’ 7" accpp,in * ‘he election of the
imm-7 1. 7!
" 0t n " d lhi * ,pp Sial investiture, since he
Peter In Th
comc * Bishop of Rome and successor to St
far. ~ hp “P'versal government of the Church But th-
in .h
that lh * human ey * als ° wan ‘» to have its share
cisilns * * plntual and *uP«matural manifestations and de-
. . N 'Ay,ONS - TIMES and tastes change. The great processions
:£•£ as yLTsr-swrz
HE;™swsr-si-s
w T „,
W " 7 author
'
of the ”Ordo Romanus XIII” (1271-12761
o«xa, °Blessed^fnnocen, 7 £?7p*
Ispano, the 2„« 0 f the series of John who e„1Th V
pleased U. to assume, may seem outdated
“ hUmb 'y
ard’be*.™”* CaValC ,a^ of hOM " ln Procession. 12 stand-
ofrholr. 77*",* 7 h"" 0 "' of lay dignitaries
andnri. 7nd7h o
*"“ arieV Bishop *- Archbishops, Car'-nals and then the Pope, no longer passe. In front ol the
recelve [he
r
ho
(an,pl*“* lio 1 (Cily Hall). Nor doe. It slop to
R,i .r . f*
° f ‘ hf c “ y ,rom thf Senator of R omP .
nrrf
are not ,he v »nous members representing the civilorders, those who preside in Rome over the government of .hi
not* 'present T' 7 ”I'°"' a " d ,hp wholp » a are thjy
fer andcnUv T r C°' dpn vaul “ " f ,hl ' church to con
Tsrnzx sr rtrs ,isr
: JSS-5 «
ruly, according to the words of the Holy Father Pius XII
tiquiUtf.mo* dlgn ;,a "‘ Pra ° rlarorum event uum memona, an-uquitatis monumentis prefluget.”
ih .j* appj , r<
* l,lrn ‘ 'I IO most steadfast souls vivified hv
u'ch T hU moTh
10 and ‘canqui. ceremonies
such as this most happy one today which, tempering the rigors
of life, calms the resentments multiplied In our country byeveryday events and adversities and which induces us to lor ,
give, to understand and to love. Such manifestations instill
rrew courage to fulfill our individual duties in regards to the
onrnw°f n7 hbor and in harmony with what we considerour own good nght.
the
AHfNG 77 R ° AD ° f t,mc ‘ ,he * Pontlffi entrance has lost
the pomp of distant ages, but great has been its gam inspirituality and intimate meaning.
We are no longer concerned with the prince surrounded
shepheiT"* mi,kt ’ but »*‘h the priest, the father, the
A modem sociologist, a fervent and devout Catholic expressed the wish at the beginning of the present age which
.7,1 ToT by ,<>rial , » nd by social disorders.
k ! m
h PPn,ury would **« Christ returning in triumph onthe shoulders of the people.
Alas! Christ has not yet returned in full triumph. But the
signs of souls, weary of vanity and disillusionment returning
.?eb. T 7
rt!t
TrCeS ° f tni,h and of U,p ' multiply within Oursight. his widespread participation In the exaltation of the
enurch in the succession of men called to the highest and
most serious apostolic ministry is an induration of spiritual
progress and abundant blessing.
11. The Meaning of the Rite
At the point (in the Mass) to which the Sacred Liturgy hasbrought us, everything now is centered on the sacred andleased altar, where the eye rests on two especially preciousand venerable objects, a book and a chalice.
Between the book and the chalice place the Supreme
Priest, together with Him place all the members of the priesthood, of every language and of every rite, here and throughout
the world.
THE BISHOP and all the priests collaborating with him are
n
h
f
e
th
XP wTTv,° f fir!> J charactrrist ><- of the pastoral mission
e ltols Church the teaching of sacred doctrine Behold
i "Th* 1 ,two Teatainents. Behold in the announcementmade to the people the principal and highest function of the
Catholic priesthood that is to say. the Bishop
The ancient Law Maker appeared to the distressed people
with two resplendent rays on his forehead: the first Gospel is
that of Moses, history and prophesy, directive and guide
for thf souls and for the people.
Is not this. beloi ed sons Ihe spreading of the great doctrine
‘ h
*, ‘*°. enabling it to penetrate into the soul
and into life, the first duty of the Catholic priesthood’
Jesus the divine Savior. Jesus the Shepherd, guides his flock
with heavenly doctrine and ever) thing is lighted with the fire of
this doctrine
WHAT WERE the Father* of the primitive Church thr
writers of the great century and the previously mentioned most
ancient and illustrious l.ateran prelates. St and St Grcgorv
as well as two of the greatest geniuses of the Church St
Jerome and St Augustine. what were thev if not above all
lecturers and Interpreters of the Sacred Scriptures in the midst
of the world.
H it here, beloved son*, (hat It Is pleasing above all to
* rm ,h »t the sacred nature of the pastoral ministry It the
strong, fascinating, resplendent teaching of doctrine.
The new Pope, here before you does not rease to recallJUS All, or whom he is the immediate successor, as well as
that (his teaching and explanation) which is probably the most
outstanding demonstration of his pastoral genius
This is collected in 20 volumes which have become a refer
ence source for he who intends, with God s help, to plough the
tame furrows. The memory of the Pontiff Pius XII will remainglorious throughout the centuries
His great merit was primarily that of the timely, appropriate
and profound exposition of the evangelic truth Through its
r*ys, Pius XII combined all the attributes of human intelli
genre, presenting them in the light of the eternal truth summed
up in Christ
PRAY THE I.ORD that Our actions as new and universal
Psstor may first and foremost follow the luminous furrow
traced by Piqs XII; that there may come close to Us In an
even greater number people devoted to dmne science so that
this 'may enlighten the resources of human intellect in all its
manifestations.
Though all the cares of the pastoral ministry are dear
U> Us and We reallre their urgency. We feel above all the
duty of Increasing everywhere with continuous action thr en-
thusiasm for every aspect of the Divine Book which was
made to illuminate the road ol our life fiom childhood to the
mo*t advanced ajjc.
Hence, there \s the cathetica] apostolatc. according to the
words of another of the great Pontiffs who enhanced themselves
with the name of Pius We refer to the ninth Pius who always
repealed to those people who came to him "lllummatr Illu
minate. Illuminate
Unfortunately, a few dark clouds of a certain teaching, which
has little connection with real science, hase darkened the horizon
In all ages ol the attempt to see the clarity and splendors ol the
Gospel
THIS IS THE reminder, this the purpose of the book opened
on the altar Teach the real doctrine, the righteous discipline
of life, the means for the elevation of man toward God
The first glory of each pontificate is. In fart, the practical
compliance with the evangelic commandment, "lie et doccte,"
even to the most distant parts Great teaching is agreed in this
regard, both the doctrine of the F.astern Fathers and that of the
Western Fathers agree on this point
St. John Chrysostom actually reminded every Pope, ev-
ery Bishop and evrry priest of the sarred duty of proclaiming
the heavenly doctrine, vesting each of them with the highest
responsibility.
We, men of God. We are not simply asked to account for
our own individual life No de \e»lra tantummoda vita sod de
universo orbo vobis reddenda cst ” We must account for the
salvation of the whole world (St. John Chrysostom, Horn. 5, in
Mat. sub med.).
AT THE SIDE of the book behold the chalice. The most
mysterious and sacred part of the Eucharistic liturgy revolves
around the chalice of Jesus which contains the precious blood !
Jesus is our Savior and we participate mystically in Ills Body
the Holy Church
Christian life Is sacrifice. In sacrifice inspired by charity
llri the merit of our conforming with what was thr final ob-
jective of the earthly life of Jesus, Who made Himself our
brother, Who sacrificed Himself and died for us so as to as-
sure through the consummation of human life our happinrsa
and our glory in the eternal ernturies.
The chalice on the altar and the venerable rites which
link the bread and wine consecrated in one single Sacrament,
mark the highest point, the sublimity of the union between God
and man. the perfection of the Christian profession
It is a word which returns often to Our lips, in the frequent
communications of Our soul wuh the Christian people. lor which
We draw Our inspiration Irom Benin Boussuet, one of the great
est modern genluaes of religious iclence "There is no perfection
of practice and of Christian life unless in the participation In the
Eucharistic Feast "
The catechetical teaching, of which We spoke, leads to this
naturally and to this is dedicated all the fervor of the pastoral
•pint.
THIS IS WHAT Wf intend to express from the very first
diyi of Our Pontificate, in the set of presenting Ourselves to the
world shove sll as u pastor
We seemed to perceive a profound sense of understanding
from the vast echo lo which Our words give rise in St. Peter's
on tile day of the coronation.
We, therefore, wish lo invite you to the altar to seek
there always the Bishop and the priest In the aet of distri-
buting the Body and Blood of the Lord, because this Is the
living substance of the religion we profess; that is to say
"Nobisrum Delis,” t.od in us as the revealed and contemplated
truth and as the perennial grace which educates and sanctifies
man, families and the various forms o( human coexistence in
ihe exercise of the highest virtues.
It is from the altar, from that holy hill, that wa must con
template. Judge and use the things of earth.
I It is also at the altar that the most serious questions which
sometimes lacerate human coexistence must find the beginning
I of a just solution.
To profess with honor the holy religion lo which w* hav«
hcen educated mean* above all to love God, and the love of God
is the love of justice.
It is on this ooint that St I.eo the Great of the fifth century
invited Ihristirfnity to ’rerngnire the creatness of Its dignityAgnosce, Chnstiane tuae sapicntivr dignitatem et qualiutn dn-
ciplinarum artibus ad quae praemia vocens intollij:e'* (Sermo
XLV, chapter 7 t.
THE KXERf ISE of goodness which derives from the fa-
miliarity with the Eucharistic communion makes the image if
the Creator resplendant in man. so much so that ( hrtstiamty can
renew in itself the characteristic outline of the face of Christ
The law of justice, the law of goodness, the law of har-
mony, all come to us from that doctrine of the books, from
the virtue of the Blood of Christ. from that intimate commu-
nion of sentiment among the brothers themselvrs
Ah! This Holy Church One, Catholic, Apostolic and Roman
-How great is the enchantment, how- great is ihe tenderness, how
great is the fascination of all its expressions of respect of mutual
and fraternal charity, of reciprocal cooperation not only in tho
order of spiritual and religious relations, but also in those of c lvi«
and social life.
111. The Great Bencclirliou
Forgive, very beloved brothers and Hons, forgive your Bishop
forgive your Tope the exuberance of feelings and of words con-
cerning the two points considered fundamental for Ihe successful
pastoral ministry renewed today, wh.rh renews its ardor as occurs
in every succession of pastoral activities through the change of
persons proposed for it
We do not have the right to look ahead of Is as though to a
long road As for Our humble life. We like In repeat the evening
chant. "Largire lumen vcspcrc quo vita mi-qu.vm decide "
For he who keeps his eyes confidently fixed on God. thera
are no surprises, not even the surprise of death, death which i*
sacred because it is the way to glorv and to perennial joy
THIS MORNING We entered St. John's to the sound of tha
■'Te Deum
"
We will soon leave invoking and distributing willy
open arms the great benedietion from the heights of Ihe main
balconv of Ihe archhasiiu.i
°r the Christian it I* a duty "per slnguln* dir* brnrdirer*
Drum.” Rut thrrr .irr particular!, volrmn circumstance* when
thr gesture of the hrurdirtinn assume* \a«ter proportion*.
Thr I..itor.in is thr trii'toe nl two of thr... hmrdi. ' u.n. that
of the art of taking possrssmn by the new Tope and that of th*
annual (rast of the Ascension
Both of these benedictions mark what is thr prmlrge of th«
sons of Rome. in the single person of whose Huh..,, here are
fused two dignities, two incomparable duties, that of Bishop of
the Diocese of Borne and tha' of Pontifl o| ’hr t nun..! i htirch
There returns (to mind) the great tale, unique in thr world
of the Constantine Basilica. • I rbis et Orbis omnium rcclesianim
mairr ct caput
"
We will spare you the doctrinal meaning concerning the mys-terious and prodigious content of this benediction
Benedictio pains In do,no* (iliorum The benediction
of the father strengthens , house of the sons
CHRIST TIIK Savior the urtiie of whose R[o„d redeemed tho
world, Mary. His holy and immaculate Mother and our benign
and powerful Mother, the Holy Apostle, Peter and Paul, patron
saints of the Lateran. the two Johns, the Baptist and the Evan-
relist, the illustrious proirrtors of our rm ihe special protector*
of the very new humble Pope, be our defender*, proteeton of
saered and eternal Home protectors of the Hols Catholic \postolie
( hurch, for the health, prosperity and happiness of the whola
world
These are the resounding word* which We will pronounce
on the great square after the ceremony. ThU is the de»lre of
the hearts during the performance and at the close of today »
sacred rHe.
Pax et benedictio. Del Omnipotent!!, Paths et Filil et Spiritu*
Sanctu.s. Amen.
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Mamba, Federal Dapoilt Insurance Corpora,.on
Protest Red Trade Plan
RIO DE JANEIRO (NC)—Car-
dinal de Barr os Camara of Rio
de Janeiro protested in a radio
broadcast here against any re-
sumption of Brazilian trade rela-
tions with the Soviet Union.
The same day President Jus-
celino Kubitschek announced that
Brazil will not resume cither
trade or diplomatic relations with
the U S S R.
Later some officials of the For-
elgn Affairs Ministry here ex-
pressed surprise at the Presi-
dent's announcement. They point-
ed out that the Brazilian Ambas-
sador in Washington has for the
past two months been negotiating
with the Soviet Embassy to re-
establish commercial relations
between the two countries. They
said the talks took place with the
full knowledge of the Foreign Af
fairs Ministry.
Father of Nine
Ordained at 78
RIO DE JANEIRO (NC) A
widower and father of nine chil-
dren who studied for the priest-
hood with the help of a tape re-
corder was ordained here at the
age of 78.
| The unusual ceremony took
Iplace at San Jose Seminary where
Rev. Jose Bernardo de Martins
Castilho, a former lawyer, was
ordained by Cardinal de Barros
Camara of Rio de Janeiro.
Very shortsighted, Father Cas-
tilho had to study with the help
of a tape recorder. By special
permission from the Holy See his
studies were reduced from six to
three years.
He is also excused from recit-
ing the breviary, and received
permission to offer only the vo-
tive Masses of Our Lady and Re-
quiem Masses.
Cardinal Offers
Salazar Reply
LISBON Cardinal Gonealves
Ccrejeira, Patriarch of Lisbon,
has personally entered the con-
troversy begun by Premier An-
tonio Salazar's denuncation of
the political activity of "some
Catholics."
In a radio broadcast the Car-
dinal upheld the primacy of the
spiritual order over the temporal
order, although he did not refer
explicifly to Salazar or the con-
troversy. Salazar early in De-
cember had threatened "to pass
strictures about the conduct of
ehurchmrn” who spoke out on
what he considered solely politi-
cal matters.
The Cardinal declared that
temporal power Is both limited
and ennobled because "it re •
reives its authority from God."
Church and state are sovereign,
"each in its own domain,” he
said, "but in the plan of God
they should not be separated or
worse be in a state of combat.”
"Certain things," he declared,
"touch the domain of both Church
and state."
Begin Rehearsals
For Paterson
Passion Play
PATERSON—Rehearsals will
begin Jan 11 at St. Boniface
CYO hall for the 14th annual pro-
duction of "His Mother's P.-om-
ise
"
The production will attain be
under direction of Aristide D'An-
gelo, a faculty member of the
American Academy of Dramatic
Arts. New York, for the past 25
years.
A Passion Play, "His Mother's
Promise," has been produced in
the past for the benefit of Pope
Pius High School, Sacred Heart
parish, Dover. St. Boniface par-
ish and for the Little Sisters of
the Poor in Paterson.
This year's production will be
for the purpose of increasing the
fund for the steel and concrete
fireproof stairwell in St. Boniface
School.
Approximately 60,000 people
have seen the past productions
of the play.
Rejects Proposal
On Birth Control
HARRISBURG, Pa. <NC)
State Public Welfare Secretary
Harry Shapiro has rejected a
suggestion of the State Board of
Public Assistance that relief
workers be allowed to recom-
mend birth control.
Shapiro said he had been ad
vised by Public Welfare Depart
ment counsel "that I am under
no legal requirement to put that
resolution into effect."
"In view of the opinion." he
added, "I have determined to ex-
ercise my discretion and reject
the suggestion."
The Board of Public Assist-
ance had voted 43 in favor of
authorizing relief workers to rec-
ommend birth control clinics to
persons on relief rolls.
Bishop George L. Leech of
Harrisburg accused 4he board of
“usurping the role of spiritual
director for the poor" and com-
mended Shspfro for hit opposi-
tion.
HONORED: Msgr. Philip J. Coyne, pastor of St Nich-
olas Church, Passaic, was feted by his parishioners re-
cently on completion of 40 years in the priesthood. He
is joined by Bishop McNulty, who presided at a Holy
Hour in the church; Rev. Joseph W. Molloy and Rev.
Francis X. McCarthy, assistants at St. Nicholas.
Attack School
Policy in India
MANGALORE, India Two of
India's 14 state governments
Madhya Pradesh and Kerala
have been charged with anti-
Catholic or indifferent school
policies which constitute a 1 threat
to parochial schools.
Anxiety regarding school poli-
cies in the two states was ex-
pressed here by the Catholic Un-
ion movement, foremost lay Cath-
olic organization, at its annual
meeting. Delegates also called
on all citizens to fight the "grave
menace." of communism, which
they saw spiraling in India
They noted that the Red-con-
trolled Kerala government has
been attempting to push through
bills which would enable the
state to take over Catholic
schools And they said that In
Madhya Pradesh many Catholic
schools in tribal areas have not
yet received government recog-
nition.
Training Natives
For Missions
MILAN, Italy A unique mis-
sionary endeavor has been inau-
gurated here under the name In-
ternational College for Overseas
Students.
It is similar to organizations
throughout the world which train
laymen to work in mission areas
But it has this difference: Instead
of training local laymen to work
in foreign lands, it brings natives
of the mission country in for
training and sends them back as
missioners to their own people.
The college is conducted by
three Milanese organizations: As-
sociation of laymen for Aid to the
Missions, Italian Catholic Univer-
sity Federation and Graduate
Movement of Italian Catholic Ac-
tion. Students are chosen after
recommendation by the Sacred
Congregation for the Propagation
of the Faith and arc maintained
through scholarships provided by
the three sponsoring groups.
Morals, Economy
Discussion Topic
WASHINGTON—MoraI foun-
dations of economic growth will |
be discussed here Jan. 15-16 at
a national conference sponsored
by the Foundation for Religious
Action in the Social and Civil
Order, a nonsectarian group pro-
moted by numerous religious and
civic leaders.
Opening speaker at the meet-
ing will be Rev. John Courtney
Murray, S J , of Woodstock Col
lege, Maryland. Ano>ber speaker
will be Secretary of Labor lames
P. Mitchell.
Specific topics to be discussed
include ethics and economic pol-
icy, current need for interna-
tional economic development,
moral issues of economic power,
and religion and foreign policy
Sociology Group
Honors Priest
NOTRE DAME (RNS)—Rev
Raymond Murray, C.S.C., veteran
professor of sociology at Notre
Dame University, was presented
in absentia with a citation of
merit by the American Catholic
Sociological Society at its 20th
annual convention
Two other awards, recognizing
outstanding publications of the
past year, were given to Thomas
F. O'Dea of Fordham University.
New York, for his book. ••The
Mormons"; and Sister Inez Hil-
ger of St. Cloud Hospital, Minn .
for “Araucanian Child Life and
its Cultural Background "
During the meeting. 40 papers
dealing with various phases of
sociology were presented by-
leading clergy and lay experts in
the field. Also sectional discus-
sions were held on such subjects
as intergroup relations, industrial
sociology, population problems
and sociological theory.
5 Bishops Confirm
1,250 in Armory
ROCKFORD, 111. (NO _ More
than 1,250 converts received the
Sacrament of Confirmation in a
huge ceremony officiated over by-
five Bishops here.
The ceremony, held in the Illi-
nois National Guard Armory and
televised locally, climaxed the
50th jubilee year of the Rock
ford Diocese.
Quiz on Faith
By Brian Cronin
J Which church is the scst of (he Pope in hi, capacity as Bish-
op of Rome? (a) St, Peter's Basilica? (b) The Sistin*
Chapel? (c) St. John Latcran's? (and) SL Mary Major?
9 "hat is an aliturgical day? (a) A holy day’ <b> A feast
day’ (c) A fast day? (and) A day on which no Mas, ia
said?
3 Ark 1,10 Covenant is a title given to (a) The Blessed
Virgin? (b) Noah? (c) Jesus? (and)The Holy Ghost?
4 Who was the newly born infant found in a basket by Phar-
aohs daughter? (a) Herod’ (b) Solomon? (c) St John
the Baptist’ (and) Moses’
5 On what occasion did Jesus say to His Blessed Mother:
"Didn't You know that I must attend to my Father's bus-
iness’” (a) The finding in the Temple? ( bl The wedding
feast of Cana? (c) The Crucifixion? (and) The Resur-
rection?
6 Who was known as "The Apostle of the Gentile,'? (a) Phil-
ip’ (b) Matthias? (c) Simon? (and) Paul?
7 Thf 10 " of Mar > »as founded by: (a) Catherine Laboure?
(b) St. Bernadette’ (c) Frank Duff? (and) Pope Pius XI?
g What time elapsed between the Resurrection and the Ascen-
sion’ (a) 30 days (b) 3 years? <cp4odays (and)3 days?
Gut yourself 10 i~rh for etch correct ensutr below.
Rttsng: 80 -Excellent. 70 -Very Good. 60-Goo* 50 -Fsir
( 3 ) 8 -( J ) L -( P) 9 ■(») S !(P) \ !(■) t !<P) 2 !(a) | :SH3A\S.NV
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The Officers and Directors
of
Carteret Savings
and Loan Association
welcome the members
of Plymouth Savings
and Loan Association
to the
Carteret family of customers
The two former offices of Plymouth,
744 Broad Street and 359 Spring-
field Avenue, Newark, will be main-
tained as Carteret offices for the
convenience of present and pros-
pective members.
CARTERET SAVINGS
and Loan Association
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
and thoto officot for your eonvtnitnca
744 I road St. Nowort Springfiold-iorgon: IS? Sp,i„,*;.|d An.. No wort
Rotovillo: 4*7 Oron,. it . Nowort Commutor: P.nn toilr.od Station
City Lino: 711 Springflold A», Nowort . loti Oron t o: 404 Control An.
Sourti Orango: 1* South Orango An.
Soring a Inturod up to $lO,OOO for ooch sor#r
APPLY NOW
THE FEBRUARY
FRESHMAN CLASS
SAINT PETER'S COLLEGE
DAY DIVISION
Liberal Art* Natural and Social Sciences
Business Administration Army ROTC.
EVENING DIVISION
School of Business Administration
Open to Men and Women
B. S. degree in Accounting Marketing
Management Economics.
Part-Time program for non-degree students.
THE DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
2641 BOULEVARD Dl 3-4400
JERSEY CITY 6, N. J.
RECEIVE M GIVING
Yes, we will moll you a check every six monthi for life W you Invert through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
The rate of interest depends upon your age.
You will help the educational work of our S.V.D. Catholic missionaries In
japan and the Philippines.
You will receive an auured income for life and many spiritual
remembrances after death.
An Investment for LIFE and ETERNITYI
For confidential
Information
write
Send me information on your Life Income Mission Contract
Name Age
Address
today to City Zone State
REV FATHER RALPH S.V.D CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
OflluLuJcur Q/iarmA
<£/CATERING SERVICE
BANQUETS
ANNIVERSARY DINNERS
CONFIRMATIONS
ORDINATION DINNERS
DEDICATIONS
•jJ
auf tlktr Lffm tf
CHURCH FUNCTIONS
Communion Breakfa«u
»•••
gives
m
.¥ zwi.* • •
\
'• i
QUALITYI
CASH SAYINGS/
FREE Ii
STAMP FOR STAMP
...
GIFT FOR
GIFT ... KING KORN STAMP
PLAN TOPS THEM ALL!
BLUE RIBBON SPRING
LEG of LAMB
WHOLE
legs ■■ /
_
lb
,
rjc (s
Halves or I
Ovenready I
#»nc IK xi. I
HICKORY SWEET SWIFT PREMIUM
sausage links
£ 49‘
sliced bacon
59‘
IRISH PHODUCI
DAIRY DOLLAR FEATURES
TENDER. CALIFORNIA * m
CARROTS c 10
ALL GREEN. CALIFORNIA
BROCCOLI s 25
all PURPOSE. RED &
JUICY. ROME
BEAUTY
APPLES 3- 25
All Nlc«« offKti vo January • •.10. IMf. W«
r«Mrv« tho rt«ht U limit «uontitloo Not rMatmikli
f*r ty»o«r *»hic«l arrort. tarry, no itamn with
citaraUaa, mi Hi mr croom aurtham.
Kings
supermarkets
AT THESE FOUR STORES •
ALL GRINDS
ehler’s coffee
MUSSELMAN
apple sauce 9
CAVPBELLS
port and beans 9
golden kernel
niblets com 7
LIBBY’S
tomato juice 8
BROOKMAID
strawberry preserves a
SWANEE
colored tissue 11
mlk 7
WHITE ROSE
purple plums 3
HACKENSACK
441 Pattak St.
At the
Maywood, Lina
SUMMIT
121 Saria (fit IX
Corner
Summit Avenue
Reviewing the New Books
Tb.,. reviews ere comp,led from "Be,. Sellers" published by the VunersiSy of ScreuSon.
THE CONtINUING REVOLT:
THE BLACK BOOK ON RED
CHINA. By Edward Hunter
Book mailer, K. (Soluble for gra-
«ral reading.)
Thla timely little volume, pre-
pared by Edward Hunter for The
Committee of One Million
(Against the Admission of Com-
munist China to the United Na-
tions), recall* facts against the
outcry over two little Islands and
the ' fact' of conquest As docu
mented in "The Black Book,” the
communist government neither
speaks for the people of China
nor is it interested in peace, and
so does not merit international
recognition
The author presents his thesis
In 10 sections, each supported by
quotations from Red Chinese
sources
The writing i* terse and Impa-
tient it must overcome the de
mands already urging the aban-
donment of Quemny and Matsu,
as if these were the issue The
same voices also loudly defended
the "agrarian reformers" during
the latter years of World War II
These pages present the black
record of these reformers" and
should be read by all as a moral
defense against yielding to the
insistent encroachments of com-
munism,, no matter where.
A DICTIONARY OF SAINTS.
Compiled by Doaald AUwater.
Rated oa Batter's “Urea of the
Saints." Kenedy. *4.50.
According to the jacket, this
one-volume edition "includes the
more than 2.500 saints and beati
who figure in the larger work
along with a carefully selected
number of less important holy
men and women.”
Alphabetically arranged on a
two-column page, the entries are
made under the English form of
the name, when possible. The in-
formation. from two lines to half
a column in length, covers liturgi-
cal office lie. Bishop, martyr,
etc ), vital dates when known,
holy activities, feast day, confir
mation of ancient cultus by the
Holy See. volume and page ref-
erences to the four-volume re-
vised Butler, and citation of the
•aint's name In the Roman Mar-
tyrology
The work should be useful both
to the library which cannot af-
ford the larger work, and to the
one which owns it In the latter
Instance, considerable wear and
tear may be saved the more cost-
ly set by using whenever possi-
hie this relatively inexpensive
volume
IT S YOUR DAY. By Rev. James
Keller. Donbleday. *2.95. (Suits
ble for general reading.)
The deservedly famous leader
of the Christopher Movement and
author of several similar books
ol Inspirational reading and
pray ers. Father Keller
presents
» page a day by way of medita-
I tion material for the everyday
worker and reader. Many are
i anecdote! illustrative of the aim
of the Christopher*: to chance
; the little world about each of us
by good example and by speak-
ing up for one's convictiooj, thuj
contributing to the needed effort
to change the world.
Recommended to everyone.
January Intentions
The Holy Father's general
intention for January is
Thinking with the Church
The mission Intention sug-
gested for the Apostlcship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That the unity of the Church
should attract nations to the
Faith.
Religious Building
May Hit Billion
WASHINGTON (NO Re-
ligious construction during 1959
may reach $1 billion, according
to a forecast by the Associatfd
General Contractors of Americ.
This would be the first time ,
religious construction hit that fig-
ure.
New Movies
New movie* reviewed thin
week by the National legion of
Decency are
Morally Unobjectionable for
Adulta and Adoleicenti
Stranger In My Arm*
Morally Objectionable In Part
for All
Frankenstein's Daughter
Missile to the Moon
A complete listing of Legion
of Decency ratings of current
motion plctue* will appear in
The Advocate issue of Jan 16
Legion of Decency ratings of
all film* may be obtained by
calling MA 3-5700, Monday
through Saturday,' 10 a m to
« p m.
Movie
Reviews
The Buccaneer
OateUsdlng (Family)
Cecil B. de Mille, who super-
vised this colorful, exciting, his-
torical drama, hai probably mas-
ter-minded this year's Oscar-win-
ning picture. With Yul Brynner
as LaFltte and Charlton Heston
as Andrew Jackson, the sensi-
tive and well-knit screenplay
brings stirring realism to the he-
roic tale of the great American
general and the colorful pirate
who, together, brought defeat to
the invading British at the Battle
of New Orleans. One scene alone .
—the skirling pipers and kilted I
Scots advancing and falling like I
ninepins to Jackson's fire—is a!
spectacle with the magic and
beauty of a rich tapestry and we
get sequence after sequence
equal in pictorial power.
Charles Boyer. Claire Bloom,
Inger Stevens and a fabulously
long cast of outstanding actors
(notable among them, a little
boy, Jerry liartlebcn and a young
sentry, Ken Miller), pack the pic-
ture with glowing performances
while Technicolor on the Vista-
Viston screen, superbly shades
sequences of war and peace, in
striking, often eerie, contrasts
While the romantic incidentals
tend to slow down action, they
never become intrusive although
improvised This tale of the War
of I*l2 makes one of the best
movies of this year or any other.
See it and lake the family'
The Horse's Mouth
Good (AdulU)
While thli British comedy may
tax many who are unfamiliar
with British humor, idiom and
patterns of thought, it gives Alec
Guinness another remarkable ad (
dition to his gallery of brilliant
characterizations As an eccen- I
trie roguish painter, more of I
ten in Jail than out, his genius
is applied to a satirical, comedy-
lampoon of the foibles of mod-
ern arty" society Taken even
half seriously It may appear to
condone thievery and sloth, as
well as briefly suggestive ges-
ture, although this evidently Is
not the intention This is differ-
ent, but quite funny.
Rally Round
The Hag, Roys
flood (Objectionable In pirt)
Writer-producer -director I-eo
McCarey could, without losing a
single laugh, have toned down
aome of the "auggestive costum-
ing, dialogue and situatlon.i" to
which the Legion object! When
McCarcy concerns himself with
the humorously hostile efforts of
the women of Putnam's Landing
to prevent the government from
setting up a "top secret" project
in town, events are hilarious It
is only when he deals with inti-
mate attempts of one young ma-
tron to seduce the husband of
the local womens' committee
leader, that he lets his story run
away with his sense of discretion
and good taste The-picture may
he hailed as funny by many for
the performances are slick and
many of its comedy situations
undeniably side-splitting. Others
are blatantly vulgar.
New Plays
flv Joan 7 bellunon South
A*r» of M»n A iplrndid
proi;r*m of Shakespearean ex
cerpts by Britain's eloquent
Gielgud
A Party Witty, ending
songfest with writing team Com
| den and Green encoring bits
Ifrom their hits
New Books Evaluated
Thi, cUnificetion i, prepered by Beil Seller,. Umternty of
Screnton. Cletiificelion, : /. General reedmg; 11. Adnll, only be-
es*,, of («) edtanted content end „yl,, (b) ememor el language
or facWMi: 111. Permittible for discriminating adults; VI. Sol
recommended to ony cists of render.
The tf Frppdpm UU). b r Morti-
mer J Adler
Vewvt In tMrta diD. by Louie Auch
lac lon
Thn taMporabloe mb), by Mary Ban
croft
Tho Imytv Ihrlne (lU>. by William K.
Barrett \
■ ■trama Llcanaa <D. by Jaroaaa Barry
Maar tha Train Blaw (I). by Beebe and
Cla«*
Tha Part at Lenden Murders (D. by
ioeayhJna Ball
Craaaanda (1U». by Phyllis Bentley
It's All In the Family <D. by S. and
J. Berentteln
Mlsaian Aecamaliahad (III), by Monso
Beu
Tha Scant at New Mewn Nay <lla>. by
John Blackburn
A Plcterlal Treasury at Oaart In
America (D. by Daniel Blum
Lave, Skill and MysteryMUl). by Then
dor Bowl
Strike Heaven an the Pete (IID, by
tharlee Calltrt
The Lenaest Way Reund (lib), by Burt
Cole
The Salrlt at 'Seventy Sla (D, by Cam
maser and Morrta
The Three Idwerda <lla>. by Thomaa
R Coetain
Biset end Hie Werld (f). by Mina
Curtlaa
The Bone Pickers <llb>. by Ai Dewlen
Anecdotes at Destiny (I>. by Dak
Dine sen
Hurricane dla>. by Marjory § Douglax
Tlateu of the Oreen Thumb and». by
Maurice Druon
The Civil Wan A Narrative *l'. by
Shelby Foote
Claudia Omnlbut d>. by Rom Franken
The Burnlne of Trey «D. by Malcolm
Galr
More In Sorrow dial, by Wolcott Gibha
A Treasury at Golden Memories di.
by Kenneth R Glniger
The Faith and the Flame (lla). by
June D Houaton
Harbor of Little Boats d>. by William
E Huntaberry
The Catholic Marrlaee Manual dla>.
by Rev George A Kelly
The Insider dV). by Jamca Kelly
The Double Dealers d>. edited by
Alexander Klein
The body In the tile d>. by Ronald
A Knox
Literary Distractions dla>. by Ronald
A Knox
The American Harlteoe took at the
■ evolution and). by Lancaster and
Plumb
Mere In A near dla». by Marya Mannea
The Lent Nleht dlb'. by Julian May-
field
Leyte d>. by Samuel Eliot Morlaon
The Most ef S. J. Porolman <!). by
S J Perelman
Llehtnlne Strlkee Twice U>. by J»en
Potts
Marrlaee en the Recks dla). by Ales-
ander Rote
Stallnerad dla'. by Heins Achroter
The Ralnbew and the Rese dla . by
N«fvtl Shut#
Cathellc Viewpoint en Marrlaee end
♦He Family dla>. by Rev John L.
T*homas
Treasury Aeentr The Inside Stery <D.
by Andrew TuUy
Out e« My Heart dlb). by Asnes S
Turnbull
Brethers snd Sisters I Have Nene
by Jack Letter
The Brieht Teune Thlnes (HID. by
Amanda Vail
Leat Victorias dla». by Erich Von Man
stein
The Meenflewer tIU). by Phyllia
W'hltney
The Cimman Soldier In the Civil War
d>. by Rell 1 Wiley
The Cathellc Concent of Lev# and
Marrlaee dla'. edited by Ralph L.
W ooda
Pebble in a Pool d>. by Eltiabcih
Yates
Autobioersphy of Theodore Reosovelt
d‘. edited by Wayne Andrews
All Man are Murderers d>. by Lee
Blackatock
Aeed in the Woods dla). by Paul
The Cencite Encyclopedia at Werld
History and». edited by John Bowl#
Panther Meuntein dlb>. by John Brtck
Homespun America 'lla>. edited by
Rrorkway and Winer
Breakfast at Tiffany's dlb> by Tru-
man ('spot#
Meonlioht at Midday <lla> by Sally
Carrlghar
March of Archeeeloey dla). by (' W.
(tram
Loretta Mas en Potts d>. by Mary
Chaae
toy No »a Lava dla'. by Gariy Colin
I Am a Video# dla*. by Arthur (onto
A Treasury of Art Masterpieces <1),
by Thomu Craven
The Great Chlcaeo Fire and). by Robert
A (rnmie
A Choice at Murders and». edited by
Dorothy S Davis
Child of Our Time till), by Michel del
( aatlt In
All That Was Mortal lla' by David
Dempaer
Susans O'Neill and the Treed Ten
tlon die', by Dorn Falk
No Tima Limit lU>. by Stave Fisher
Andrew dlb bv Kenneth Flag*
Lonp Pis • lII*, by Ruaaell Foreman
The Drawnins Stone dlb'. by llufh
Foaburgh
Aak Me Ne More 'lib', by Pamela
Frankau
A Fiaca of the Action dV>. by Herb
Gardner
The Armchelr Isoulre dlb'. edited by
Gingrich and Hills
Our Man In Havana dlb'. by Graham
Greene
Man Without a Face d*. by John E
Haatr
Mistress to an Ass dla'. by J I hruto
pher llrrold
Cottonwoods Grow Tall dlb». by Mar
caret H Houston
Th# Bis Company Look dlb'. by J
Harvey Howells
Th# Gershwin Years <I). by Jsblonskl
and Stewart
The Southern Christmas Book and». by
Harnett T Kan#
The Work of SI Francis d>. by Mar
It's Ysur Dsv'd. by Rev James &-I
Victorina 'lla*. by Frances P Keyes
A Parent's Guide to Children's Read
Ins and», by Nancy l.arrtrk
Accent an Murder d>. by R and F
I ockndge
■ xecvtlen dlb) bv Colin McDougall
Tha Adman diet, bv Shepherd Mead
Tha Sethtub Hoax dla. by H 1.
Mencken
The Romance e* North America die).
edited by Hardwick Motelex
The Orty teas Under d*. by Farley
Mow at
U 1 A —Second Class Fewart die*, by
Pearson snd Anderson
The Obituary Club d*. by Hugh Pen
■He Pima and». by Plnss snd Magldoff
Insmlii and Friends dV). by William
Prosser
The New York Murders dla l. by El
lery Queen
Rest Sellers
For December
The 10 best idling book* in
Catholic bookstores lor De-
cember. at reported by Amer-
ica national Catholic weekly
review, arc as follows
1 Life of Christ, by Bishop
Fulton J Sheen
2 Autobiography of St
Therese of Lisieux, translated
by Msgr Ronald Knox
3 Crown of Glory, by
Hatch and Walshe.
4 This Is the Mass, bv
Daniel Rops, Bishop Kulton J
Sheen and Yousuf Karsh
3 You, by M Raymond.
OC S 0
o Saints snd Snapdragons,
by Luctle llasley
7 The Joyful Beggar, bv
Louis De Wohl.
8 Doctor Zhivago, by Boris
Pasternak
9 Thoughts in Solitude, by
Thomas Merton
10 Witness of the Light,
by Katherine Burton.
Catholic Radio
, Television
RADIO
SUNDAY, JAN 11
• IS a m WNKW- Sacred Heart"
1 IS am. WRCA —Hour of Si franria
•30 am WMCA Ave Mini llqur
liS am. WMTU —Hour of Si rrancta
11 30 a m WABC—Chriatian in Artmn
Rev John T. Cur lay. SJ . "Uvtna the
Morning Offering
**
11 30 a m. MOR Marian Theater
230 pm WRC A- Catholic Hour
•30 p m WVNJ-The Living Rotary
MONDAY. JAN 1)
1 pm HM)I TM> Sac rad Hear*
Program
•30 pm WftOU <I'M ‘
-
family Thra
TUSSOAY. JAN II
1
P m.
W SOU «TM» - Sacred Hear*
Program
WKONIIOAY. JAN U
1 pra WSOU iFM) Si. Anne da
130 pm WBN 1 St Stephana
Church. Novena
THURSDAY, JAN II
2pm WbOU nil - Sacred Heart
Program.
930 pm WROU (FM> - 4r* Marl#
Hour
FRIDAY. JAN 14
2pm W SOI if M) Barred Hear*
Program
2 13 pm WROU tFM)
- Hour •« Bt
f ranria
330 pm. WBN X Perpetual Help
no pm W SOU iFM) - Hour of the
Crucified Hex Julian Tonnor. I P .
’ For Thl* W •• I Born
SATURDAY. JAN 17
703 p m WOR Family Theatre.
TELEVISION
SUNDAY, JAN 11
10 30 am *7- t hrislopher Program.
I>exelop Your Peraettranc#
"
Jack
Malay Byron Palmar
12 10 pm 'll* Th# t hrlslnpher*.
"Make Your Voice Heard
“
10 pm 'll* Bishop Sheen. '’How to
Think
"
Television Film Ratings
7 be Legion ot Dnemy rated then him i u ben they u ere lint relesied. There may be
change! m tome, due to lull made üben the film i u ere prepared lor telex mon u le. Generally,
bou e ter, tbe Legion of Decency rahngi may be accepted at lorretl moral etalualiont of ibeie tele-
i nion him i.
SATUSOAT. JAN It
10 Rotninr* of th« lUOwnodt iKamllr)
No. rl l>u> tKamil*'
Noo 'haaa* 'Kamil*!
I p V\ir<kmi < rew 'Adult*. Artoltn rnla*
1 io p.. >7' 1 ufPM l* ma ( O D 'Adult*. Adolearfnta>
1 JO. 3 4 4JO p m «9> Yankea iHjodle Dandy (Family)
230 p m >IJ» Cry Danger 'Objectionable*
3 pm HU Sundown Kid
(family*
4 pm «ll* Trail
of Kit l araun 'family*
4 pm HJ* Wild tat 'Adult*. Adole** enla*
J 10 pin '2' |**trtf»rd forest ' Adult*. AdoltM-rnlil
7 JO p m <•> Y«U«(
Touch lAdulta. Adolra*.cut*'
• pm ill' Night in ( aaablanca 'Adult*. Adolescents*
10 p m 'll* Donosan'i Brain
'Adult*. Adolracrnta*
10 30 p m '7* r acr Behind lha Vlaah ' Object ion*l>|« •
11 pm 'l3' American
P.mplre 'family'
11 13 pm <2*
Valley of Derision 'Adult*. Adolescents)
1 13 a m <2> Tkrlll of a Romance Adult*. Adoleacenta)
SUNDAY. JAN 11
10 JO am. <lJ> fighting father Dunn* 'family!
Noun 2> Urn of Hope* Town 'family*
Noon H3> Million I>ollar Kid <Adulla. Adoleacenta!
lpm <3» Man from Planet X 'family*
I pm 'l3* Junior Mlaa 'family*
1 30 p m 'll R f * Daughter 'Adult* Adoleacenta!
1 30 p m <7» Heartbeat 'Adult*. Adolescents*
1 JO. 330 A 7 p m '9» Yankee lUxxlle Dandy family!
1 30 p m 'll* Le* Miaerablea 'Adult*. Adolescents*
243 p m <l3! home**here In the Night (Adults. Adolee-
) t 10 pm <3* Penny Serenade 'Adults. Adolescent*)
0 pm <3* llarp«>on 'Objectionable'
11 10 30 Pin □ v#l*et Touch Ad.ilt* Adoleacenta*
9 pm <l3* Magnificent Ambersqn* 'Adult* Adoleacenta!
10.10 pm *4* four Men and a Piayer 'family!
10 43 pm <l2* fie*h
and Blood 'Objectionable'
11 13 pm *2» Libeled Lady 'flbjectlpnable •
12 20 i m <4* Prowler K)bjeclionabl6>
1 06 a m a> "non* Roll at Night 'Adults. Adulcacenta)
MONDAY. JAN 1]
9 30 am '7* Woman tn Distress 'family*
10 a m '3* Blue Lamp 'Adults. Adole*«eniai
1 pm. <l3! Rummer Storm 'Objectionable»
I 3 OP m ••* Btranse Woman \dull*. \dole*rent*i
3 .10-pm it* Garden of Allah 'Aduita. Adoleacenta*
3 pm '4> Kittle of Broadway
'Objectionable'
3 pm <4* ( onfurn or Pent Adult*. Adoleacenta*
330 pm '•* Mighty Joe
Young 'family*
730 1 10 JO pm (»* They Wont forget (Adults. Ado
leacentat
7 JO. 9 A 10 JO p m <l3> four bona 'Adult*. Adolescent*!
11 pm (3* Boy Meet* Girl Aduita. Adoleacenta*
II 11 p m (>! Pay Time Wife 'Adults. Adoleacenta*
II 13 pm (Ti Peed Man a Lye* 'Adults. Adolescents*
11 13 pm till Belle Blarr'a Paughter (Adults. Adole*
Midnight (11> Man from Headquarters (Family!
TUIIDAY. JAN 12
930 atn (71 Woman in Distress 'Family!
10 a m <3! Glamour for Halo 'Objectionable!
I Pm <l2! Lady of Burlesque 'Objectionable!
I 1 JO p m '3* Sinai t Blond* 'Adult*. Adolescents!
I 1 JO pm (|! Rptral Staircase 'AdulU. Adoleacenta!
I 3 30 p m Carden of Allah 'Adullg. Adoleacenta)
I • pm. i4J ha * age Hoide (family)
B p m 'l3' I aw of the Jungle 'family!
330 pm 2 Adventure* of ftobinaun
Crusoe 'family!
330 P m <9 Mighty Joe Young 'family*
730 A 10 30 p m <9* Thay Won t forget 'Adult*. Ado
9pm ' 13* Lady Luck 'Adult*. Adoleacenta)
11 pm >3) Ba*
kground to Danger 'family
11 13 pm '2* International Squadron
'family!
11 13 pm. <7* Dead Man a Ryea 'Aduita. Adolescents)
11 13 pm 'll* Poll face 'Objectionable*
Midnight 'Ll* Night Wind 'family*
12 37 a rn '2* Nora Prenllsa 'Objectionable'
WIDHttOAY. JAN 14
9 30 a m '7' Woman in DUtrea* 'family*
10 a m '3* She Married Her Bom 'Aduita.
Adoleacenta)
I pm *l3* Bachelor i Daughter 'Adult*. Adole*.
entar
330 pm 'O' Gartlen of Allah 'Adult*. Adol**c*nla>
3 pm 4 1 ( onlirtn or Deny Adult*. Adolescent**
3 pm «13) lone Prairte (family'
330 pin <2* Down Three Dark Street* (Adult*. Adole#-
330 p m (U• Mighty Joe Young family
7 30 A 10 30 p m They Won t forget 'Sdulta. Adole*
cenla*
7 JO. 9 A 10 JO P m * 1J» Return of (he Badman
'family!
11 pm '3) 1»uat Be My De»tinv 'Adults Adolescent*)
II 13 pm '2* Kid Galahad Adult* Adolescent*'
II 13 pin *7i Dead Man# Lye. 'Adult*
Adolescent*)
114 am '2> Barbary ( oaat Gent -Objectionable*
THURSDAY. JAN IS
•JO
am '7* Woman in Distress 'family!
10 a m <3* Dangerous Million, (family*
1 pm 'l3! Girl from Manhallan 'family!
1 JO pm. '3* Song for Mlaa Julie 'Aduita. Adoleacentg!
230 pin <9* Garden of Allah Adults. Adolaacenla*
• pm '4> long Walt 'Objectionable*
• pm 'l3* ( .Plain Tugboat Annie 'family)
•JO p m '9* Mighty Jo# V oung family'
T JO A 10 30 p in <9* They Won t 1 oriel Adult*. Adole*
rental
• pm • 13* lour in a Jeep Aduita Adolescent*)
10 30 pm (IJ| Woman in the Window 'Adult*. Adolee-
cenlsi
11 Pin 'l* ( hlc ago (ailing 'Adult. Adolescent**
11 13 pr* <2* Kissing Bandit Adults. Adoleacenta*
II 13 pm <7* Man With Nine Use* 'Objectionable*
11 I) pm 'll* Berlin ( orre.pondenl 'Adult*. Adolescent*)
Midnight <l3* Swamp fir* 'family
h RIOAY. JAN 14
•JO
ain '7* Women in Dl.treaa family)
10 a in '3* Spitfire 'family
I Pin <l3* It a a Pleasure 'Adult* Artole*. enl*'
•JO pin
.9* Garden of Allah Adult# Adole.cen'ai
• pm -4* Dangerous Journey 'lemily*
• Pn» >l3* Death Valley (family*
• JO pm *2* footstep* m the Daik 'Adult*. Ado|e»«enla)
6JO p m •»! Mighty Jo* Young family
7 JO A 10 JO p m >9* They Won t forget 'Adults. Adole*
cents*
IM. 9 A 10 30 pm 'l3) Captain From Castile 'Adults.
Adolescents)
11 pm <3) Bachelor's Daughters 'Adults. Adoleacenta)
II 13 pm «2» bullet for Joey 'Adults. Adoisacentg)
11 13 pm (7i Man With Nine Lives tObJectlonablai
1113 pm dl) Men Who Wouldn't Die (AdulU. Ado-
lescents)
Midnight (13) Tunisian Victory iFamil/i
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LISTEN TO THE
IRISH
ROAD SHOW
EVERY THURSDAY NITE
9:30 to 10
STATION W.N.T.A.
970 on your Radio dial
Madame limply
went wild over . .
'Q/Momut
clearance
of
sophisticated designer
COATS
at costl below costl
now as low as
1
V Pill AITUATtOMU
PETITE SIZES INCIUDIDI
CMAI6I IT—HO EXTRA COSTI
A*o., C«n»r IttfO Si.
Ntwork
°*»« l<« Man , WW . Pri. A Cat.
to t P ■
INO AT HOWARD DANK LOT
IRVINGTON
STATE BANK
918 SprinnfleldAve.
IRVINGTON. N. J.
In Ifif Pj'lwj? Sh:DOipp Iffj
SAVINGS
ACCOUNT
IN T E Wt ST
_
Open Ind.if-. S 30 ? P
3%
People 50 to 80
Tear Out This Ad
• and m»il It today to find
out how you can at 111 apply
for a $l,OOO life ins urance pol
Icy to help take care of final
expense* without burdening your
family.
You handle the entire transac
tion by mall with OLD AMERI
CAN of KANSAS CITY No
obligation. No one will call on
you!
Write today, aimply giving your
name, address and year of hirth
Mail to Old American Insurance
Cos. 3 West oth Dept. LII2K.
Kansas City. Missouri.
FLORIDA
and
YOU
Thinking of retiring? Looking for
( place lo build Ihit drram home free
from (rigid blantt? Wondrring how you cm
assure yourself of congenial neighbors? Looking
,or hel P ln financing that project?
n i-
" r 'Vf
.
K °‘ lhe * n,wer )ou. And rlghl In (he
nr i . . r,y t ßp,ch Are *- Horlda’i most gnclou* place to live.
addien In kuhS. i°U ""““f ‘ h *‘ °* lrmr '* ( " 1 fuming the be.t• i uln Horida. Now here a your chance to become a part of all this.
FLORIDA HAS SO MUCH TO OFFER!
Ilhr Jo> h,V,nK • br * nd ■««. •» yew home, with plenty of ground
“7n VV >OUr Vrr> °* n or,n «*‘- l*mon, grapefruit trees, and gorgeousIropical flower, blooming the year 'round And all at a price you can afford to pay.
A NEW IDEA! ' Windward Palm." la
anew concept In property development.
There are now tome development, with
well .elected property, reasonable taae.
and a club plan to irrrrn applicant..
But that's Ju.t where we start. Member,
of our group have not only all these ad-
vantage. . but many more; Innumerable
plots lo .elect from, quarter acres or full
acres; our own architect will custom-plan
a beautiful Iropical home Individually to
your latte, at a special low fee; our own
builders will erect It, in Ju.t a few months,
at actual coal plus only a very modest prof-
it. l.ocal financial Institutions are generous
and understanding In their assistance.
We've made arrangement for furniture to
be purchased at great savings, and all
shrub., trees and flowers at special discount
nrlces. There's a beautiful municipal golf
club only five minutes away, a fine lake
nearby, and the Incomparable ocean beach
leas than ten minutes from your front door.
LIFETIME PROTECTION! Your lovely
home 1s protected by building restrictions
and covenants in all deeds so the neigh
borhood characteristics will be maintained.
Property values should always he assured.
There's to much more to tell things
we'd likfe you to know. No If grarious
Florida living on a part or full lime basis
la on your mind, why don't you write to
“Windward Palma," P. O Boa 1435, Delray
Beach, Florida. If you prefer to talk about
It, call New Jersey ( Loiter 5-4584. There
Is no obligation, because, please remember,
you’ve got to like us and we've got to like
you before we start talking seriously. But
do get In touch with us.
P. O. BOX 1533, DELRAY BEACH, FLORIDA
CLASSIFIED
Deadline for Classified Ads Monday 12 *4oon.
APPLIANCES
REPAIRS
RADIOS HI-FI
TOASTERS IRONS
BROILERS
And All Household [lxtrirtl
Appliances at l-ow Prices
AMHERST
APPLIANCE & SUPPLY CO
CENTRAL AV'ENtn
ORanca 1 7M9 EAST ORANQI
FLORISTS
MAYFAIR FLOHISTS
nil house or ouM.rrv riovni-
Joe Core Prop
1030 to Orange A*e Newark. N. j
KSmi 10433
HELP WANTED FEMALE
WOMAN. SINGLE. BOOKKEEPING IX
PERIENCE. GENERAL OFFICE. TYP
INC. FOR CATHOLIC AGENCY IN
DOWNTOWN NEWARK SEND RREL'ME
TO BOX lAI. THE ADVOCATE. Ji
CLINTON ST. NEWARK 2. N J
Central housework and cooking Tuesday
tnd Thursday Family of fl» a Modern
home. Hackensack Rot No IM. The
Advocate. 11 ( Union At . Newark 2. N J
GIRLS
Permanent pojitiom for
Jan. 1959
Graduates
• Poget
• Typuft
• Stenographer*
• Junior Clerki
• Machine Operator*
Good itarting talariei for
young women who quolify,
INTERVIEWS
Monday thru Friday
9 A M. to 4 P M.
THE MARINE MIDLAND
TRUST COMPANY
or srw you k
Pertonnel Dept -6th Floor
1 20 Broadway, NYC
PAINTING l DECORATING
OM.Y THE HIGHEST Ql'ALm Ma
tertala. applied hj- eapert craftsmen
>1 low rompfilm Price* f.iUmltri and
advice on >our requirement* cheerful!*
• uhmi'ted at no co*t or obligation a
larca *taH auurt »ou etcelleni aerrlr#
and ipeed* reaulta
r*>R YOl R PROTECTION
At RES OE NEW PROP ( LOTUS
Complete Inauranc* (o«tri|*
HORSKFIELD BROb Inc
1* Pin# St . Hometown, N J
JE 8 2100
Est a hltahed 1 «J>o
"M Year* A*o~
PIANO SERVICES
rv a more piano si.r\ k r.
Plano* Pi pe Drum tuned repaired
P’Amore 20 Palisade fload Elna Seth
N J
RELIGIOUS GOODS
REJIG lOC* ART l( LE*
THE MIRACLE SHOP
314 Rwla* Road l.indhurtl
npp Rita Theatre'
Daily 1 to S- • to •
W Ehster 1 4S4J
MADONNA GIFT SHOP
114 Broa<l«ar ftltrion N J
MHSarrt 4A014
Domestic Imported
Booli of 41) Catholic Puhllebere
9 Hummel Originate
0 Greeting Garda
0 Marta Clear? £ ReNer* H*ar»
The Religious Shop, Inc.
STATICS - PICTVRU
PRA VCR ROOKS
RELIGIOUS GREETING CARDS |
Blßl.Cf - MEDAI-3 and CHAINS
ROSA RIE-S - MISSALS
HUbbord 7-8051
111 MAIN ST. HACK INIACK, N J.
SAFES
ALL TYPE
NEW AND USED SAFES
Vauita ttuuiht. Sold and Repaired
Safa inlet tora made lo »pe«tfteat lona
AU Slade of Fireproof
equipment for
Institution*. Induatry. Randanra
MAFFEY’I KEY SHOP eel
11TJ E Grand Si . Elite t>eth
CJ tlOO3
1010)
INFORMATION
REOARDINO
RATES IN
THE CLASSIFIED
SECTION
CALI
MA 4-0700
REALTORS
RIDGEWOOD 4 VIC.
Wl SPEI.IAI.IZS LN FINDING HOMES
FOS OUT-OF-TOWN BUY CSS
HERMAN GUNSTER. Realtor
403 E RIIXsEYS UOD AM. Q| « OOA4
com rum Mixnrui listing
VINCENT X MILLER CO
RKAI TOR INSI ROR MORTGAGES
'**mb«r Onion County muMlplo listing
••rxco.
WHEN BUYING OR SELLING. SERV-
•CI TO YOU IS OUR SPECIALTY.
11 1 W onfield A»•.
! Rotollo Pork. N J CHooinut »«30t
TOR FLNI HOMES LN
CRANFORD AREA
ui
McPherson realty co.
It ALDEN STREET
CRANFORD. N J
BRidge 6-0400
If rou oro thinking of buying ot Mlllng.
coU
HOWELL S TTOGAN
Rooltor Inougor
3M Brood Rt . Rlnnmf leld. N J.
Pilgrim 8 27M
BUY NOW
SELL OR TRADE
tNVtSTIOATC Ol H TItAHI IN PI.AV
w
• *,lt lj "' tour houw (or •■!*. or
conaldrr Ourkna it. l( you purch**o
aoolhrr hoy*# throuah our offlrr
ij.T t * know vot n REQt mr«r.M»
STANLEY JOHNSON
REALTOR
rn Hl « h M tl»r 2 %000
RIDGEWOOD 6 VICLNITY
CALL MIRRAY
OLIVER 2 SIBI
for
HnmiMtktn Peraonallrad
W N Broad fit . Ri<l«*»ood. N J.
*lnd Eloor um (Iftilor)
Raatdantial K«l«i Sp«clalma
McCANN - VVEBBE
In Tha Pink Brick Ranch
E Ridfawood A*a . Ridfemood. N J.
OLiver 2-0883
OPEN W KEREN DR
WESTFIELD
SCOTCH PLAINS MOISUIMIIII
for p.oturo book of komn for koU
“«• tdn. Mlnofuo* R.prv..nUUv.
Barr«tl 4 Crain
REALTORS
AS ELM STREET. HENTFIELD. Ni
AO 1 1800
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
CRANFORD
~
ENJOY 195»
tnd m«nT m»n* >»*r» to rom* in thU
CENTER HALL COLONIAL
4 nU)IKM)MS 2 FI A TUB
P«m* der room. 4 apartoua lat floor rooms,
oil hot -aier heat. 123*150 lot double
•rhool Out of town owner hat prtrad It
to sell at BXI-500
G K HOWbAND RR 6-5900
11 r. A STM AN STREET. CRANFORD
MORRIS COUNTY
ROCKAWAY
MV) CASH DOWN
Ru»t title 1-famlly home 2 block* from
renter of town, achoola and church Re*
rentlr repainted and redecorated You
ran practical!* live rent free Appro*.
*4O per month plua rent of one apart*
menl para all rharcea
HARRY L SCHWARZ A CO.
Realtors
2* N Suuei St Dover. N J.
r -*« i"* 7 ro IMOO
PINE LAKE
UITSTAMIIVO VALI'E 7
rt>om. In
TUP LOCATION _ pl.ai.r will,. f u ||
biumrnl. irrr.nl A .form*. .lUrhfd
farace mcelr landscaped Owner aacrt*
ficinf because 0f tranafer 110 300
OLAF HAROLDSON
Realtor-Multiple l.iatinca
1117 Hamburi Turnpike. W arite. N J.
TUmple 5 054 H
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD
WE CODDLE OUT -OK TOWNERf
COMPLETE MULTIPLE LISTING*
• NEW COLONIAL SPLIT tJVKU
from IJ *l.OOO Custom Built
3 to 5 Hr.lrma - I>* . 0 Hatha
OPEN WEEK ENDS A EVENINGS
HOWARD A DAY INC Gilbert SZJTT
§1 N Maple A*t Ridgewood. N J
SUMMIT
vv hit.
bulldi
2 Ye.
SI MSIIT
arble facade premie office
Preatice location «*O()0 Be. EL
p• VCill divide
RICHARD A MICONE
AGENCY
MO l.nri.ft.ld A.. . Summit. N J.
( W.itrl.w 7 MOO Anr tun#
C.ll MRS CONLEY far ••■liar
Mr vtr.a lor lh. El MMIT .r«.
1'11..1 vl.w 7 5133
MONT SHARPE. REALTOR
L.rki»inni St.non. Summit. N. J.
Talk With Taylor"
First
for
MORTGAGES
Rotidontial, Conitructional
Plrmantnl
APPROVED f. H A.
LENDERS
TO $30,000
MORTGAGES AVAILABLE
TRANK H. TAYLOR i Von
(Not* fir** Name)
Coll MR. HYNIS
ORongo 3-1100
New Jersey K. of C.
Reaches Record High
NEWARK—Membership in the Knights of Columbus
In New Jersey reached an all-time high of 46,058 during the
past year. Joseph J Carlin, state deputy, reports “New Jer-
sey now ranks eighth in national membership standing.” he
said.
In junxdictinnx reporting net
gains of 1.000 or more members.
New Jersey led the nation on a
percentage basis with a net gain
of 631% "I anticipate a mem-
bership of 50.000 in New Jersey
at the close of our next fraternal
year,'' Carlin said
He also reported that during
the past five year period, mem
bership in New Jersey soared
from 29.679 to the present figure
of 46 059, a net gain of 17.329
members or fin 4% Topped only
bs Florida during this period,
which had a gain of 63 6% and
3.011 members. New Jersey has
been setting the pare for the na
tion in both membership and in
•uranrr
K of C insurance in force in
New Jersey during this five year
period has increased from $l3
million to approximately $34 mil
lion, a gain of |fin
On a national scale, a record
membership of approximately 1,
100.ono members is now enrolled
In membership by Jurisdictions,
New York State tops the list with
112.749 members, with Alaska in
bottom position with 29
Father Thomas F ( ants ( non
cil. Hillside Meetings will be
held at the Hillside Memorial
Building starting with the Jan-
uary' meeting A class of 45 can-
didates will receive the first
degree Jan. 22. The anniversary
ball has been set for Apr. 18.
Cyanamid Anchor Club F.d-
ward J Ferguson of Kenilworth
has been elected president Other
officers are Paul Bartos, Daniel
Higgins, Francis Frier. James
Whelan and James Donahue.
Chaplain is Rev John H. Wight-
man.
Better Sermons
New Ggroup's Aim
N’FW YORK A Catholic
Homiletic Society has been for-
mally organized here at a con
vention attended hy 75 priests,
many of them outstanding
preachers and seminary profes-
sors
Purpose of the organization is
to assist priests to preach offec
tnrlv, to promote the training of
priests as speakers in seminary
rcurscs. and to encourage re
searrh in the field of homiletics
F.lerted to the six member
board of directors at the meet
ing «as Rev John (assets of
Immarulate Conception Sem
inary, Darlington Chosen presi-
dent for a year was Rev John
n Keefe. C *S P . of St Paul s
College, Washington Three other
officers were elected and a con
stitution adopted
Pray for Them
Mr*. James Oamiano
PATKRSOX The funeral of
Mrs James J Damisnn 132 Elm
wood Drive, East Paterson, took
plaee on Jan S with a Requiem
Mass in SL Ann's Church here
She died Jan 2
Surviving are her husband.
James J Damiano, a son, a dough
ter a sister, two brothers, includ
ing Rrother Edward. FSC, of
LaSalle College, Philadelphia.
Paul J. Hrswinn
W II.M INtiTON The funeral
of Paul J Hession took place
Dee 31 with a Requiem Mass in
SI Helena's Church here Mr
llrssion. who formerly lived In
Newark, was the brother of Rev
Thomas J llrssion of Our I.ady
of Grare. Hoboken
Surviving are his wife, Mrs
Gertrude Kelley Hession: his
mother. Mrs Thomas P Hession,
a son and a daughter
Mr*, (lathrrinePhillips
JERSEY CITY A Requiem
Mass for Mrs Catherine Phillips
was offered Dec. 31 in St. Peter's
Church here She (lied Dec 27
Surviving are a son, five daugh
tors, including Sister Kathleen
Cecilia of St Joseph's Convent.
Paterson; a brother and three
grandchildren.
IT ALL HELPS: Dr. David F. Edwards, manager, Bay-
onne Refinery, Esso Standard Oil, left, presents check
for $25,000 to William A. Hughes, chairman, Seton
Hall Founders' Fund, as Msgr John L. McNulty, uni-
versity president, looks on The check was a capital
grant from Esso Educational Foundation to Seton Hall
College of Medicine and Dentistry. The Founders' Fund
is conducting a campaign in business and industry for
million to pay costs of reconstruction and equip-
ment at the school.
To Break Ground
For NewCloster
Church
, Rectory
CLOSTER Ground for the
new church and rectory building
in St. Mary'* parish here will be
broken by Rev. Kevin Cahill. O.
Carm., pastor, at 1 p m.. Jan 11.
It i* hoped the structure will be
completed by next Chri*tma*.
The building, to be located on
Legion Place and High St.. 1*
cruciform, with one wing contain
ing the rectory The exterior is
of red brick and the interior, or
ange iron-spot brick.
Masses are now being cele
brated in the basement of the
school. The original church,
erected in 1912. is used for a
pre-kindergarten school conduct-
ed by mothers of the parish.
Church Basement
Being Used by
Public School
NOCAN'S POINT - The base |
ment of the nearly completed
church of Star of the Sea. Nolan's
Point, went into uv Monday as a
public school classroom.
Rev Francis P McGowan, pas
tor of Our I.ady of the Lake. Mt
Arlington, of which Star of the
Sea is a mission, offered th«
space lo the Jefferson Towmship
board of education last August ’
The space is at the disposal of
the hoard without cost
The church Is complete except
for interior furnishings and dr
cor. as is a second mission, SI
Jude's. Sperry Springs It is ex
pectrd that both will be dedical
ed in early summer, when they
will be used for regular services
for vacationers
| IT PAYS to advertise in The
Advocate.
Paterson Holy Name Society
Holds Annual Vespers Jan. 11
PATERSON The annual solemn pontifical vesper
service for Holy Name men and their sons in the Diocese
of Paterson will be held at 3:30 p m Jan 11 in the Cathe
dral of St John the Baptist
Bishop McNulty will preside and preach the sermon At
the close of the service he will
impart individual blessings to the
men and boy* at his throne
Prayers will be offered for
peace and unity. In the morning
the Holy Name men and their
sons will offer Communion in
tentions as a Christmas spiritual 1
bouquet for Bishop McNulty,
FOLLOWING THE Cathedral
service. Msgr Joseph M O'Sulli
van. diocesan Holy Name direc
tor. will be honored at a testi
monial dinner in the Alexander
Hamilton Hotel by Holy Name
men and their spiritual directors
Bishop McNulty 'will be the
speaker Toastmaster will be
Frank P Jannicelli. president of
Passaic County Federation of
Holy Name Societies
St. Paul's. Greenville. Jersey
City The society's drive for
the Priests' Scholarship Fund
started this week as more than
100 captains began visiting mem
hers soliciting contributions Th--
home visitation program will end
Jan. 12 but the drive itself will
be continued until Feb 9. date of
the dinner-card party George
Lammers is general chairman
The fund is designed to aid the
education of young men for the
priesthood.
Fathers and college and senior
high school students will be
guests of the society at a special
program Jan 12 at 8 15 p m in
the school The program is en
titled "Catholic Youth Wants to
Know
"
Students will be invited to pro-
pose questions on education, gov-
ernment, religious and social mat
ters The answers will be sup-
plied by Or Hugh Grady. Seton
Hall College of Medicine; Dr.
Richard O'Brien, associate super
intendent of schools, Jersey City.
Kenneth Albers, vice president.
First National Bank Jersey City
W alter Mclnerney. vice president.
Hudson County Catholic Lawyers
Guild, and Rev John G Hanley
spiritual director Harold J Ru
voldt will be moderator
St. Cecilia'*, Englewood
The first annual Family Open
House will be held Jan 11 with
Mass and Holy Communion at R
a m . followed by breakfast in the
high school cafeteria At the'
breakfast Dr Gerard Dolan will;
speak on “TV Fathers" Purposes
of the society will be explained
by Rev Quentin .1 Duncan.
O ( arm . spiritual director, and
committee chairmen will present
exhibits of their activities
St. Anne's, Fair l-awn The
monthly breakfast meeting will
take place Jan 11 after the 8 a m
Mass Guest speaker will be R G
Neuman of Tcaneck. He vs ill dis
cuss tax lau-s as they apply to
the individual Peter Andretta
and Peter Goldee are in charge of
arrangements.
Sacred Heart, Vailabarg, New-
ark John Mulvihill was ia-
stalled as president at the Janu-
ary meeting Others also installed
by Rev Horton Raught were Luka
Flood. John Towey. Joseph Gis-
lon. Joseph Young and William
Mulligan.
St. Michael's. Union City—Ed-
ward P Sogluino will be induct-
ed Jan 11 as president in tha
monastery church Also to be in-
ducted by Rev Stephen Paul Ken-
ny, C P . pastor, are James P.
Reynolds. Patrick J. McDonough.
Raymond Palma. Joseph P.
O'Brien and Anthony Camevale.
WHEN YOU BUY. tell tha
salesman you saw his ad In Tha
Advocate.
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11» TO YOl R
FARS IN
CIIRISTM\S
BILLS???
r
It won’t happen again if
you coma to your nearest
NJ.B. office this week
and open an
Christmas
Club
Seven streamlined plans en-
able you to deposit from 50C to
$2O each week, then receive
$25 to $l,OOO in November.
NEW
JERSEY
BANK
li C*cm Thr« U4«owl Fmm< Cow*t y
DOLLY MOUNT
NURSING HOME
ft VAlllY VOAO CIIFTON. N J
Undor Stot* II(tNN
An • •toblnhud Korn* that n qviot
r»«Hul and lumunout located on
ipodowi ground! For »ho agod
chronically ill' and convoloscont*
24 Moor Nursing Staff
SUVtA NOU BOLSTER, R.N
Diroctroil
Tokopkoao LAmbcrl S-7477
■ PERSONAL LIABILITY
Richard J.
Stanton
UNion 6-9266
GEneva 8-2599
ROBERT
TREATTHI
HOTEL
PARK PLACE. NEWARK
COtOIAIIY INVITES YOU*
BESEBVATIONS FOB
COMMUNION
BREAKFASTS
ORDINATION
DINNERS
WEDDING
RECEPTIONS
OTHER SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
•
Modern ait conditioned
bonqvrel foCilitiei - fW>e
food and I«rvk« always.
STANIfY J AKUS
•
EOR RESERVATIONS
Call MArket 2-1000
A KNOn HOTEL
AIIIBT W STENDE*. fr.,ld.nl
A ItWT'lii-fis-fiJ ftb+rjh
with or without compooentj, or* mdi
v•dually devQned by Modernoire experts
to your totfri for listening and beautiful
*deugned by Robert Fellner
and Mark J. Furyf
111I J i
Root# 4,
i ■ I
modernaire
¥ Jorwy. Um our 90-4ay no chargo plan.
As long
as you liv*
you
will r*c*l»« o
DEPENDABLE end
GOOD INCOME and
you
Invest yow»
I O VI n g s In ©vr
1 V D ANNUITY
PLAN
9 You also sKore In
lK* great wofk o<
lK« Missions and Help In
educating Priests and IrotK-
ers Io» the Missions # Cer-
tain fo» odionta • A
lasting Memorial and ro-
membrtjncs in many Mateo*
ond prayers
Writ* for free Information
Society Of The Divina Ward
ANNUITY DIPT
OIIARD. PINNA.
-"1 \
V *
xi
■ST'
-END
r, -
ARANCE
Here are /us( a few of the many values!
SIZE
Full Sii*
Sectionals
Lovejeat
Loveseat
loveteaf
Full Size
Apt. Size
Full Size
Apt. Size
Full Size
King Size
King Size
King Size
Full Size
Full Size
Apt. Size
King Size
King Size
King Size
Sectionals
King Size
Longline* *
Longline* *
King Size
longline* *
King Size
STYLI
Modern
Modern
Windsor
Traditional
Modern
Windsor
Lawson
Traditional
Lawson
Neo Classic
Contemporary
Lawson
Lawson
Neo Classic
Modern
Modern
Modern
Contemporary
Windsor
French Provincial
Traditional
Tuxedo
Contemporary
Traditional
Contemporary
Provincial
FAMIC MADE TO
Charcoal Tweed
Turquoise Metallic
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MOSTLY ONE OF A KIND . ELEGANT SHOWROOM SAMPLES
• MANY DISCONTINUED STYLES, IN SUMPTUOUS FABRICS,
FOAM CUSHIONED . ALL MADE TO SELL FOR MUCH MORE!
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QUANTITY IS LIMITED!
CASTRO CONVERTIBLE
OTTOMAN
Showroom samples of our
famous oltoman that con-
verts to a full length bed.
Innerspnng mattress; cover
included.
Made To Sell For $99 SO
...‘64”
• nlf M so dawn
LIMITED QUANTITY
/
*7.^
1 Convert* from
- ifcts latSu
In ) (•(•ndi
Castro Chairal 200% Foam Rubber Cuahlona!
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CASTRO’S WORLD
FAMOUS LOUNOER
For healthful relaxation.
Lounger adjusts to any posi-
tion with the slightest move-
ment of your body.
Made To Sell For $159
‘7995
•nly sa 00 down
LIMITED QUANTITY
CASTRO CONQUERS LIVING SPACE.
The Incomparable
The Fabulous Castro Vibrator Lounger *ll9
AMERICA’S TOP NAME IN CONVERTIBLE FURNITURE
Yaojttt&wfcrf&d
ALL CASTRO SHOWROOMS OPEN EVENINGS - EASY TERMS
Tfcn Trademark ef Diitirutien
CASTRO LIFETIME WARRANTY
Whan you choosa a Castro, It
Is accompanied by our aigned
Warranty of superb perform-
ance and enduring quality. It
Is your guarantee ef superior
Castro engineering.
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How Long, America?
Th* current visit to the United States of
AnasUt Mikoyan. Russia's second in command,
highlights one of the two essential defects of our
foreign policy. The memory of a James Monroe,
of course, or of a Theodore Roosevelt almost calls
for an apology for the use of so strong-sounding
a term as "foreign policy" for the weakness and
vacillation with which our government has dealt
with the greatest threat of all time to our nation
and to the values for which it stands
It should be remarked in passing that the
suddenness with which this visit was "sprung-
on the American people gives good reason for the
suspicion that it was deliberately handled that
way in order to forestall the torrent of criticism
that in 1957 greeted—and cancelled—the far less
offensive proposal that Yugoslavia’s Tito visit us.
We profess to regard communism as the
deadly foe of our way of life, the mortal enemy of
everything that we cherish. We would reasonably
expect our government to formulate its policy
along lines that would contribute the most to our
defense against this enemy, and to his utter frus-
tration and ultimate destruction. What we have
done, instead, is almost incredible, but none the
less true
Let us pass over the sad blunder of our recog
nilmn of the Russian communists in 1933, as well
as the grievous error of the war years by which
we saved their Godless regime from destruction
by the Germans, and poured out our blood and
treasure so lavishly as to leave Russia in 1945 as
the strongest power on the Europe Asia land mass,
able within months to force under its bloody rule
hundreds of millions of helpless people
The sworn enemy of communism, we stupidlv
• was it more than that?) denied our aid to the
anti Red forces of Chiang Kai Shek. and substan
tially assisted in the communist conquest of the
China mainland. Shortly thereafter we began
pouring millions of dollars into Yugoslavia to
help keep in power the communist Tito, unjust
Jailer of Cardinal Stepinac
Liter we again showed the caliber of our
hostility to communism by practically inviting the
Reds of North Korea to invade the south of that
unhappy country and then, when belatedly we
tried to stem the Red tide, by placing such re-
itrictiona on our fighting men that we 1o«t the
only war in our history.
We have spent countless hours at conference
tables with communists—at Panmunjom. in Gen-
eva, in the UN—with pitifully little, if anything,
to show for the disgrace and humiliation of deal-
ing with men who ara by profession murderers,
kidnappers, liari and thieves. As though to heap
additional scorn upon us, at the very time when
we are striving to achieve somb agreement with
the Russians on the use of atomic weapons, they
show to the whole world the utter uselessness of
any agreement with them by unilaterally de-
nouncing the four-power agreement on the occupa-
tion of Berlin.
Will we never get “fed up.” as they say’ Not
yet, apparently, or we would never have agreed
to let Mikoyan come here—agreed, too, with such
indecent haste, as though we feared he might
change his mind and not cornel Does any official
in Washington honestly believe that his coming
portends anything good for us? If he does, he is
surely unfit for the office he holds; if he does
not. how can he clear himself of the charge of
betraying our real interests by allowing him to
come’
As though to be sure that we stultify our-
selves completely before the world, we add to
the horrifying inconsistency skimpily sketched
above a policy of reaction only, of careful avoid-
ance of any positive action against communism
Over the years we have reacted to this or that
communist move—sometimes badly (as in Korea
or Hungary), sometimes well (as In Lebanon or
Quemoy)—but never have we taken a real initia
live; never have we done anything to which the
communist world has had to contrive a defensive
reaction.
With all our resources of truth and Justice,
of spiritual freedom and material prosperity, of
decency and integrity, we stand supinely by, not
daring to make capital of our good as the Red?
do of their evil, not daring to press freedom upon
their captive peoples, as they press slavery upon
the free world.
How long, America, can such a policy con
tinue without leading to complete disaster’ Is it
any wonder that we go on losing in the cold war’
Happy Fiscal Year?
T)i* President jumped the gun just before
the holidays by giving a capsule preview of his
January budget message. His prediction of a bal
anced budge for 1959 came as a welcome Christ-
mas gift, the more so because unexpected The
President commented that a balanced budget will
be an important assurance to the country and the
world that our government is determined to live
within its meant, thereby doing its part to prevent
inflation and to encourage economic expansion "
Incredible words these out of Washington, espe
cully since last year’s Congress spent taxpayers'
money at the fantastic rate of more than $1,253,
000 a minute
January bills usually smother holiday hap-
piness Already skeptics —and there are many
ridicule the President's proposal as anew year’s
dream Defense costs are expected to continue
skyrocketing, interest on the national debt must
be met. farm price supports, veterans benefits
have the law in back of them. And then, there’s
the package of $lO4 million in aid left under
Tito i c hristmas tree. Where are we going to get
the i -oney to make things come out even’
I’he new Congress has been labeled a collec-
tion of spenders It would do well to think a
little about justice before making extravagant
withdrawals of taxpayers money Wild govern
ment spending feeds the fires of inflation
how can the average man’s deflated Income con-
tend with the subsequent high cost of living’ And
the poor, who are always with us how can
their many mouths be fed by "cheap’’ dollars
Excessive spending too, generally indicates ex
cessive government intervention In the affairs
and lives of private citlien —a trend toward the
totalitarianism we condemn Giving anybody a
book full of blank checks is risky business at
any time
Cab drivers in Washington nowadays don't
ask visitors, "Where to’" but rather. “Which
investigation will it be’" The new- legislators
plan to investigate Inflation Why, we don't
know Certainly, they are aware of the enormous
national debt; many had a part in the untram-
meled federal spending spree that bids up prices,
that spawns gigantic deficits, that speeds up gov
emment printing presses to create "money" to
cover losses. Didn't they get "your federal in
come tax forms for 1958" In the Christmas mail
like the rest of us’ We still have taxation jui
what happened to conscienlioua representation?
Maybe Eisenhower was politically inspired,
but his remedy for our economic problems, while
not original, would certainly be novel on Capitol
Hill
_ chop away at federal spending That
would make for a happy new fiscal year for all
of us.
Strikes: Bludgeon or Blessing?
A few weeks ago K«ther William Smith, S J.
* rotr a very timely and forthright article on the
newspaper strike in New York, and he summed
up his Judgment and opinion in a few words
•’Thu strike was not justified
The Catholic Church has never had to apol
ogiir for the position which it has consistently
taken on the vital and sensitive question of
labor management affairs The solid basis for the
attitude of the Church rests upon the famous and
respected dictum of Pope Leo XIII: "Let the em
Pl°>cr pay a livirjg wage, and let the working
man do an honest day's work." Within this frame-
work, however, there is a great deal of room for
disagreement and violent dispute There are union
men land women) who take the unrealistic
stand that the union is always right and that
every strike is justified These people seldom
talk about a strike. To them it is always a "lock
out" in which the poor working man Is being
deprived of his God given rights
At the other extreme we find the hardened
industrialist to whom every strike is blackmail,
pure and simple, and who looks upon unions as
subtle and sometimes unsubtle weapons, with
which to bludgeon the employer into submission
He looks upon union officials as a group of men
who are interested only in continued raises,
fringe benefits, long and frequent vacations, and
coffee breaks
It is difficult to say which of these two
radical pressure regiments is the greater distance
from the truth, but neither of them is within
hailing distance of Ihe accurate description of
a strike
The newspaper strike in New York attracted
vast national attention, because of the power-
ful impart it had on business, at a lime when
business is usually booming Father Smith gave
a partial estimate of the damage that was done
by this strike "Newspaper owners and advertls
ers lost about $23 million in one week because
of the strike, and a minimum of 10 million pe»
pie were deprived or their daily medium of in
formation "
And this does not take Into account the huge
sums that were lost by the people who were in
directly affected by the strike
The unfortunate feature In many strikes Is
the fact that the innocent public is the victim
The airplane strikes during the holidays caused
untold hardship upon countless thousands, who
had to change their vacation plana radically or
remain at home. Only a very serious reason
would justify a situation that could bring about
such national embarrassment and financial loss
Father Smith enumerates five reasons and
conditions which must be fulfilled before any
strike can be morally Justified The first two are
very important: 1 The cause must be Just 2
The means used to execute a strike must be
morally good
There seems to be an undue amount of
sluggish, musty thinking in the minds of many
people on this all-important matter of labor
management relations. The extremists on both
sides of the issue are undoubtedly swayed more
by emotion than sound reason and logic It would
be healthful and beneficial for the entire na
Hon if everyone were to probe his conscience and
analyze his way of thinking If a man lakes
the position that a strike which is called by a
union is always Justified, and that union or
ganliers and officials are sacrosanct, he Is wrong
very wrong And his opposite number, who says
that a strike is nothing more than a weapon
of blackmail to exact unreasonable demands from
the employer, is equally wrong
Spain and Yugoslavia
The New York Times (till rivets one crtticil
• > e on Spjin. while closing the other to Yu go
(lav la
Last wei k it front-paged a special dispatch
(roni its Madrid correspondent which, in effect,
questions Spain s reliability as an ally in any con'
flic! with the Soviet Union, and the wisdom o(
further American help.
According to the article, although Spain has
gotten $1.244,000,000 In economic sn<| military
sid from the USA since 1953. and is looking lor
more, that country is now playing down sll ref
erences to American assistance, and secini to be
moving "toward line of 'positive neutrality' like
India and the United Arab Republic
”
It is noteworthy that the Times' article did
not venture to include Yugoslavia among the rx
ponents of "positive neutrality " Not even a pos
lure of “positive neutrality" (lei alone a chain o(
major military bases such as w e have in Spain I
has been Tito's return for the $l3 billion dollars
of economic and military aid which Ihe U S A
has poured into Yugoslavia unce 1930 (with more
to come)
The Times is entitled to express its doubts
about Spain, lllhough -we do not share them 1
What does strike us as strange Is the (act that—-
although there is every reason to do so-The,
Times has never agitated against U S aid to
Tito The journal teems lo Judge Catholic. anti
communist Spain by one standard, and communist,
anti Catholic Yugoslavia by another.
Peter Speaks
Capital and Labor
Each needs the other: Capital cannot do with
nut labor nor labor without capital Mutual
agreement results In the beauty of good order;
while perpetual conf lc' n sss'dy ndi' *s coo
fustoo and aavaga barbarity —Leo XIII, "gereas
Novanua.” May 11, IMI.
Another Red Paradise
Month of Rededication
By Louis Francis Budenz
When I was In the Communist
Pirty. January was always Con-
in'! month. It was then that the
theoretical publications of the
party took advantage of the sub-
ject of "Lenin's heritage" to re
double the com-
rades' fervor
for the current
line as laid
down by Mos-
cow. It was
then also that
the great mass
meetings took
place in Madi-
son Square Gar-
den In commemoration of Len
In's death, the anniversary of
which was Jan 19
The last one of these assem-
blages which I attended was in
194. V the year in which I left the
party
On that occasion I acted an
chairman of the Red rally, and
the sei of more than 23.000 facen
before me aecmed to represent
the power of the party, even
though we knew that this gath
ering waa only a small percentage
of the American people
Rut G K Chesterton has said
of a belter cause that unless a
man starts afresh, he will cer-
tainly do nothing effective And
the communists understand that
in a way we could emulate, ap
predating that one fervent man
making new resolutions can move
many others
ACCORDINGLY every Red fes
lival or memorial becomes the
center for a drive to affect the
whole nation. Now that Moscow
has recently changed the Lenin
celebration to April, the late
Bolshevik leader's birth month,
much of the communist New
Year fervor In this country is con
eentrated on the program to in-
fluence Congress To this task
the Reds come with much more
power than most of us Imagine
That has to he said today,
alnrr there are now no large
Madison Square Garden meet-
ings and the communists have
had vicissitudes over the re-
cent years, which has led to a
hroad assurjntlnn that In this
country the party Is on Its last
legs
When vs e witness the party's
far flung activity its schemes to
entran the youth, its renewed in
filtration of the trade union move
ment. Its influence on certain big
business circles we realize that
the party is quite alive As Wil
liam Z Eoster wrote recently,
more or less confidentially to the
comrades alone, those who think
the party is dead "are a bit pre
mature
"
WHEN WE OBSERVE in the
Dec 28 Worker that the com mu
msts are planning to strike down
the Congressional comittees
against subversion by limiting
their power In one way or an
other, we can open our eyes to
the fact that the party still has
Influence in Washington
To enhance Infiltration of the
trade unions the Reds have sent
the Worker’s labor editor,
George Morris, to Moscow. All
of the reports which he
sends bark, and which will he
glorifications of the counterfeit
trade union movement of So-
viet Rnaala, will he spread far
and wide among wnrkers of this
country for their befuddlement.
What Moscow’s organized fol
lowers are counting on to en-
hance their standing among the
American people, so they can
function freely and have their will
t»ilh Congresa Indirectly, la un-
doubtedly a threefold develop
menl.
THK CHIEF EDITORIAL , n the
Dec 28 Worker let us know how
much the communists rely on
non-comunist voices within
America to achieve their pur
pos i ne editorial is a paeon of
praise for Cyrus Eaton, who is
commended for assailing the gov
ernment stand against Soviet ag
grcssion. doing so again in the
name of peace
The editorial links Eaton with
the visit of A. I. Mikoyan.
which is also alluded to as ad I
vancing Red purposes. With
this crossfire Irom within
America and without is linked
up Red reliance on Indifference
among our people concerning
Soviet moves.
If we who adhere to freedom
ran open 1959 with a few con
centrated resolutions to save
the Congressional committees, to
do more to help the Hungarian
people, to ask Congress once
again to resolve not to recognize
Red C hina w? can assure our
selves that we have done our
part.
The Faith in Focus
The Bread of Life
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
As we have noted here morr 22 24 Luke 22. 19 20. 1 Corinthi
than once, there Is a marvelous ans 11. 22 29).
parallel between man's life of
grace and his natural life As in
the natural order one must he
generated before he ran lisr at
all, so, too. must there tie gen
eration and birth—a spiritual rr
birth—if one is to live with the
higher, more precious life of
grace And for that purpose
Christ gave us the Sacrament of
Baptism, by which man is born
again of water and the Spirit"
(John 3, J i
And as in the natural order a
new born child must then grow
so. too. must there be growth in
the spiritual order, in the life of
grace, from spiritual Infancy to
spiritual adulthood That Is why
our Divine Savior gave us the
Sacrament of Confirmation, to
follow up and perfect the fork of
Baptism If Baptism is the Sac
rament of spiritual birth, Confir
mation is the Sacrament of spir
itual growth and maturit)
But the parallel between man's
life of grace and his natural life
does not stop there To preserve
his bodily life, man needs food
Similarly, to preserve his spirit
ual life of grace he needs spirit
ual food And so Our Lord pro
sided Christians with the Sarra
ment of the Kucharist, the Sarra
ment of spiritual nourishment
In the Holy Eucharist the good
ness and love of Our Savior reach
the extreme limit of the possible
Tor the good which It gives is
none other than Christ Himself
He is our "Bread of Life" Unhn
6. 48 1 What is more, not only is
( hrtst truly present In and truly
received in. the Holy Eucharist -
He is truly offered up in it.
whence the Holy Eucharist is not
only a Sacrament but also a Sac-
rifice
As the Revised Baltimore Cate
chlsin puts It. "The Holy Euchar-
ist Is a sacrament and a sacri-
fice. In the Holy Eucharist, under
the appearances of bread and
wine, the Lord Christ is con
tained. offered and received
"
To prepare Ills followers for
this wonderful gift, so full of mys
tery. Our Lord alerted them well
In advance, by the promise re
corded In John B, 48 59 This
promise He fulfilled at the Last
Supper which He took with Ills
Apo ties before going to His
death on the Cross In their pres-
ence lie instituted the Holy Eu
diarist, and He bade them (and
i their successors) to do what He
had done —celebrate the Euchar
jIst —until the end of the world
! (see Matthew 28, 2121; Mark 14.
How did Our I-ord institute the
Holy Eucharist’ The Catechism
answers He took bread, blessed
and broke It, and giving it to Ills
•' vaid Take and eat
this is My body,' then He took a
cup of wine, blessed it. and' giv
ing it to them, said All of you
drink of this, for this is My
blood of the new covenant which
i* bring shed for many unto the
forgiveness of sins.' finally. He
gave Ills apostles the commis
sion 'Do this in remembrance
of Me
That Christ intended the Eu
charist to be repeated in the
( hurch until the end of the world
is clear from St Paul's words
"Kor as often as you shall eat
this bread and drink the cup. you
proclaim thr death of the laird,
until He comes" ( 1 Corinthians
11. 26)
The doctrine of the Catholic
Church concerning the Holy Eu
diarist ran be summed up under
three headings "The Real Pres
enre" (Christ is truly contained
in the Eucharist). "The Sacri
fire of the Mass" (Christ is truly
offered in the Eucharist), "Holy
Comumon"■ (the Holy Eucharist
is a Sacrament in which Christ
is truly received) We are to dis-
cuss each of these topics In turn
In YourPrayers
remember me»* your deceased
priests
Arduliocete of Netcnrk
Rev James A Keough, Jsn
10. 1932
Rev Perry G DeWltt, Jin 10,
1957
Rev Joseph Rolando. Jan 13
1907
Rev William J Caffrey. Jan
13, 1939
Rev Richard E Sluder, OS B
Jan 13. 195*
Rev Jerome Reichwein. Jan
14. 193'i
Rev Vincent Sansone. Jan 16
1929
Diocene of Pater non
Rev John J Duggan. Jan 10.
1945
Rev Dnlacus Roberto. Jan 13.
1951
Rt Rev Msgr Peter T Weme.
Jan 15. 1951
Rt Rev Mt*r. Carmel J Scan
I lan, Jan. 13, 1952
THE QUESTION BOX
Mon Krr W'ollrr IP. Corfu, Immocnlot* Concrpnon (nr
mory. Oorhntlon. Romsoy P. 0.. i, oditor ot Th, Qu.u.on Box.
Qnnfomi mo y kt nkmilltd to htm lor ontutr in tbit column.
Q. The three Wlw Mm
brought (old to ■ king,
frankincense at to a priest and
myrrh n In i man who wat to
tatfrr bitterly. How did they
know which (tfta to bring?
A It la St Matthew who in
Chapter 2. 112 tell* the *tory ot
Ihe visit by the Magi, a story
that i* a gem we might well
read in the Sacred Scrip
ture
In doing *o remember first that
the Magi were likely scientists
interested in the atar* (an easily
understood science in our day ot
Moonikl Our F.nglish word "Wise
men" auma them up well It la
j customary to think of them as
| kings, but this probably arose
I from the uae of the word* of
| I’aalm 71 verse 10 in the liturgical
prayer* of Epiphany "The king*
of Tharais and of the islands shall
offer preaents, the kings of the
Arabians and of Saba shall bring
jgift*
"
| If asked how many there were
we might give the quick answer
"Three " But the Scripture doas
not tell us that and there is no
reason for saying that they were
only three Most likely we think
of three since there were three I
kind* of gifts given to Christ by l
,them Only much later were
names given to the Magi, the
[names Caspar Melchior and
Baltassar date from the Middle
Ages
** a year and a half after
Chriat’a birth that the Magi
came; it must have hern at leaat
40 days after
The gifta the Magi gave were
gift* that they would have
brought to a king in their own
land They were expensive and
valuable .gift* of gold, of frank-
incense, namely precious incense;
and of myrrh, a kind of perfumed
resin Arabia was renowned for
these articles and naturally, in
coming to see one whose coming
was heralded by a star, they
would have brought the best gifts
they could
Later the Fathers of the
Church, writing of this scene,
note that the gifts also befit
Christ in His kingship (the gold!,
in His divinity (the incense), and
in His mortality (for myrrh was
used in preparing a body for
burial) We cannot say that (ha
Magi had these ideas in mind
Incidentally, how well Provi-
dence provides just before an
unexpected journey to a distant
land, God arranged that the Holy
Family should receive valuah'e
gifts and would thus be able to
provide for themselves during (ha
journey and in the strange land.
Never underestimate the Provi-
dence of God when difficulties
come to you.
The feast of Epiphany has been
celebrated with great solemnity
by the Church (among other
reasons) because the coming of
the pagan wisemen represents (ha
fact of Christ's coming for all
men. pagan as well as Chosen
People
Q. Were there any letters
written by I.ucla. other \ than
the one containing the third
secret?
A No other secret letters that
1 know of Of course Lucy may
have written other letters that
were not secret
Q. If (be priest 1s wearing
black vestments but I do not
know which of (he Masses of
I Requiem, or which special
prayers of the Mass he 1s say-
ing, would It not be proper for
me to follow the daily Mass for
the dead and to use the prayer
for all the faithful departed*
; A. Since there is nothing im
proper in your saying prayerl
that are different from the pray-
ers used by the celebrant, you
may do as you wish in the malter.
You may, if you wish, say pray-
ers for your own deceased rrla-
I tivea or friends, or you may re-
rite that for ail the faithful de-
parted
The Magi came from Arabia or
from that area of (hr world The
••■r (hey iiw was quite likely
some unexpected light in the iky
which appeared over Judea and
which they followed
After the stop to ask their way
of Herod, the star led them to'
Bethlehem and the Magi found
Christ Notice that the Scripture
says that they entered the house,
hence it is quite likely that Jo-
seph and Mary were dwelling in
a better residence than a cave
at the time However, since cave
dwelling was not considered ob
| Actionable by people of those
oays. the Holy Family might still
have been In a cave, possibly the
one of the Nativity
Although we celebrate the
Magi s feast of Epiphany lea*
than two week* after the bjrth
of Christ. the actual event took
place at a considerably longer in-
terval Eor there would have
taken place the presentation of
Chriit In the Temple at Jerusa-
lem 40 days after His birth and
Joseph would not have taken
Christ so qloae to Herod If Herod*
waa seeking hi* destruction. Since i
Herod ordered the death of all'
I boy > under the age of two, it
' would seem that the Magi had told
him that the star had appeared
to them tome months before
Thus it may have been at much
Mass Calendar
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Columnist Voices
His Hopes for Year
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
This column will be a random
listing of some resolutions, hopes
«nd prayers for 1859.
This columnist resolves, in the
first place, to try to be more
positive than negative during
1959. Negative
moralizing is
probably the
worst of the oc
cupational dis-
eases peculiar
to columnists,
editorial writ-
ers and preach-
ers. The only
remedy, as an
Irish writer
pointed out recently, is charity
"I am afraid," this writer said,
“that too often our preachers en-
tirely ignore what we, the silent
faithful, expect to hear in a ser-
mon . . . They are never done
telling us of our duties and of our
neglect of duty . . The thing
which is really difficult, which is
actually divine, is to give us a
taste for our duties, and to awak-
en in us a wish to do them and
to be generous in the doing And
another name for a taste for duty
is love Beloved preachers, then,
make us love God. or rather,
help us to believe in His love
for us."
Amen! Change the word
“preachers' to "columnists" and
you have here the perfect diag-
nosis of whal ails so many of the
latter
SPEAKING OF charity. I re
aolve. secondly, to he more toler
ant in controversy during 1959
A certain amount of controversy
is prohahly inevitable in the
Catholic press The late Cardinal
Stritch thought it was not only
Inevitable, but desirable
“There is no question," he
told the Catholic Press Asso
elation In 1954, "but that the
Oirector. Soctel Action Deportment, ,VCITC
Catholic press wow Id be more
effective If It engaged a little
more in controversy on debat-
able subjects ... We don't
want the aort of uniformity In
the Catholic press which wonld
come if every organ of the
Catholic press presented the
same news and comments."
In line with the Cardinal's ad-
vice, 1 shall not hesitate to ex-
press my opinion during 1959, but
shall try to avoid writing any-
thing which would in any way
reflect upon the sincerity, integ-
rity. or theological orthodoxy of
those who hold different opinions.
In return —andthis brings us to
the first of my New Year's hopes
—I would appreciate it if those
on the other side would recipro-
cate.
MY SECOND hope Is some-
what akin to the first that la
bor and management will patch
up their differences and take to
heart the sound advice which
Rev. Benjamin Masse, S J . gave
in a recent article in America
"The gulf between labor and
management on questions of pub-
lic economic policy,” Father
Ma»V wrote, "will only be solved
by chanty, hard intellectual ef
fort —and s big dose of that hu-
mility of soul which comes to
men only when they are on their
knees before Almighty God "
My last hope and fervent pray
or for the New Year is that Cath-
olics will strive harder than ever
to catch up with the parade in
social sciences The extent of our
failure to carry our weight in this
field was brought home at the
recent American Economics As
sociation convention in Chicago
In checking the books exhibited
by all of the leading publishers
in the U S , 1 found only two or
three which were written by
Catholic authors
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Jin. 11—Feast of thr
Holy Family. This foist was in
tlitutod by Pope Loo XIU in 18113
and oxtondod lo tho whole Church
In 1921 It is observed on tho Sun
day within tho octavo of the Epi
phany. Generally this date is tho
feast of St Hyginus. Pope-Mar
tyr. He was an Athenian and be
came Pope ip 154 He was mar
tyred in 158 and buried near the
body of St Peter
Monday, Jan. ll—St. Tatiana.
Martyr. She was a Roman worn
an who was put to death about
230.
Tueaday, Jan. 13—Commemora-
tion of the Raptism of Our I-ord
b> St. John the Baptist. General
ly this dale is the feast of St
Popitus, Martyr He is said to
have been a native of Sardinia
who as a boy was converted to
Christianity and succeeded in con
verting his father It is said that
Einperor Marcus Aurelius per
aonally conducted the trial of the
boy for rejecting the gods of
Rome. He was martyred about
166
Wednesday, Jan. 14— St. Ilila
ry. Bishop Doctor He did not cm-
hi ace the Faith until near middle
age, and received Holy Orders
He was chosen Bishop of his na-
tive Poitiers in 333 His vigorous
opposition to the Arian heresy in
several Gallic councils led Era
peror to banish him
to Phrygia in exile he composed
his great work on the Trinity
Thursday, Jan. IS —St. Paul,
thr First Hermit, Confessor. He
was an Egyptian and was well
educated Asa youth he fled to
the desert country near Thebes
to escape a raging persecution
Delighted by the solitary life of
piayer and penance, he remained
in the desert until his death at
the age of 90 in 142
Friday, Jan 16—St Marcellus,
Pope Martyr. He was elected
Pope In 304 The tyrant Maxrn
tlus had the Pontifl arrested and
scourged, then assigned him to
labors in the imperial stables He
was rescued for a time, but even
tually recaptured and returned
to the hard labor, which broke
his health He died in 309
Saturday, Jan. 17—84. Anthonv,
Abbot. The Patriarch of Monks"
was born at Coma in Cpper
Egypt in 251 After the death of
his parents, he gave away his
vast possessions and went into
the desert to perfect his spiritual
life
God Love You
Some Notes
From China
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
The following facts we mention
In the hope that readers will feel
the tragedy of their Chinese fel-
low-Catholics as their own trag-
edy. St. Paul tells us that “if
one member suffers, the < whole
body suffer*."
A Chinese re-
ligious was sum-
moned by the
police and beat-
en because the
religious super-
ior had sent
him a letter,
but the letter
was never giv-
en to the per-
son who was maltreated.
From a priest inside Red Chi-
na comes this message: "I am
extremely sad and lonely in the
midst of persecution."
A lay Catholic wrote: "Here
the 'Bark of Peter’ seems to he
submerged; Satan is in com
mand."
The interned religious at the
Convent of St. Joseph. Shanghai,
are at this moment enduring suf-
fering and torture.
The communists have attached
this poster to the Bishop's house
in Canton. China: "Father X is a
traitor He has received the im-
perialist Encyclical from the Vat-
ican
Two Carmrlrte Sisters, after be-
ing forced lo be politically re-
educated. were thrown into pris-
on
Young Catholics are being ar-
rested en masse
Will you say a Rosary for these
people that St Michael may re-
strain Satan whose instruments
in China are the communists'
Perhaps you will also be willing
to live out the sacrifice of the
Mass by making a sacrifice for
Pope John XXIII who has to care
for 135,000 missionaries through-
out the world
GOD LOVE YOU to D F for
St This is the first dollar that I
ever earned I am a seventh
grade pupil I got this dollar for
good writing ”... to Mrs. G P E
for $2O Instead of buying my
usual holiday dress I'll be hap-
pier knowing this will give hap-
piness to some of the needy "
'.o M S for $2 "Could not
get to sleep one night I was hun-
gry. so 1 got up and ate Then I
thought of those who get up and
have nothing to eat so I knew it
was time for a sacrifice "
Most modern Amrrtraa
homes house TV sets. The pres-
ence of the statue of Our Lady
of Television in your home wiil
serve as a manifestation of the
truth that yoo have housed Our
Lady and her Son in your home
as well as in your heart! Send
your' request and a sacrifice-
offering of S3 and we will send
thr statue to you.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address It to
Bishop Fulton J Sheen, National
Director, Socirgy for the Propa-
gation of the Faith, 366 Fifth
Ave . New York 1, or to your
diocesan director. Bishop Martin
W Stanton. 31 Mulberry St..
Newark 2. Rt Rev Msgr Wil-
tiim K Louis, 24 DeGras.se St,
Paterson.
Letters to the Editor
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Separate Church
Services...
Mary Lou Mc Loughlin.
Glen Ridge
Editor:
1 would like to »hout a hearty
"Amen" to Bishop Malcolm A
MacEacher » criticiam o( separate
church services lor children and
their parents, as reported in the
Dec. 6 issue of The Advocate
To me. It is Inconsistent with
the concepts of family life e*
penally as esemplied by Christ
Who lived with His parents lor
30 of Ills 33 years, stressing the
Importance of the family as a
unit, the basis of society
.»s a wife and mother, it gov.,
completely "against the grain" for
me to walk into church and have
my son leave me at the door to
sit with the children, or my hus
band separate from me to sit with
the men, while I stand or sit
sheepishly to one side as if I
Jon't belong there Christ dign.
fled our bond and made us one
In a sacrament. I cannot imagine
the Holy Family splitting up
vs hen they attended services
Spiritually and emotionally 1
feel It is wrong and on a strictly
natural and social basis, I do not
think It Is even good manners
Stamps for
The Missions
Frater Michael F. Judge. O.F.M.
Washington
Editor:
You are a missionary
... a
missionary's Job is to further
Christ and that is your job too
W nai io \ ou do to further
Christ? What do you do to pos-
itively. actively help the mu
sions’
ou can help the missions fcy
your prayers Pray that Christ s
Body grows and is made strong
And you can help the missions by
sending cancelled stamps to the'
Franciscan Clerics at Holy Name
Collfge. Uth and Shepherd Sts.
N E , Washington 17, D C Here
we sort cancelled stamps, sell
them and send the money to help
our missions in Rratil. Bolivia.
Japan. Puerto Rico, Jamaica and
to assist our home missions in
Georgia, North Carolina. Florida
and Virginia
Every lime you save a stamp for
the missions you live what you |
are—a missionary Bea mission
#ry for Christ Save stamps at
home and at work: send them to
u»—help save souls and build up
the Mystical Body of Chnst. His
Church
WHEN VOll Biv. tell the
salesman you saw his ad in The
Advocate
STEANGE BUT TRUE
Little-Known Facts For Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY gsdgs
Prayers We Should
Know by Heart
Tbrtr luetlioni end sntuert see tsken from Lenom J 7 of
~Tbn V e Believe fly Tbn U / ljre." the retited edition of the
R+ltimore Cmlecbitm, So. reprinted by permit non of the Con-
frstemity of C brntten Ooctnne
Me, me ose oar own word*
hi praying to God?
We may use our own word*
in praying to God, and It »
well to do so often
What are the prayer* that
e»ery Catholic should know
by heart?
The prayer* that every Catho-
lic should know by heart are
the Our Father, the Hail
Mary, the Apostles' Creed, the
Confiteor, the Glory be to the
Father, and the acts of faith,
hope, charity, and contrition.
Scripture
"Now in the sixth month the
angel Gabriel was sent from
God to a town of Galilee call-
ed Nazareth, to a virgin be-
trothed to a man named Jo-
seph, of the house of David,
and the urgin'* name was
Mary. And when the angel
had come to her. he said,
'Hail, full of grace, the 1-ord
is with thee Blessed art thou
among women .’ When she had
heard him she was troubled
at hii word, and kept ponder-
ing what manner of greeting
this might be (Luke 1 2ft 20)
“Now in those days Mary
arose and went with haste in-
to the hill country, to a town
of Juda. And she entered th#
house of Zachary and saluted
Elizabeth And It came to
P*s*. when Elizabeth heard
the greeting of Mary, that the
babe in her womb leapt And
Elizabeth was filled with the
Holy Spirit, and cried out with
a loud voice, saying, Blessed
art thou among women and
blessed is the fruit of thy
womb' And how have I de-
served that the mother of my
Laird should come to me’ For
behold, the momerU that the
sound of thy greeting came to
my ears, the babe In my
womb leapt for joy. And bless-
ed is she who has believed,
because the things promised
her by the Lord shall be ac-
complished' " ( Luke 1 3945 i
How do me usually begla
and end our prayers?
We usually begin and end
our prayers with th* sign nj
the cross
Scripture
“And Jesus drew near and
spoke to them saving. All
power in heaven and on earth
has been given to me Go.
therefore, and make disciples
of all nations, baptizing theta
In the name of the Father,
ami of the Son. and of th*
Holy Spirit'
"
(Matthew 28 18
19)
Why do sae make th* sign
of the cross?
We make the sign of th*
cross to express two Impor
tant mysteries of the Christian
religion, the Blessed Trinity
and the Redemption.
Scripture
“And th* Word was made
flesh, and dwelt among ua”
(John 1 14)
“And as Moses lifted up the
serpent in the desert, even so
must the Son of Man lie lifted
up, that those who believe in
him may not perish, but may
have life everlasting For God
so loved the world that h*
gav« ■ his only begotten Son,
that those who believe in him
may not perish, but may hav*
life everlasting'’ (John I 14-
16)
“And bearing th* cross f*r
himself, he went forth to th*
place called the Skull, in He-
brew. Golgotha, where they
crucified him" (John 19.17-18).
“Who himself bore our sins
In his body upon the tree, that
we, having died to sin, might
live to justice, and by his
stripes you were healed" (I.
Peter 2:24).
How are the** znysterie ex-
pressed by the sign of the
cross?
When we say “In th*
name." we express the truth
that there is only one God,
when we say “of the Father,
and of the .Son, and of th*
Holy Ghost." we express the
truth that there ar* three dis
tinct Persons in God; and
when we make the form of
the cross on ourselves, we ex-
press the truth that the Son
of God, made man, redeemed
us by His death on the cross
Night-Shift Father Complains
OfConstant Family Squabbling
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S. J.
Anhtanl Prolrtsor of Sociology, Si. l oan I'mhrrtity
Your column stresses the value of hubsand and wife
being together, but we’re having trouble because we re to-
gether too much. I work a night shift and spend most of the
day at home. Edith has a time keeping the children quiet
so I ean sleep. When I’m awake, there Isn’t much to do, so
| we seem to quarrel over nothing. It’s been going from bad to
worse lately. Do you have any suggestions?
There are many American cou-
jples who face the same problem
j as you and Edith. Modern indus-
trial society is organized to in-
crease efficient production rath
er than to promote family stabil-
their opportunities for enjoying
the usual social contaets within
the community, thus keeping
their family circle unduly nar
row.
This usually intensifies emo-
tional stress and magnifies dif
ferences, so that when quarrels
arise, they are not easily settled
and tend to he cumulative —one
thing leads to another in an in
crcasingly tense situation
What’s the best way to han-
dle your problem. Martin? Ob
viously, one solution would be
to get a different job. let's
by pass this one for the time
being and see if other mrans
are available. I would suggest
the following.
First, do you appreciate the
ditfieultles your wife must have
in keeping the children quiet
while you sleep’ Of course this
isn t your fault, but you must
recognise that it increases her
work and may be a considerable
burden if sour home is small
SECOND, ARE AOl' coopera
tive around the house, giving her
a hand with the children or the
work whenever she needs help’
You may insist that you’re doing
ity. Jobs call-
ing for long
absences from
the home, or
split shifts and
night work,
and so forth,
are not uncom-
mon. There are
several reasons
j why they may
i pose serious
problems for married workers,
particularly when young children
are involved
FIRST, FAMILIES with chi]
dren must follow a fairly rigid
pattern of sleep, meals, play and
work. If the breadwinner s job
throws him out of step with this
regime, it is bound to put a strain
on family members Young chil
dren quickly forget that father is
trying to sleep, while mother
finds It impossible to get her
work finished if she must spend
all her time keeping the children
reasonably quiet
Second, although couples nor-
mally like to spend a good deal
of time together, the presence
of the husband In the home
during the day is contrary to
the usual American pattern and
may prove to be a source of
trouble. I have already men-
tioned the wife’s problem in
keeping the children quiet. Per-
haps more Important may he
the husband's refusal or Inabll
lty to cooperate with her In
caring for the children and run
ning the home.
If he were not there, she would
take it for granted that this was
entirely her responsibility How
ever, when he sits around the
house after he has had his sleep
and refuses to help her out as
occasion arises, she is bound to
resent it
A FI'RTHER SOI RTF of iron
' ble may be lack of normal social
life. The husband'! job may limit
enough by holding down your own
job, but lets look at the situation
Marriage Is a partnership.
These are your children as well
as hers. The natnre of sour
job places an added burden
upon your wife. Inless you am
eitremely frail, you're proba-
bly not utterly worn out when
you’re home.
You may persist, "This Is worn
en s work!" By whose definition’
Remember, marriage is a part
nership in the service of new
life, and you must work together
THIRD, DO YOl make anr
provisions for social life’ Do sou
eser go out together as a couplr’
If you can't afford this, or it
proves impossible under the cir-
cumstances. this is an added rra
son for working more closely
with your wife around the home
Fourth, I have stressed what
you can do to help solve > our
problem It may be that vour
wife also needs to reconsldc. her
position.
Some wives consciously or
unconsciously resent the Inter-
ruptions in their family rou
lines occasioned by their hus-
bands' unusual work paltrrn.
This ran be easily understood,
but like thousands of othrr
wives, they ran adjust to it If
they take the right attitude.
Finally, if none of the above
suggestions prove helpful, you
should seriously consider another
job. This may prove difficult and
involve some financial loss but
what are these compared to i
broken marriage?
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Sacrifices to Spread Faith
Bring Rewards From God
-If I cut into my capital, or
■end some of the little I have
.pread the faith in paean
lands, how do I know that the
Lord will provide’ Can I foresee
what will happen tomorrow: The
lioness, the debts, the suf
flciency for my children’ What
am 1 coins to do if I do not
look out for myself’ - ' Perhaps
you have asked these things,
Only God can see tomorrow
But. if we do foresee it, why
d' we believe that God, Who
foresees it better than we can.
wiM not provide for it’
Many favors and blessinss are
withheld from us because we do
not give to God even the little
-that we have The Society for
the Propasation of the Faith re-
ceives letters daily expresses
thanks to God for blessinss that
have come to persons who have
made sacrifices for the propaga
tion of the faith.
When you want special favors !
pray, yes; but sacrifice! Greater;
are the rewards than you can
f\rr know The Lord will care
for you because you do not care
for yourself It is said that if
you live from hand to mouth
it will then he: From God's
Hand to your mouth.
j Superior 4*k* Help
For Leper* in India
Mother Lucy Casartelli is head
of a leper clinic at Vodoli, In-
dia, that was started in October,
1957. and now has 700 patients.
"Many of the patirnts are
: mutilated,” Mother l.ury
i writes, "and are therefore un-
able to support themselves.
Others less unfortunate, but
unable to find a Job, need the
constant attention and medica-
tion that we cannot afford to
Rive.
“I therefore come to you for
help Whatever you ran give to
us will he gladly and gratefully
accepted, and God will surely re
ward abundantly those who ex
tend their chanty toward these
poor people
"
The .Society for the Propagation
of the Faith will nee that your
gift* reach Mother Lucy.
Hate of Communist*
Prove* God I* Real
There are two ways of experi-
encing God; one. the way the
communists and atheists do; the
other, the way the missionaries,
and please God. we do
The communists experience
God through hate. They could
not hate Him If he were not
real. Otherwise they would be
rraiy, fighting against a fig.
mrnt of their imagination. They
hate God so much, they would
drive His ambassadors and
priesta from the fare of the
earth.
The other way of experiencing
God is to make a sacrifice for
Him out of love If Christ is in
our heart, we feel that Christ is
renewing His Passion in our mis
sionaries We lake on their bur-
den and imprisonment as Our
I-ord took on Himself the sins
of the world
Heny yourself a luxury. If the
communists deny God hy action
or persecution against Him. will
you not affirm God through the
action of love’
Missionaries Fight
Pakistan Epidemics
"There la talk of 20.000 dead
in our region." Thu* writes Rev
M Veronesl, Xavenan mission
ary in Pakistan, where an epi
domic of cholera and smallpox
has wiped out many lives
'Thanks to Cod we are all
well," continues Father Vero-
nesl, "from the Bishop to the
last missionary In spite of
hard work and extra efforts on
account of the epidemic. A few
rasei still come In here and
there, but we feel the danger
has now virtually passes).
"Many of our own good peo
pie were victims; many more
were saved hy the heroic work
of the missionaries I saw them
everywhere going into the huts
of th« poor to minister to the
stricken, to comfort those who
suffered, to rejoice with those
who survived, to share the tears
of those whose loved ones did
not survive.
There was no time to eat or
sleep; this was an emergency
which gripped the whole area.
Words of caution were foolish,
for who could stop our mission
arie* when they were so desper
ately needed!"
Such care, given to the sick in
mission lands, shows the work
of the Catholic missions at Its
best.
Bishop Stanton
Talks at Linden
Bishop Stanton will make an
appeal on behalf of the Society
foe (be Propagation of the Faith
on Jan. 11 at St. John the Apos-
tie Church. Undrn. Rev. Thom
as F. Muhiney. pastor.
Bishop Stantou is deeply
grateful to Father Mulvaney
and to the other pastorh of the
Archdiocese for their coopera
Uoa in making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Re?. Martin W Stanton, 8.T.D., PVD-, LL.D.
31 Mulberry St, Newark 3, N. J.
Phone: MArket 1-2MJ
Hours: Dally 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Saturday. 9 ajn. to I*.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt Rev Msgr William F. Louis. J.C.D.
24 De Grasse SU. Paterson 1. N. J.
Phone: ARmory 4 0100
Hours: Dally. 9 a.m to 3 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 11
Set Eucharist Meeting
GUATEMALA CITY (NC)-The
first Central American Eucharis
tic Congress will be held here
Feb. IMS.
UNDER WAY: The priests, scholastics and Brothers of
the faculty of St. Peter’s College won’t have too long to
wait now for their own central residence Very Rev.
James J. Shanahan. S.J., St. Peter’s president, breaks
ground for the new St. Peter Hall. Looking on is Auxili-
ary Bishop Martin W. Stanton.
CCD Doctrine Sessions Are Followed
ByCoursesin Teaching Methods
NEWARK—For I he first time
the teacher training courses
sponsored by the Confraternity of
( hrutian Dortrinr of the Archdio-
cese is presenting a session on
a specific doctrine, to be fol
lowed at the next session by a
presentation of the proper method
to teach this doctrine
Previously, courses have of
fered sessions on doctrine as a
separate program and in later
sessions have provided instruc-
tion in teaching methods
The Spring doctrine session
started Jan 6 in Jersey City and
on Jan. 7 in Newark. Cnion and
Hackensack The doctrine dis-
cussed at these classes was The
Real Presence "
IN A SPECIAL session ached
tiled for Jan 13 in Jersey City
and Jan H in the other three
renters, a high school methods
instructor will present a method
for teaching this doctrine to high
school students and a grammar
methods instructor will describe
the proper manner of presenting
the same doctrine to grammar
school student*
According to Rev. Roger A
Reynolds. CCD executive secre
tary. confraternity priest direc-
tors are Invited to send those
participating in parish schools
of religion to this special session
for in-service training.
St. Anastasia's Holds
Day of Recollection
TEAS'Et K— A parish day of
recollection under sponsorship of
Sf Anastasia Chapter. Third Or
der of Mt Carmel, will be held
from I 30 In 5 p m Jan 11, in
St Anastasia's Church here
Rev. Ronald Cray, O ( arm ~ di
rector of the Eastern Shrine of
the Little Flower, will conduct the
conferences The program will
close with renewal of profession
for lerllanes and Renedlction of
the Blessed Sacrament
Adults of the parish and Third
Order members from nearby par
ishes are Invited
Priest Adds Wings
To Volkswagen
BELFAST(RNS) _ Rev P J
O'Kelly of St Mary's Training
College here successfully flew an
airplane which he built himself.
The aircraft cost Father O'Kelly
about $1,500 and is powered by a
Volkswagen car engine.
Union Officials Get Workers
Coming and Going, for Charity
NEWARK
- When you catch
them coming and going, who
benefits?
In this case, the beneficiaries
were children of four orphan-
ages In one day. Dec. 19. to
be exact, nearly K.ooo poured
into containers proffered at
gates of the Wood Ridge and
Hackensack plants of Wright
Aeronautical Division, Curtiss-
Wright Corp
The money was distributed on
a per capita basis to the Immac-
ulate Conception Children's
Home, Lodi; Mt. St. Joseph s
Orphanage, Totowa; Paterson
Orphan Asylum, and Passaic
Home and Orphan Asylum.
With company permission,
the collection was taken up by
members of two union locals
at the plants. One local. No.
669, UAW, is comprised of pro-
duction workers, the other. No.
300, VAW, the clerical and en-
gineer force.
Members of both locals sta-
tioned themselves at the gates
at all shift changes. As one
onion official said. "We got
them all, coming and going."
Contributors also included su
pervisors and administrative as
well as other personnel.
This is the first time the
union locals have undertaken
this Christmas collection, hut
spurred by this year's success,
one official said they hope to
make it an annual event.
Chairman of the collection com-
mittee this year was Walter
Moore of. the Wood Ridga
plant.
Report Progress
InBeatification
Of Ukrainian
NEWARK—It is the hope of
Pope John XXIII that Metropoli-
tan Archbishop Andrew Sheptyt-
sky of Lwiv, in the Ukraine. will
soon be made a saint This was
the message presented Dec 28
to parishioners of St. John s East
ern Rite Church by the postula
tor of the Metropoliian's cause
for beatification
Very Rev Michael Hrynchshvn,
CRS R . recently returned from
Rome, announced that on Dec 5
the diocesan informative
process
for the beatification was officially-
opened there
Father Hrynrhyshyn. rector of
St Mary s Seminary. Meadow
vale, Ont , declared the Pontiff
durinc an audience had expressed
his interest In the ranoniiation
ot Archbishop Sheptytsky Pope
John told Father Hyrnchshyn
that he had known the Metro-
politan Archbishop and esteemed
him highly Archbishop Sheptyt-
sky died in ISM
Father Hrynrhyshyn was pnn
rip*l speaker at an affair honor
mg St John s bingo committee
Very Rev. Demetrius La Puta
<SS R pastor, expressed his
thanks to the committee for its
efforts
WHEN YOl Rt Y. tell the
salesman you saw his ad In The
Advocate
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valuable gifts
FREE!
for new savings account! of $250 or more, or
$250 or more added to present account. Offer
limited . . . one gift per account.
Trevel tree with cord
set and carrying cose.
Folds compoctly.
Gleaming chrome
with red Bakelite
A handle.
(hippeedele lew! of
Quality tilverplote. Groceful
ciossic design. Perfect for
candy, mocks or flowers.
%
■ee's Jewel Gift Bex with
Watermoni pen ond pencil
let. (notching cuff links, tie
borand money clip. Stunning I
3s1%
ladies' Set has beautiful jewelry
ensemble, white Waterman pen
and pencil.
Newark
dividends paid QUARTERLY
SAVINGS INSURED up to $lO,OOO
FEDERAL
SAVINGS and loan Association
"Setcork's First Federal"
SOS Central Avo. cor. Stts St., Newark 7, N. J.
MArkel 4-9540
Oedy loot ep( Sot.) 9to 4; fill. [V[S until 6p m.
PAPtC lift on our lot. 47-49 So. •rh St., jutf north of office
Jerome J. Stanley
* CHURCH GOODS *
116 Wnthmqfon S*«o< I
MA 2-5071 Ni-wiiih N J
ABBEY
NURSING
HOME
NEWARK
•* VAN NESS PLACE
Off Clinton Avo.
Bigelow 3-0303
MAIE and UMAIt
AGIO. CONVAUJCINI, and
CMRONICAUY 111
l lean tad by Slola ol N. J.
PAIKINO AREA
st A»
ROUND AIR CONDir/O/y,^
NATIONAL SELSCTtn MORTICIAN! Iter.ini the United
«»te«. Cmdi. Meilro and most foreign countries. Onlr Tuner.]
nu«ciors la North Hudson provldlnj thla eervtce.
In the Leber Funeral Home . . .
THo boouty ond colorful warmth of ooch of our numtioui Service
ood Private fomily Rooms or# tho latest In interior decorating
ond tho furnishings provide groat comfort for tho family Truly
a Homo worthy of tho groat purpose it serves.
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
CORNER 20th ST. and BOULEVARD, UNION CITY
TELEPHONES! UNion 3-1100-110)
0»r Wl <1 At tilth It to Evtry Ftmily
KtttrJlen of Fintmitl Condition
T.T
\
59
immediatedelivery
ALL MODELS
AMD A'' '•'*« OKS
Y a «t car taken in Lada.
Cat ear tky-ki,!, eliawence
end many timet, cask.
* .Jri month* to fxty
• E-aunt lerntt
nteiy ar rut mi- « irttt
tVoP'-'"
& y tori Droier
** llact l«?S
390 ELIZABETH AVE.,
NEWARK • TA 4-2000
Ope » tit t to 10 • Sol #o 6
ford o** «fT
S.ac# I9?S
jJSWWWWWXXWVkXWXV
2* SINCf lI9J •/
\ SCHRECK &l
1 WAELTY \
2 SNOW GUA»OS - VfNTIIATINO £
'/ ROOFING and $
2 SHEET METAL /
2 ' NIXAIITf - |,,d 2
J lIOHTNINO tOOS £
i 25-27 HAGUE STREET ''
> JERSEY CITY 7, N. J. t
>• Oldfield 9-4068 *2
\\\\\\\\\\X\X\X\\\vx\V
A WEDDING
RECEPTION
AT TMI
plaza
HOTEL
jmiT cut n j
JOUINAI tOUAII
WOVIOIV
• OIONUIID IANQU(I
*OOM| 110 >. j/)0)
• (UflllOl CUIJINS
• Kooin mcis
• CAIIEIrt ATTENTION
TO AU DITAIII
T«l*pKorv« l>wlol Con.ultonf
Oldfitld 3-0100
AMPtE fitllNO space
All CONDITIONED
ESTIMATES
CHIIITUUT OIVEN
JosephH. Browne
Company
!»04 - OU« SAth YEAR _ 19 3|
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
rOUSH * HOOMS • BRUSH? $
ASM CANS • MATS % SOAR
WAX • SPONGES • RAILS
• ronn RARER
• MORRINO EQUIPMENT
PARER « RARER TOWELS « CURS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
Hlnderson 2-t67|
SPECIAL
WINTER PRICES
ALUMINUM
• SIDING
• COMBINATION
WINDOWS
• JALOUSIES
• AWNINGS
IRON RAILINGS
PORCH ENCLOSURES
Today's Homes
: 49 GARDEN ST , PASSAIC
PReicott 3-3860
Toby It Dovo Holtfmon, Prop.
Al Tvtbintky, Initall. Mgr
FHA Approv. 5 Yrt. to Pay
THE HOWARD SAVINGS
INSTITUTION
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
December 31, 1958
ASSETS
Ca«h on Hand nnri Due from Banki . $ 10,758,4 73 05
United State, Bond, 56.258.036 73
Other Bond,’ 84.860,055 2 7
Corporate and Bank Stock, 12 920 163 17
Mortgage Loans: Conventional*
.... 121.094.014 98
V. A. Guaranteed . . 106.772.586 56
F HA. Insured
... 31.233,144 92
Other Real Estate 4 825 00
Other Loan, 815,802 49
Banking House Properties 3.598,500 00
Other Asset, 4,740,004 06
5433,064,606 23
•Nat. aftar R
Mfrvri
f ' mt ni Brmda to wcir«
fiduciary limbilitf #500,000 00
M ABILITIES
Due to Depositors *390.383,728 97
Dividends, Interest Payable, Accrued 953.562 22
Funds Held in Escrow 3 ggQ j |
Other Liabilities 1,171,236.85
Surplus and Reserves 37,181,1 Q 8 08
"5433,064.606 23
r7iie
HOWARD SAVINGS
institution
r*/ 1.4 r,,„ S„r,*r /, ,v«r Jerry
Ittlhl.shed 184 7
MA/.V OFFICE I 76S I1R04I) ST., NEWARK 1, N. J.
BRANT lIFS l\ NEWARK 1
Bloomfield 3vr st Clifton Av e South < fringe Ave it S.ndford A*e
Springfield \ve 11 Bergen 5, Plan, St .1 R.jmond Bird
l\ SOCTII OR 4.NT ,F: South (h,n„ Av, near Li. ki.inn, St.tion
Mrmkrr fidtrj flepon/ /srurasra Cnr^ralm,
J*
*
8
g)
I
FREE PARKING
All CONOITIONIO
Iportollllng l« HOMI MAOI
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS
Under Per tonal Supervitton
PITIR lIVINTO
925-31 West Side Ave.
Jeriey City. HI 3-8945
3RESr/|
£4 J
*
DOROTHY DENNIS
RESTAURANT
414 North Broad Straat
II 3-9872 llixobath, N. J.
lUNCHION - 11 >0 to 1 00
WIIKDATI _ ALL VIA*
l*fa»t MOXin A CHrt.tmai
OINMiI .INK r |o
‘SUNDAYS AND
HOUDAYS 12 30 to 6:30
»»<omm«nd.d by Dunton Mln.L, Cut and *-|j
THE ROUNDERS
(Home of tKe Troveling Mike)
Hamburg Tpke., Preoknet*. N J.
MOuntoia Via w §.1)4)
Route No. 17 Paramui, N. J.
COltaa 1.911a
HITCHIN' POST INN
UNION, N. J.
DELICIOUS FOODS
Dinner* • Luncheon
lit Ut 91 AN YOU*
9A»tllt »OR J.
M OR >OO GUI St I
OU« S9ICIAItY
WEDDINGS . .
. . . BANQUETS
....
,
»ou " N» « Dancing Nightly
MUrdock 6-4666 • luncheon* and Dinnort
. *** CONDITIONtO ro» YOUI COM rot 1
"TRADITIONALLY YOURS FOR 34 YiARS"
lUNCHION A OINNIRI
inciAi occaiioni
RED COACH INN
PIIRMONT ROAD
Ml)
CLOSTRR, N. J.
As You'll Like
It for
Your Pleasure i
JOHN J. MUI9MY. Hot*
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Roomi Available for
All Occasion* • Open Daily
Charry i W Grand I fa. Ililabalt.. N 1
AIILISE’S
ONI OP NEWARK S RISTAURANTS
SERVING TH| ULTIMATE U Nol*o«
Foods. All food« cooked per order.
• ALSO PIZZIRIA •
located on cor. Bloomfield and Clifton Ave*., Newark
Ona Block Iron, locrad Maori Cothadrol
INI OIIOINAI 0 111 1911 09IN DAILY
tMI OIIOINAI Itt 1911 09IN DAILY
SWISS CHAIET Banquet and
restaurant ..... „., Wedding
~
RAMSEY, N. J. Traffic Cirila
DA via 74*00 COCKTAIL LOUNOI
THREE CROWNS RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD
LUNCHEONS . . . DINNERS
MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY
wtran Motoring Vim It.. "*f Mann.” Sparta. N. J
/
~ JJ FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOD
A. */
®' o,9* ul Cownlty Dining at Mod.rol. Rika.
/r/OtiCx. FULL COURSE
UK! MOHAWK DINNERS
Vrv. <r. SPARTA, N. J. COCKTAIL LOUNOI
SA LUNCHEON
American • German • Switt Cuiiine
°P» n Day. July Aug. (torn 17 noon till rioting
cioiro wroNiioAri
Brother Explores
Caves as Hobby
WASHINGTON (RNS) - Cave
exploring is fun, but you have to
be careful, a teaching Brother
told the American Association for
tbe Advancement of Science.
Brother Gerardua Nicholai of
Philadelphia, a 31-year-old mem-j
her of the Christian Brothers of
the Schools, held an audience of 1
the nation's leading scientists
spellbound while he discussed
newest dlsooveries in the subter-!
tanean caverns under America's 1
hills and mountains.
He is president of the National
Speleological Society, known to
other scientists as 'spelunkers.'’ .
(A speleologist is a scientist who
studies caves.)
Brother Nicholas has been ex, I
ploring caves for 10 years He
got started during a geology field
trip while an undergraduate stu-
dent at the Catholic University of
America here.
WIIKN YOU BUY. tell the
salesman you saw his sd in The
Advocate
Family Blessing
Day Is Sunday
ROSELLE For the second year at St. Joseph’s
parish the second Sunday of January will be dedicated to
making the families of the parish holy.
January’s second Sunday, of course, is the Feast of the
Holy Family. It is a kind of sequel to the feasts of Christ-
mas, the Circumcision and the
Epiphany In which Jesus, Mary
and Joseph are seen together In
their various roles in the mystery
of the Incarnation.
ST. JOSEPH’S Cana organiza-
tion began the Holy Family de-
votions last year —with a turn-
out of 80 families. The day be-
gan as Family Communion Sun
day, continued with afternoon
ceremonies including blessing of
the family and children, and
Benediction.
This year a similar day has
been arranged for Jan. 11, the
Feast of the Holy Family. Fam-
ilies attending the afternoon
ceremonies will approach the
altar together there to be con-
secrated to the Holy Family by
Msgr. James J. Carberry, pas-
tor.
The consecration, as given in
the Raccolta (official manual .if
indulgenced prayers and devo-
tions) is as follows:
"0 Jesus, our most loving Re
deemcr, who having come to en-
lighten the world with Thy teach-
ing and example, didst will to
pass the greater part of Thy life
in humility and subjection to
Mary and Joseph in the poor
home of Nazareth, thus sanctify-
ing the Family that was to be an
example for all Christian families,
graciously receive our family as it
dedicates and consecrates itself
to Thee this day.
"Do Thou defend us. guard us
and establish amongst us Thy
holy fear, true peace and con-
cord In Christian love: in order
that by conforming ourselves to
the divine pattern of Thy family
we may be able, all of us with
out exception, to attain to etern-
al happiness.
"Mary, dear Mother of Jesus
and Mother of us, by thy kindly
Intercession make this our hum
ble offering acceptable in the
sight of Jesus, and obtain for
us His graces and blessings
"O St Joseph, most holy Guar-
dian of Jesus and Mary, assist
us by thy prayers in all our spir
Itual and temporal necessities;
that so we may be enabled to
praise our divine Saviour Jesus,
together with Mary and thee, for
ernlty."
lilies may gain an indul
ss...e of 500 days for the recita
tion of this prayer, together with
three Our Fathers, Hail Marys
and Glorias. ,
A Mother Makes a Gift:
Her Only Child—to God
By Anne Mae Buckley
ELIZABETH—Pat was one ol
those specially treasured chil-
dren.
There had been one child be-
fore her, but he had died when
a few days.old. There had been
no children after Pat.
She was a winning tot with a
mass of curls. People mar-
veled at the fact that no amount
of attention ever seemed to
"spoil” her. When she began
to grow up. her mother saved
her baby curls in a big box.
Pat and her parents were a'
close and loving family. People
would notice them together—ln
church, at social events, every-
where.
Pat was successful in school:
at Benedictine Academy she
made ..the varsity basketball
team, served as literary editor
of the yearbook, earned a rep-
utation as an entertaining mon-
ologist and clever photogra-
pher
All this wes a source of de-
light to her mom and dad.
PAT LS ALL grown up now.
She is 24 and a nurse. And she
is about to go sway—to a land
thousands of miles away where
the people are bushy-haired
and semi-primitive, where opos-
sum is a favorite dish, where
crocodiles stalk muddy waters.
As far as Pal is concerned,
she is going to the North Solo-
mon Islands for an indefinite
period; it is not a question of
five years, or 10 You see, Pat
is now SisteT Mary Helena, a
Missionary Sister of the Soci-
ety of Mary, whose life belongs
to God in whatever special way,
wherever, however. He choos-
es
And Pats mother (now a
widow) feels exactly that way
about it.
PATRICIA MAHONEY, the
daughter of Fireman and Mrs.
Patrick J. Mahoney, wanted to
be a Sister since she was that
curly-haired urchin charming
her family and friends Later
she decided she'd be "a Sister
in a hospital
"
Still later, when
some nuns showed a film about
a leper colony to the students
of Benedictine, Patricia thought
that would be her life
Sitting on the couch in the
living room one day during her
Junior year of high school she
spotted a vocation ad in
'Shield” magazine It invited
queries about the Marist Mis-
sion Sisters (Missionary Sisters
of the Society of Mary). Pal
began corresponding with the
Marist Sisters, made formal
application to the community
during her senior year, entered
ahortly after her 1951 gradua-
tion (Meanwhile she had
learned that It was the Marist
Sisters who had shown that lep-
er colony film )
When Pat left for the Massa-
chusetts postulate of the Mar-
ists. people watched her moth-
er and dad anxiously Would
there be bitterness'’ How would
they take the "loss” of their
daughter’ How would they ad-
just to living without her’
HELEN AND PATRICK Mi
honey betriyed only great hap-
piness There was never » sin-
gle objection to Pat's entering,
never ■ word about her being
"all they had
"
When Patrick Mahoney died
In 1932 during Pat's novltiale,
nothing changed Helen invited
another woman Ho share the
houae with her, and there nev-
er was a word about being
lonely.
Pat, meanwhile, was over-
coming certain small handi-
caps occasioned by her only-
child background When you
ask her what was newest or
hardest about convent life she'll
say "Cooking and housekeep-
ing " (One time a professed
Sister searched everywhere for
the turkey giblets, was in-
formed by novice Sister Mary
Helena, "H£ didn’t have any
giblets . . finally discovered
the aforementioned innards still
comfortably tucked inside the
roasting bird )
In 193S Sister Mary Helena
began nurses training at Cath-
erine I.aboure School of Nurs-
ing. Dorchester. Mass , and
was graduated last Aug 31
THEN lIER DREAM came
true On Nov 19 the received
her assignment to the Manat
missions In the North Solomon
Islands.
"You wait for your assign-
ment to the missions—from the
day you enter," she said "I'm
especially happy with the field
I'm being tent to because 1
know there's so much work to
be done I'm anxious to get
there and help
"No, the fact that I'm going
for an indefinite term doesn't
make any difference to me.
When you know you have a mis-
sion vocation you want to give
everything, you don't—or you
shouldn't measure out the
hurharist Invitations
Turned Hark by Reds
MUNICH (NO Invitations to
the 37th International Kuehaaris
tic Congress here in 19fl0 sent
to Bishops in communist-domi-
nated countries have been re-
turned, marked "Delivery lmpos
sible
"
The Invitations were Issued by
Csrdlnal Wendcl of Munich and
braising.
timr you give to the missions,
you give all you can
SISTER MARY HKI.EN A
came home to Elizabeth Christ-
mas Eve and she'll stay 'til
Jan 9 She and her companion
reside with the nuns at Rrnder
Memorial Academy (where Pat
went to grade school), spend
days with Mrs Mahoney Sis-
ter s final night home will be
spent at home with her mother
In February she'll cross the
C S , emhark on the IB day voy-
age to the Solomons, am/ begin
her missionary life Her Christ
mas gifts are equipment for
her new life a typewriter from
her mother, a white sweater to
go with the tropical habit, hoots
and a raincoat for the frequent
rain and mud she'll encounter
in the humid islands
She will also take a ciboriurn
given by her mother in mem
ory of her father for use in a
mission church
Sister Mary Helena Is well
equipped for her new life In
many ways Her best equip
men! Is her attitude
"Although I go to the mis
sions as a nurse, I may he
asked to do anything teach
classes. rook meals, visit
homes You have to he ready
to do anything You wouldn't
be a good missionary if you
were to limit yourself to one
field "
HOW HA.S HER cooking abil-
ity come along’ In her charm
inglv serene way. Sister Mary
Helena says 1 think now I
could turn out a good meal
( ulinary know-how is impor-
tant to a missionary, she points
out To he a good missionary
you have to eat—even If you're
too weary to want to So, the
Sister whose turn it is to cook
must outdo herself with left-
os er opossum to tempt the ap
petites of her colleagues
AS SISTER Mary Helena
balks aoout the missions her
mother listens attentively al-
most always smiling She talks
too about her daughter,
about the old days, about how
God takes care of a nun s
mother
She likes to look at the baby
picture of curly headed Pat "I
could have shown you those
curls." she'll say, "but I don't
base them any more
"
When Mrs Mahoney learned
that tho hair cut from the
young Sisters, at the time of
novitiate is sold and the pro
ccods used to purchase sanc-
tuary lamps to burn—symbolic
of their vows - before the
Blessed Sacrament, she trotted
the baby rurls up to the moth-
erhouse to be used tile same
So, as Sister Mary Helena
sails the Paeifir Ocean next
month, somewhere a sanctuary
lamp will he burning in tokrn
of a mother's gift to God—her
only fluid.
MOTHER AND DAUGHTER: Sister Mary Helena and
her mom, Mrs Helen Mahoney, smile over a bon voy-
age card Flowers arranged in plastic ship were center-
piece at the recent party in St Patrick's parish ar-
ranged by friends as a send-off for Sister Helenawho'll
leave next month for the Solomon Islands
TwAJWcale
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SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION FOR CHILDREN
SPRING SEMESTER. 1959
S*ton Holl Unlvcriity It offering two clinical wo.k.hopi
In remedial inttructiorr for children. Classes for the
Spring Semester begin on February 21, 1959. A limited
number of children will be accepted in eoch of the
remedial classes. Children must be at least 8 years of
age to qualify for remediol instruction.
REMEDIAL READING
(NEWARK AND PATERSON)
Diagnostic tests will be administered to all
children to determine reading disabilities. The
remedial reading program is designed to de-
velop speed, increase comprehension, stimu-
late a desire to reod and to eliminate faulty
procedures In reading.
SPEECH CORRECTION
(NEWARK ONLY)
Children will be evaluated by a speech special-
ty to determine specific speech difficulties. A
speech program will be planned to meet the
inaivldual needs of the child.
Application for Remedial Claeses at
Seton Hall University, 31 Clinton St., Newark,
should be made to:
Mr. Angelo Bruno, Director
Remedial Clinic*
Applications for Remedial Reading Classes at
Seton Hall University, 151 Ellison Street, Paterson,
should be made to:
Mr*. Margaret Murphy, Director
Remedial Reading Clinic
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Bills
piling
up
Pay them
all at one
time with
a low cost
Personal
Loan
Borrow up to $2500 at
low bank ratati two yaari
or mori to rapay
Plm FREE LIFE INSURANCE
NEW
JERSEY
BANK
II Otficaa In Poualc County
A CONVERT AND A HALF A DAY AND MORE
l« U»« iterate ol your missionary it Koipuram it*. India). rhla Be*
mlMlon was In tpmUog but i mouth, .hen 50 souls rrapondc. to
Oflce of the lloly Spirit end were bapl.aed.
Thle la xery encoureglnt but It eleo preeenu a
eerloue problem—SPACE! At this rate the new
congregation la rapidly outgrowing the rude hut
which at preaent aervea aa their House of God.
Aa a gift to the lloly Family ifeaat January lit
would you be willing to preaent thia aealouo
a poetic, your mlaaionary. with a proper Churoh.
The root ia *1.500
£.»f. T w' NGI ' ESS Glt
" r Is STRENGTH AND POWER GIVEN TO
THE HANDS OF OUR HOLY FATHER AS HE REACHES OUT
TO THE HELPLESS ONES OF THE NEAH EAST
THERE IS PRACTICALLY NOTHING WE CAN DO TO HELP
YOl . • Pauar for a moment, try lo imagine how you would feel If
a doctor apoke three worda to YOU: Thia la the aentence paaaed ou
tbouaanda of the poor lepera of the Near Feat each year Once Up-
roar U recognised the afflicted one la put out of hla home cut
o from family and friends . . . alone with hU suffering and misery
Alone, except for the love of Christ and Hla missionaries. Deroted
priests and nuns glre all they bare In the aerrlce of these outcasts
but even this la not enough. They need money .. . food . . sup-
plies. Will you hrlp by Joining our Leper Fund Club? The dues S»o
a prayer a day and a dollar a month.
MASS OFFERINGS BRING MATERIAL GOODS (FOOD CLOTH-
ING! TO YOUR MISSIONARIES AND THEY BRING SPIRIT-
UAL GOODS TO YOU AND YOUR LOVED ONES WHY NOT
DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT TODAY . . IN HONOR OF THE
HOLY FAMILY
CHRISTMAS MAIL IS GONE . . . NEW YEAR’S MAIL HAS
BEEN OPENED . . and still no answer to the prayers ef JACOB
and SYLVESTER. Three two boys are anx-
iously .ailing to begin their studies for
the priesthood at the Seminary in India
They are willing to tire their llrea In the
service of the Holy Family BUT. each one.
must have a benefactor .ho will supply
the 5150 a year necessary for each student
during the ala year course. Are you the an-
swer to a seminarian's prayer? You may
send in the money in any manner con-
venient while “your adopted son" contin-
ues his Journey toward the altar.
WAITING AT THE CHURCH art SISTER
MARIE SIMON and SISTER MARIE CLEM-
ENT. They arc waiting there In prayer hop-
ing .that we ma> find a sponsor for each who
will be willing lo donate *l5O a year for each
nun during her two year period of novlt'ata
training These two young Rlrls wish to i>e
Sitters of the Sacred Heart In Egypt iht
land of the Holy Family i exile Would ou
like to have "a daughter" praying for >oui in-
whlch was once the home of Our Lord?
HARD ON MAN AND BEAST ARE THE WINTER MONTHS
AND HARD ON BUILDINGS TOO! And the Houee of God It no -x-
-eeptlon. The poor mission chapels are In real need at the pres nt
moment You can choose an; artiele you wish and present It In your
own name or the name of a friend. VTe will send Ihe gift eard
rh * ,irr S«° Altar *lOO Maas book 3U
Altar stone 10 Candles JO Mam investments 5*
Sanctuary lamp 15 Crucifix J 5 Bell ■
STILL HUNGRY! YES. THEY ARE STILL HUNGRY IN THE
REFUGEE CAMPS ANT *lO WILL STILL FEED A REFUGEE
FAMILY FOR A WEEK ANYTHING LEFT AFTER THE HOU-
OAYS the HOLY FAMILY WERE ONCE REFUGEES . . .
HELP THEM TODAYI
GIVE TO WIN THE WORLD FOB CHRIBT.
‘EastCßisstonsf£i
I FRANCIS CARDINAL SPELLMAN, President
AA*®*- P. Tuohy, Nat'l Soc'y
S«nd all communications to:
| CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
480 Lexington Ave. at 46th St. New York 17, N Y.
m.
tcnlloni In the land
1 K '*l. *l*
* 4.
4MERCER GENERATING
ST a lON. ihawn h„, «n
architect'l drawing, u ill product
640,1100 hlnualti uhm com-
put id in 1961.
IINtiFN GENERATING STATION, whit* aha again tat
itiam for Euo Standard Oil Company, hoi a (apanly of43OJXX)
i-atti of tlaitru poutt
More and mor
POWER
forNewHer,
f a*-
BERGEN GENERA TING ST A TION will halt
a ralti capacity ot 5*0,000 kilouatn.
While we do not like to gaze Into crystal
belli or take on the role of a soothsayer, thefuture growth of New Jersey la clearly re-
flected in the actual planning and construc-
tion of new electric generating facilities In
the territory which we serve. New generat-
ing stations being constructed by Public
Service Will cost a total of $340,000,000
when completed.
By 1962 the installed electric generating
capacity of Public Service will exceed four
million kilowatts.
Additions and improvements to the com-
pany's gas pro|>erties are being made con-
tinually. We serve more than a million
customers with gas, and at present, about
one third of them are supplied with natural
gas By the end of 1959, nearly one half of
our customers will be served with natural
gas.
All of these facts reflect the growth of
New Jersey . . and Publio Service it
growing along with this great state Tht
years ahead hold great promise. We art
planning ahead to fulfill that promise '
PVBLIC(§}SERVICE
—*• —HI mum uiei promil
Public Smart ofa Gnat ifefr a-is-at
To Repeat Catholic Press, Valentine Contests
Popular With Advocates-Young and Old
By June Dwyer
It'* anew year and time for
our new contest. It wasn't
hard at all to choose the con-
test. for the Young Advocates
of the past have picked it for
us
Addie and I checked the rec-
ords to see what contest of all
we have ever run has turned
in the most entries. It was
the same contest for two years
in a row. Not only did more
Young Advocates enter the con-
test but we received letters
from adults telling us how
worthwhile they thought the
contest was.
So here it is. Young Advo-
cates! The most successful
club contest and the one we
hope will get us off to a record
breaking start in 1959.
SENIOR YOUNG ADVO-
CATES boys and girls from
fifth through eighth grade
are asked to make a poster for
us on Catholic Press Month.
The poster may not be larger
than 12 inches by 18 inches and
the work must be done by the
boy or girl entering the con-
test.
This project is very dear to
the hearts of The Advocate
staff for it is our chance to see
what our young friends think
of the work we are trying to
do. It is also the Young Advo-
cates chance to do something
for the Catholic press. We hope
that we can exhibit your post-
ers during part of Catholic
Press Month (February) so oth-
ers may profit by your work.
SINCE FEBRUARY is also
the month of Valentine's Day
we are asking the junior mem-
bers of the club _ boys and
girls from the kindergarten to
the fourth grade _ to make
Valentines for their parents
This gives the junior mem-
bers a chance to say thank you
to Mom and Dad for all of the
wonderful things they have
done for you during the year
To make this a special “thank
you." w e are asking you to do
the entire Valentine. Don't
use any Valentine kits you buyin the store or don't copy
from anyone else.
Be sure to show your work
to your mother and father be-
fore sending it in Then wait
and see. Won't you be proud
if your work for your parents
is good enough to win you a
prise!
THE PRIZES are the same as
always. Checks for $5. $3 and $2
will be sent to the winners in
each division. Certificates of
honorable mention will go to
to those boys and girls in each
division who are near-winners.
While we're talking about our
new record year. Young Advo-
cates. we might as well aim for
another record. Let’* nuke Jan-
uary new membership month.
Any boy or girl from the kin-
dergarten through the eighth
grade is eligible to join. All
they have to do la to clip the
box at the bottom of the page
and send it in with their con-
test entry.
Let's make it a New Year's
dub resolution: "Every dub
member gets anew member."
That way we can grow and
grow and grow. And some oth-
er boys and girls can fill their
hours with the fun of club ac-
tivities.
Young Newarker Receives
Papal Thank You Note
NEWARK Anne Boyle is only nine years old, soR stands to reason that she wouldn’t have all the inform-
ation right at her fingertips. You know, like how youaddress a letter to the Pope, and what you call him.
What she did know was that she was happy about
Pope John's election, that she
"'anted to congratulate him and
tell him tho would pray for him
always.
So, she sat down and wrote him
a letter, telling him all those
things, and also introducing her-
self and her school (Blessed
Sacrament, here). Her letter be-
gan: “Dear Holy Father
"
She addressed the envelope
to Pope John. Vatican City,
Rome—and hoped foe the best.
Anne got more than she hoped
for. Not only did the Holy Father
receive her letter, but Saturday
she was rewarded with his official
thank you.
Wrote the Vatican Secretariat
of State to little Anne Boyle:
“His Holiness has the honor
to express his sincere thankful
ness for the message of solici-
tation and prayers addressed to
him on the occasion of his elec-
tion and has pleasme in coo-
Tejln* «* a pledge of copious
heavenly graces and favors the
I paternal apostolic benediction
! *f the Sovereign Pontiff."
Anne is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Samuel Boyle, and is
I Uu * h t by Sister Joseph Magdalen.
S SJ, in the fifth grade at Bless-
ed Sacrament School.
Exam Calendar
; C. 11- *"* at wall at
~ T* <•*« Sch„l, with.
*"» ta ItKlttJa a.attt data In thla cal-
*»rw«r* Information to**• orodo odltor.)
JAN. 15— Applications for ad-
mission to Immaculate Concep-
tion High School. Lodi, due on
this date. Forms available at local
elementary school or high school
principal. Exam date to be an-
.nounred.
h-tt. 7 Entrance exam for
Sisters of Oiarity high schools
In Tl centers throughout the
state. Also includes some schools
staffed by Sisters of St. Joseph
ol Chestnut Hill.
Lives of the Saints
‘Mary of Ireland’
St. Brigid, an Irish woman
who lived in about the year 525,
wa* so well loved and respected
by the people of her country
that she was called ‘ the Mary
of the Gael."
(Gael means Irish, as most of
you know, and Gaelic is the
name of the language of Ire-'
land.)
This title, of course, meant
that Brigid was so humble and
holy and good that she came to
resemble Our Blessed Lady.
St. Brigid is the patron of all
Irish women. She and St. Pat-
trick have been called "the
columns on which all Ireland
rested."
NOW THE IRISH people are
known to have very vivid im-
aginations and to have a taste
for the remarkable and strange.
In the case of SL Brigid they
told «o many unusual stories
of her accomplishments—mira-
culous happenings, mysterious
events that it is difficult
nowadays to sort out the act-
ual events from what might
be imaginative trimmings
It is said that the generous
Brigid gave away all the butter
from her family's cows, only to
have God send her a larger
amount of butter to take home.
IT IS SAID, further, that she
prayed for some scar or sick-
ness to prevent her from being
required to marry, and that in
answer to her prayer her eye
split and melted At any rate,
we do know that Brigid con-
secrated her life to God as a
young girl, and remained un-
married in His service until
her dgath.
Other stories, some of them
probably legends, tell of Brigid
curing a leper and some blind
people, letting blood from a
wound in her head restore the
speech of two mute women, re-
storing the sight of a nun and,
when the nun discovered that
sight of the world obscured her
vision of God, causing her sight
to be taken away again.
ACTUALLY, whether St.
Brigid performed all or any of
Academy of St. Elizabeth
C#flv*nt Station. Now JtrMT
Secondary School for girl* 94th yoar
Resident and Day Exceptional record
for college preparation. Vocational
course*. Music. Art. Dancing. Dramatize
Sports and Activity program.
Information JEfferton 9-1600
these remarkable deeds Is not
important. She is a saint of God
for one reason: she did the will
of God during
#
her time on
earth.
And in doing God's will.
Brigid imitated the Blessed
Mother closely. She consecrated
her virginity to God, she kept
herself a pure and holy taber-
nacle for the Body and Blood
of Our Lord, she was a wise
and gentle Mother of the Sis-
ters in the convent she founded
at Kildare, she was kind and
good to everyone, she was hum-
ble and serene.
ST. BRIGID, or St. Bride,
has Feb. 1 as her feastday.
Pray to St. Brigid to help you
imitate Mary in love and serv-
ice of God.
St. Brigid
St. Brigid is portrayed by
Kathleen Connell of Immacu-
late Conception, Montclair,
wbicb is staffed by the Sisters
of Charity of Convent. St.
Bridgit's feast day it Feb. 1.
Parents' News
Jubilee and Fathers’ Night
Keep Mothers’ Clubs Active
PASSAIC The mothers of St. Mary of Assumption
will commemorate the silver jubilee of their Mothers’ Club
Jan. 11 by attending a 10 a.m. Mass of Thanksgiving offered
by Msgr. Andrew J. Romanak, pastor. Rev. Francis Bisch-
off and Rev. Joseph Nemshak will assist at the Mass.
A banquet, featuring special
Slovak dishes, will follow the
Mass. The club history will be
recalled and a tribute paid to the
founders of the Club.
Officers of the jubilee group
ere: Mrs. Mary Kopchak, presi
dent; Mrs. Anna Walko. Mrs.
Claire Mruz and Mrs. Mary
Sokerka.
St. Dominic’s Academy, Jersey
City The Mothers’ Club will
sponsor the annual Father Daugh-
ter Night on two consecutive
evenings because of the large
response. Jan. 14 the aenior
Junior group will hear Rev. Jos-
eph P. Tuite of Seton Hall Uni-
versity Rev Joseph D. Hassett,
S J. of Fordham University, will
address the sophomore-freshmen
group Jan. 15.
Mrs. Alfred Blumetti is chair-
man of the affairs'which will be-
held in the auditorium. The sen-
iors will present a skit. "A Day
at School." The program will be
completed with refreshments and
a visitation, which will include
the new science laboratory.
A Column for Growing-ups
Odd Indeed
By Norah Smaridge
AMERICANS WHO VISIT Britain spend hours wand-
enng around its medieval cathedrals and abbeys But they
are likely to miss the many unusual out-of-the-way churches
worthy of note for such features as diminutive size leaning
towers, or warped timbers
s
A fascinating example is the
medieval chapel on St. Michael's
Mount, a small island off the
coast of Cornwall. At low tide,
you can walk across a causeway
to the Mount; other Umes you
ei were once said In It for the
safety of travelers, but it has
also been used as a toll house
and a prison lock-up!
A fine example of a bridge
chapel is the old Chapel of Ease
at Tunbridge Wells, which could
once claim the distinction of
standing in two counties and
three parishes. The officiating
clergyman crossed several boun-
daries in the course of conduct-
ing a service. When, leaving the
vestry, he emerged from the par-
ish of Frant, in Sussex; to reach
the altar, he passed into the par-
ish of Tonbridge, in Kent; and to
deliver his sermon from the pul-
pit, he had to enter the parish of
Speldhurst, in Kent. The church,
however, now stands wholly in
the county of Rent, and partly m
the two parishes of Tonbridge
and Speldhurst.
THE UNSUSPECTING travel-
er. arriving at Chesterfield. Der-
byshire. cannot help but be
alarmed by the appearance of
the spire of Its fine 14th-century
parish church. It rises to a height
of 230 feet, and is twisted eight
feet out of the perpendicular.
This gives it an almost spiral ef-
fect. and Is the result of the
warping of the timbers beneath
the outer covering of lead.
The smallest complete church
in England in regular use is the
tiny church at Culbone, in Soker-
set. Hidden away In a thickly-
wooded combe, it measures only
33 feet by 12 feet. The oddest,
though, is probably the church of
West Wycombe. It is topped by a
tower with a golden ball. Inside
which 12 people could sit.
must go by
boat. The story
of the Mount
goes back to
the fifth centu-
ry. when a
group of fisher-
men saw a vi-
sion of St. Mi-
chael on the
summit of the
Mount Later.
1° the Hth century, Edward the
Confessor built a chapel on the
summit
Another church in an unexpect-
ed position is the lonely chapel of
St Michael de Rupe, which
stands on top of a conical hill In
Dartmoor. Some say that It was
built by the monks of Tavistock
Abbey. But many of the local In-
habitants claim that a sea cap-
tain. whose ship was In danger
of being wrecked, gained his
bearings from sighting the coni-
cal hill, and gratefully built a
chapel there in thanksgiving.
AT MANOR TEIFI, in Pern
broke shire, the old parish church
has a curious feature. A coracle
(a Welsh fishing coat made of
skin covered wicker) is kept In
the church porch, and In the past
whenever the river Telfi swept
over its banks and Hooded the
church, one of the local inhabi-
tants known as the coracle-man
would paddle the boat inside to
collect the hymn books.
Also in Pembrokeshire is the
tiny St. Gawain’s Chapel, which
stands among soaring cliffs. The
only approach is by foot, by a
pathway and steps cut into the
cliff. The ascent Is steep, but
many people climb to sw the
chapel and its remarkable stone
bell. The original bell was sto-
len, and it was replaced by a
stone bell so Ingeniously designed
that tts ring is almost Indistin-
guishable from that of a normal
THE PARISH CHURCH of St
Mary, at Whitby in Yorkshire, la
reached by a picturesque flight
of 1» steps. The climber has a
mooderful view, and the church
itself la an ecclesiastical curios-
ity; it resembles the ’tween decks
of an old wooden vessel. Another
feature of the church is the curi-
ous old enclosed pews, with their
inscriptions reserving them for
“Servants.” "Visitors" and "Reg-
ular Worshipers."
Am ancient chapel standing
on a nine arched bridge eaa he
I seen at Rradferd-oa-Aven. This
I has had a varied history. Mate-
Jesus’ Gift
CESENA, Italy (NC>— A
aeven-year-old boy here wrote
a Christmas letter to the In-
fant Jesus and received an an-
swer from the Vatican Secre-
tariat of State.
The boy, Stefano Paolucci,
addressed the letter to "The
Child Jesus, The Streets of
Heavtn.’’ In it he asked for
help for his unemployed fa-
ther and for his little broth-
ers.
Through a scries of circum-
stances, not fully known to
anyone, the letter found its
way to Rome and finally to
the desk of Pope John XXIII.
On Christmas Eve Bishop
Augusto Gianfranceschl of Ce-
sena received a letter from
Archbishop Angelo Dell’Acqua,
Substitute Vatican Secretary of
State, with the Request that a
sum of money enclosed be
given to the Paolucci Family.
WORD SQUARE
1 Country in South America
2 Always
3 Used to guide horse
4 Large vases
WORD LADDER
PERU was one of the LAST
countries of Sonth America to
become independent. Climb down
the ladder from PERU to LAST,
changing only one letter each
step and making a real word
each time.
PERU
"
LAST
East Germans Flee
BONN, Germany (NC) One
per cent of the East German pop-
ulation fled to the West in 1958
This is the fifth straight year
that the refugee total has exceed-
ed 200,000.
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Kenngott-Terwilliger
MONUMINT COMPANY
MlaUiliiad o»« 7J jrMrt
ttO k Oran ( « Ntwarli J. NJ.
Donahue's Florist
170 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
HUmbold! 3-2224
NEWARK NEW JERSEY
lake mohawk
JOSEPH F. MURPHY
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
''XIJs MINIMS HI ILULHs
PARK WA r ♦ S2|3
BOX 1041
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
ROBERT LEE FUNERAL HOME
394 PARK AVE. cor High St.
ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 3-0935
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2 2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY. Director
301 ROSEVJIIE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANV
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
JOSEPH I. FINNERAN
102 SO. CLINTON STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 3-0022
L V. MULLIN l SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N J.
MArket 3-0660
OORNY A CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORonge 2-2414
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
. Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth V-3503
COOEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 4-7554
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
OEORGE AHR A SON'
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON. N. J.
ESiex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESiex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOMt
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESiex 3-6053
BERGEN COUNTY
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbiter 2-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATIot 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
LAWRENCE O. FAUON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 9-0579
JAMES A. McLAUOHLIN
391 JERSEY AVfcNUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOurnal Square 2-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENIINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNion 7-1000
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY. N J.
UNion 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
HOboken 3-1455
HOboken 3-1456
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 - 45th STREET
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNion 7-0120
UNION COUNTY
DANIEL J. LEONARD B SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MILLER-BAN NWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WERSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN. N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
OORNY « CORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
OROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORNY A CORNY
MORTUARY
Si 9 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON. N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 9-3183
COOKY'S FUNERAL SERVICE RJIMAN FUNERAL HOME HENNESSEY FUN BULL HOM
STREET 19,4 NEW YORIC AVENUE 171 WASHINGTON PLACE
MONTCLAIR, N. J. UNION CITY. N. J. PASSAIC N J
MOntclalr 2-0005 UNion 7-6767 PRetcott 7-OUI
Foe lifting in (Me tection call The Advocate, MArfcet 4-0700
Young Advocate Club
Art-Love Contest
J'uUor Division: Make a Valentine for your Mother and
rather. Do not uae a kit.
Senior Dlviaion: Make a poster for Catholic Press Month
Use any Idea you wish but do not make the poster larger than
12 inches by 18 inches.
(Clip and attach to your letter)
Namo
Address.
City
School
Teacher
I am a member □ I would like to Join □
Boles: Entries should be sent to: June V Dwyer Youna Advn.
eat. Club. 31 Clinton St.. Newark 2. N. J. Your m.kefyou
a member.
Entries must be In the Young Advocate office by Wednesday
Feb. 18, 1808.
All entries must be accompanied by the attached coupon, orby a copy of It.
ANSWERS
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ADDIE SAYS: Little children
can become saints by being obedi-
ent and doing everything they
can in the best way they can.
TUNIS • LUGGAGE • QFTS l
attache- :
nutcases :
VLUCGACE SHOP
WASHINGTON ST NEWARK 2
Camp St. John’s
A Lakeside Mountain Camp
••Y* J.JOO ft. alt. Sandy Beach mm Hunter lake ,N Y. 100 m3«i from
N Y.C. Modern building*. Lavatory in each cabin Ho* thewerv Excellent meal*.
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phone Otegon 7-7007 (N Y.C.); Volley Stream S-IUI (Long (.’land)
CONTINENTALBICYCLE SHOP
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Accessories
Free
Parking
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93 RIVER DRIVE PASSAIC, N. J.
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Mpdu with 100*4
Pure Vegetable Shortening
Enjoy the wonderful flavor, nutrition ond quality of fine
BUTTERCUP BREAD every day —in every way. Perfect
for tootling, sandwiches, recipes or just plain good
eating.
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3 Caldwell Dominicans
Observe Golden Jubilee
CALDWELL Three Sisters of St. Dominic observed
their 50th year in religious life in ceremonies at Mt. St.
Dominic Jan. 3 Marking their golden jubilee were: Sister
M. Juliana. O P . of St. Joseph’s, Union City; Sister M.
Servatia. O P , of the motherhouse here, and Sister M.
Mitina. or, of st. Miry’*. Rah
war
Re\'. John J Ansbro, chaplain
of Caldwell College, celebrated
the Mass of Thanksgiving. A
reception followed
Slater Juliana was born Aug
17, 1888, in Passaic, the daughter
of John and Mary Maher. She
has served in the western mis-
sions of the Community, as well
as at Mt. St. Dominic Academy
here. She has been at St. Jos
eph's. Union City, since 1928.
Sister Servatia was born Nov.
16, 1878, in Doylestown, Ohio,
the daughter of Stephen and
Ellen Madigan. She was secretary
general of the community for 18
years, and served also as direct-
ress and principal of Mt. St.
Dominic Academy, and superior
and principal at St. Joseph's,
Union City, and Blessed Sacra
ment. Bridgeport, Conn. '
Sister Martina was born in
Canton. Ohio, Feb. 16. 1(}90.
daughter of Martin and Mary
Brentzcl She taught for 27 years
at St. John's, Jersey City, served
as superior and principal at St
Elizabeth's, Linden, and spent 14
I year* in Alabama where she was
superior and principal at St
Margaret's Bayou la Batrc, and
St. Catherine's, Mobile, succes-
sively.
Student Library
Unit to Meet
NEW YORK Its member-
ship including students of some
SO Catholic schools in central and
northern New Jersey, the Stu-
dent Library Assistants Guild
will hold a general meeting at
1 p m., Jan. 10. at St. Vincent
Ferrer Commerical High School
E 65th St.
Guest speaker will be Milton
Lewis, New York newspaperman,
whose topic will be “Crime and
Crime Reporting "
E > member library club and
many of the students as individ-
uals will bring to the meeting
new books for teenagers in honor
of the Christ Child. These will be
presented by SLAG officers to
Rev. Edward Soares, New York
Confraternity of Christian Doc
trine, for Junior Newman Club
work in public high schools of the
greater New York area. This is
an annual guild project,
This will be an open meeting
and former members and friends
sre invited There will be a so
cial hour at the close of the
meeting
Nuns’ Garb Gets
Public School OK
COLUMBUS, Ohio <R\Sl—The
Ohm Board of Education an
nounced here that it would he
Eoverned hy an opinion of thr
state attorney general that nuns
may wear their religious garb
while teaching in the public
schools
Protests against the practice of
employing garbed nuns by public
school boards had been lodged by
a number of Protestant orgSniza
lions. Nuns have been employed
by some public school systems in
Ohio due to the shortage of lay
teachers.
PRESENTATIONBALL: A group of young women who were presented at the Presentation Ball sponsored bythe Suburban Circle of the International Federation of Catholic Alumnae talk informally with Archbishop Boland
during the Ball Jan. 3 at the Robert Treat Hotel, Newark. Sixty-five young women attended the Pontifical Mass
in the morning and were presented to the Archbishop at the Ball in the evening. Left to right are: Joan E. Maf-
fongelli. Upper Montclair; Nancy M. Lockwood. Ridgewood; Nona M. Magher, Summit; Archbishop Boland. Colleen
C. Walsh, East Orange; Suzanne Kline, Newark; Mary Hart, Upper Montclair.
Charity Nuns
Offer Films
CONVENT An audio-visual
project consisting of full-color
filmstrips with sound has been
produced by the Sister Miriam
Teresa I-oague for the 60th anni-
versary of the College of St. Eliz-
abeth and the 100th year of the
Sisters of Charity of St Eliza-
beth The filmstrips are now
available for distribution.
"Teresa of Convent" is the sto-
ry of Sister Miriam Teresa, a
graduate of the college who is a
candidate for canonization. The
film tells the life story (1901-
1927) of a girl "who loved life
but loved Cod more"
The other, entitled "A Visit to
Convent," is a narrated tour of
the College of St. Elizabeth, old-
est college for women in New
Jersey, and the 440-acre general
house of the Sisters of Chanty.
The film also tells the deeds of
Mother Mary Xavier, who found-
ed the Congregation In 1959 and
the college in 1999
Each 40 minute film contains
over 100 scenes in color and
comes with a long playing record.
Safety a Factor in Change
Of Mission Sisters' Garb
PATERSON Modern living and safety have com-
bined to give the Missionary Sisters of the Immaculate
Conception a modified habit. Changes in the veil arrange-
ment and the collar worn by the Sisters went into effect
Jan 6, it was announced by the motherhouse located here
Reasons of safety were cited
for the change in the Sisters'
collar. Formerly they wore a
stiff celluloid collar which was
highly flammable, and was the
cause of several minor accidents
This has been replaced by a
collar of white mohair, the same
fabric used for the tunic it covers
The blue cord from which
hangs the large medal of the
Immaculate Conception is now
worn over the collar, instead of
under it.
< hanges In the veil arrange- 1
m ent were made to allow more
Irredom of arm movement and
belter vision, the motherhouse
spokesman said. She added that 1
wider vision was deemed neces-
sary since so many Sisters pre
now driving cars.
The form around the face has
been narrowed, and the veil
which hangs from It Is worn be
hind, instead of over, the should
ers.
The blue scapular (the long,
wide cloth which hangs down the
front of the habit) remains un
changed.
The order conducts hospitals,
schools, and orphanages in Brazil.
Formosa and the U. S, and re
cently accepted a mission in
Africa.
THERE’S BEEN A CHANGE: Sister Benedicta (right)
models the habit of the Missionary Sisters of the Im-
maculate Conception, following changes in veil and
collar arrangement which went in effect Jan. 6. Sister
Michael John (left), wearing former habit, heartily ap-
proves the alterations.
With North Jersey Women
Back to Business
By June Dwyer
After taking down the last
Christmas ball and putting the
manger away fqr another year,
North Jersey women are get-
ting back to the btjsy-ness of
charitable business.
Call to Order
Auxiliary Bishop Curtis will
be speaker at the meeting of
the Catholic Teachers' Sodal-
ity of Northern New Jersey
Jan IS at 3 p m. in St Peter's
College, Jersey City. Rev. Ray-
mond W. Schouten, SJ, sodal-
ity moderator, will conduct the
religious exercise in the col-
lege chapel before the meeting
in Dtnnern Hall Mary O'Mara
is hostess . . . The a'Kempis
of New Jersey will call on
Mrs. William J. Crecca of
Maplewood, a member of the
group, to speak at the meeting
Jan 13 at the Robert Treat
Hotel, .Newark Mrs Crecca
will speak on her travels in
the Holy Land. Mrs. James J.
Keegan of South Orange will
preside at tea . .
Anna B Hogan, a lawyer and
chief adviser in the Legal Aid
Bureau, will address the CYO
Center Women's Club of Jersey
City Jan 9 Miss Hogan will
speak on her research of St.
Bridget and on her travels to
the shrines of Europe. New
members are invited . . . The
Business Wpmen's Club of St
I’eter's College will hold a din-
ner meeting Jan 9 at 6 pm.
at Whyte s Restaurant, Jersey
City. Rev. William Murphy will
•peak,
...
Rosarians of St. Aloyalus,
Jersey City, opened their
Jan. 5 meeting with Rosary
and Benediction at 8 p.m in
the church. Mri. Mark Phillips
and Mrs. Edward Kelly were in
charge of the entertainment In
the school hall which consist-
ed of showing bridal fashions
of bygone days The members
were models for 15 gowns, one
dating back to 1913 . . . The
Senior Auxiliary of St. Mary's
Hospital, Orange, will hold a
luncheon meeting Jan 13 at
12 30 p.m. in the nurses' build-
ing .. .
Circle Dates
North Jersey women are circ-
ling dates to be on hand to
help with the following fund
raising projects and celebra-
tions. It's a celebration for
Court Patricia, CDA, Irvington.
The group will hold its. 22nd
anniversary dinner at the Irv-
ington House, Jan 13 at 7 p m.
Mrs. Edwin Schwab Is chair-
man . . . Funds are the pur-
pose of the card party Jan 18
sponsored by Our l-ady of
l-ourdes Holy Trinity (lulld at
8 p.m. in the DO K Hall.
Kearny. Bridget Doyle la chair-
man . . .
Court Bernadette, CDA, West
Orange, will hold a meeting
Jan 12 at 830 p m to plan
a benefit card party. Mrs
A. Albers is chairman of
the party set for Jan 26 In
Our Lady of Lourdes School,
West Orange . . . The St.
James’ Hospital (lulld, Newark,
met Jan 8 for its first winter
card series Mrs. Mary Whitley
was hostess.
The Rosary Altar Society of
Immaculate Conception, Mont-
clair, will be rolling out tha
welcome home carpet at ita
silver tea, Jan. 11 at 3 pm.
in Madonna Hall. Guest speak-
er for the affair will be Rev.
Robert Grady of Holy Name,
East Orange, an alumnus of
Immaculat* Conception grad*
school.
Seniors Set Sale
For Yearbook
CONVENT - The senior class
at the College of St Elizabeth
will hold a book sale in St Joseph
Hall Jan. 13 15 Eiction and text
books will be on sale from 8 30
am. to 8 pm, each day except
Thursday, when the sale will
close it 5 pm
Receipts of the sale will help
finance the publication of the
senior yearbook.
St, E's Students
At Retail Meet
I CONVENT All retailing ma
jors at the College of St Eliza
tbeth will attend the 48th National
Rrtail Merrhants Association
convention. Jan 13. at the Hotel
Statler. New York
Janet Miars. Madison, a senior
will be a conference leader at a
[college career conference
Salesian Nuns Install
New U.S. Superior
PATERSON Mother Theresa Cisaro, F.M A , was
installed as the Superior of the American province of Sale-
sian Sisters in ceremonies at the provincial house here
last week.
Mother Theresa was born 45 years ago in Turin, Italy,
the city in which the Salesian;
Sisters v cre founded by St John
Bosco in 1872. The Salrsians arc
the second largest order of
women in the world.
TIIK OUT.HTKR of Joseph-
and Adele Casaro, Mother Ther)
esa was cducirted by the Salesian;
Sisters and entered religious life;
at their motherhouse in her home!
city Soon after her profession
in 1938 she became mistress of
postulants at the motherhouse, |
and served also as dean of resi-
dent students in one of the
order's largest schools for girls
in Turin
Mother Theresa came to the
l ■ S. in 1947. and took grad-
uate studies at Kordham Cni
vrrsity. Her command of the
English language is so fluent
that she is sometimrs mistaken
for a native American.
In 1949. after a brief period on
I he faculty of Mary Help of
1 hristuns Academy, North Hale-
don she began a six year term
as directress of the Academy In
195 H she was assigned as superior
and principal of Mary Help of
t hristian School, New York City,
a post she held until her appoint
ment as provincial
She recened her appointment
as provincial, succeding the late
Mother Joseph.nr, last month in
a lettrr from Turin
Mother Theresa's first official
acts were formal visits to Bishop
McNulty and Msgr Carlo Cianri.
pastor of St. Michael's. Paterson
Beginning her visitations of the
Mother Theresa
Order's convents. Mother Theresa
is expected to leave for Canada
and California soon.
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WEDDING BANQUETS...
FUU. COURSE DINNER
Roast Beef, Chicken or Turkey *2’*°
- SAMPLE MENU -
• Trull Cochin!)
• Color*. Olivos
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O Vegetable route
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Dedicate your life to Christ
and Hit Bletted Mother in
helping teen age girlt with
problemt . . . become o
Sister of the
Good Shepherd
ACTIVITIES:
>•<(•1 Work. T«i(Mn«, Dietetics,
Nurtlnt. Clerical Work. otc.
Illfh School recommended
Tor further Information writ# tot
MOTHER SUPERIOR
Convent of the Oood Shepherd
114 luxes Avenue
Morrlitown. N J.
GEORGIAN COURT
COLLEGE
Conducted by the Sutert of Morif
FOUR-YEAR COURSE LEADING TO
1 A and BS. DECREES
Well integrated program In liberal
Art*. Fin* Art*. Science. Mu»»«. Home
Economic*. Bunnet* Adwmutftiew
Teacher Training for Elementary ond
Secondary School*. Fully Accredited
Addrett SISTER SECRETARY
Georgian Court College
Lakewood. New Jersey
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. and B.S. Degrees
College of Saint Elizabeth
Founded in 1899 by the Sisters of
Convent Station, New Jersey
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THE CLINIC SHOE
Wear the shoes that are especially
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ing ease and lightweight comfortl
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Smith's Storing, Givens'Rebounding Were Keys to Peacock Victory
By Ed Grant
SOUTH ORANGE A mig-
nificent performance by aopho-
more Bill Smith, aome strong
backboard work by Jack Giv-
ens and fiery—almost too fiery
—leadership by Don Kennedy
Jr. and Marty Walsh signaled
St. Peter’s 76-66 defeat of Seton
Hall, Jan. 3 at the Pirates’
court.
This was the first time the
Peacocks hung one on their
most bitter rival in Setonia's
home lair and also the first
time in the 25-year-old series
that St. Peter’s has won two
games in a row. Seton Hall’s
hopes for a successful season
suffered a crushing blow, while
the Peacocks could—blit won’t
—settle for this win alone to
call it a happy winter.
Smith completely outplayed
Jack Rowley qf Seton Hall, who
spent most of the game chained
to the bench with four personals
picked up covering Billy in the
first 10 minutds of play. Smith
wound up with 32 points, while
Rowley had only a foul shot.
INTO THE breach thus cre-
ated in the Seton HaU attack
stepped Seth Hicks, who put on
an amazing , display of long
rang*, one-hahd shooting to tal-
ly 22 points, easily his high of
the season. Hicks also gave
Smith the only trouble he had
all night, holding the Peacock
star scoreless in the last five
minutes of the first half.
St. Peter's had the lead all
the way, save for a brief spell
early in the second half when a
steal and layup by Hicks and
two foul shots by the same
player gave the Pirates leads
of 43-42 and 45-44. But Smith
put the Peacocks ahead again
with a short one-hander and Se-
ton Hall was never able to
draw even after that.
Both teams employed man-
to-man defenses in the first
half, then switched to zones aft-
er intermission. Seton Hall
built its early attack around 5-
10 Ken Walker in the pivot,
while St. Peter'a concentrated
on freeing Smith, Jack Givens
and Kennedy for short pop
shots. Walker had tallied 27
points in an 82-80 upset of Brig-
ham Young on Dec. 29 from the
pivot, but his success against
Walsh’s close guarding was lim-
ited.
WORSE STILL, from the Se-
ton Hall viewpoint, was the
fact that, with Ken in there, St.
Peter’s rebounded just about
every Seton Hall miss in the
first half. Givens was outstand-
ing undeT the boards, but Bill
Prettyman and Smith also
came up with their share of
rebounds.
Pressure on Kennedy and
Walsh in the backcourt forced
errors and enabled Seton Hall
to rally at tbe end of the half,
cutting a 13-point margin to
just four points. Hicks and
Hugh Dunnion provided most of
the points for the Pirates in
this surge with their deadly
outside shooting.
When the teams switched to
zones in the second half, they
also switched offensive styles.
Walker went to back court and
Tom Cross took his position
underneath where he drew plen-
ty of fouls, but could only hit
for one basket. The Peacocks
had trouble at the start with
the Pirate zone, then put Smith
on the foul line, from which
point he had no trouble mov-
ing to the right side for the
one-hand shots which he hardly
ever misses.
ROWLEY STARTED the sec
ond half for Seton Hall, but
was withdrawn just as Cross
stepped to the foul line with a
chance to put the Pirates ahead
for a third time at 47 46 But
both shots were missed and,
within a minute or two Smith
and Kennedy had built up a
nine-point lead which the Pea-
cocks preserved for the last 10
migutes of play.
More than once during the
action, it seemed that the boys
were ready to indulge in some
fisticuffs and. in one instance,
it was more like footsicuffs
Kennedy and Dunnion. Givens
and Hicks, George Haines and
Cross, and Kennedy and Cross
all had their moments The fi-
nal pileup involved almost all
of these combatants as they
were sprawled over a loose hall
near midcourt and it was here
that the feet got into the act.
The preliminary also provid-
ed plenty of hot action, with
the Seton Hall frosh recording
their second win over their
Peacock counterparts. 97-04, in
overtime. Frank Besson had 2*
points and Hank Guntner 25 for
the Pirates, with Pete Norton
throwing in 34 for the Pea-
cocks.
Both clubs will limit them-
selves to a single game Urii
coming week, Seton Hall’s be-
ing a home match with unde-
feated Villanova, while St. Pe-
ter's is also at home to j mi-
nor rival, l,ong Island Univer-
sity.
Bergen Catholic Meets Queen of Peace
With Tri-County 'A' League Lead at Stake
NEWARK The first crucial game of the Tri-County
Catholic "A’’ Conference comes up Jan. 9 with undefeated
Queen of Peace making its league debut against the current
loop leader, once-beaten Bergen Catholic.
This is only one of the highly attractive 52-game card
presented this week to North
Jersey basketball fans. Jan. 0 it-
self has several other good ones,
including St Mary's (E)-Thomas
Jefferson, Marist Bayonne, Tren-
ton Catholic Solon Hall and Bill
Raftery-Vinme Ernst, i.e . SL
(K ) St. Aloysius.
Queen of Peace will be favored
to defeat the Crusaders, even
though the game will take place
at the latter's court. Mike Bar
rett. Bill Moscatiello and Pete
C.ebauer give the Irish a three-
pronged attack, which should
oulgun Bergen's Bob Hochl and
John Waibel
lIOEHL SET a league record
i with his 34 points in Bergen's
172 54 rout of St. Cecilia's (E) on
I Jan 4 This brought the Crusad-
ers league record to 2-0.
Queen of Peace also makes a
visit to Don Bosco on Jan 13,
while Pope Pius plays St Cecil-
ia's IE) on Jan 11 and St Jos-
eph's on Jan 14 It still appears
that Bergen and Don Bosco are
due to give the Irish the most
trouble, with the former shaping
up as a serious title threat.
In the Passaic Bergen Catholic
Conference, the week will be fea
tured by St. Luke's meetings with
St. Bonaventure on Jan. 10, St. j
John's on Jan. 13 and St. Mary's
(P) on Jan. 15, as Don Bosco
Tech takes a breather from league
action.
ST. MARY’S is favored to
cement its hold on the mythical
Elizabeth title with a victory
over Jefferson, but Marist will
be the underdog to Bayonne in
its fraternal fray. The Trenton
Seton Hall game should be a
good indication of what to ejpect
in the NJSIAA tournament, in
fact might be a preview of the
final itself, while the meeting of
Raftcry and Ernst, while provid
ing little team competition, will
be a chance to view, on the same
court, the two best high school
baskethgll players in all of New
Jersey
St. Mary's (E) scored the big
victory of last week's limited pro
gram with its fantastic come-from
behind, 58-57 triumph over pre
viously undefeated Seton Hall
The Hilltoppers were trailing.
57-44, with less than four minutes
to play, then broke out for 14
points in a row.
Jim Manhardt, with 21 points,
led A1 Loßalbo's team and eight
of these were in the fourth period
comeback St. Mary's rolled over
Sacred Heart on Jan 14 to bring
its record to 4-1 and establish It
self, as usual, as one of the top
, teams in the area.
WITH SETON Hall falling by
the wayside, only St Benedict s,
j Queen of Peace and Delbarton
I were left with undefeated rec
ords. The Bees downed South
Side, 58 46. on Jan 3. the Irish
followed their Christmas tourney
success (see story) with a 79 53
rout of St Mao 's ( R). their host
in the holiday affair. Delbarton
was idle
St Benedict's has dates with
Pedifie on Jan 10 and St Mary's
(R) on Jan 13 this week, Del
barton meets Montclair College
High School on Jan 10, Carteret
School on Jan. 13 and Blair on
Jan 14 The Quern of Peace
schedule was reviewed above
Also on the docket is the Jesuit
tournament final at St Peter's
I College on Jan. 9. matching
Kordham Prep and St Peters,
Newark Academy at Oratory in
a key Ivy League game Jan. 9,
Seton Hall at Jefferson Jan 13
and St Aloysius at Valley on
Jan. J 4
League
Standings
■ ■*OIN-PAtSAIC C. C.
T»«m W L Pet.
St Ronnenturt . 2 0 1 000
St Luke's 1 0 1 000
Don Bosco Tech 4 1 800
St Mary'* 1 1 JOO
St John's 2 2 300
St Joseph's <P> l 3 .230
DePsul o 4 .000
TII-COUNTY "A" C. C.
Team W L Pet.
Beraen Catholte 2 0 1 000
Pope Plus l o 1 000
f>on Botco 1 0 1 000
St Cecilia's 0 1 .000
St Joseph's «W> 0 3 000
Queen of Peace 0 0 .000
Irish, Aloysians, Knights
Take Tournament Honors
NEWARK Queen of Peace, Marist and St Aloysius
came up with resounding triumphs in a trio of Christmas
tournaments to give North Jersey Catholic high schools a
batting average of 500 in the holiday affairs.
The Queensmen simply bowled through the first an-
nnsl \f
nual St Vary’s (R ) tournament,
winning each of its games by 16
points or more t.yndhursl was
the 59 38 victim in the final on
Dec 30 and Mike Barrett, with
41 points for the three games,
plus excellent defensive and re-
bounding work, was an easy
choice for the MVP award.
Marist had a closer call in the
‘ B" section of the Manst lnvita
tional played at Mt St. Mi-
chael's, but managed to get by
Bishop Dußois, 59-51, in the
final round on Dec 30. Mike
Reilly and Kd Ballo led the at
tack with 23 and 17 points, re-
spectively.
IN ST. ALOYSU’S' case, it was
the redoubtable Vinnie Krnst who
picked up an MVP award as he
rolled in 36 points to lead his
club to a 67-60 victory over Sny-
der in the semi finals, the* turned
playmakrr with eight assists in
a 56 38 rout of Dickinson in the
finals on Jan 3
With Pope Pius winning the aII-
Catholic Paterson Diocesan af
fair, this made it four victories
in nine tourneys entered this
year. To make it an even break,
Bergen Catholic picked up a con
solation prize in the Don Bosco!
festival as it went to two over-
times to down Dumont. 73-71,
thanks to two foul shots in sudden
death by John Waibgl. who also
led the Crusaders in scoring with
25 points.
Tournaments where the Catho-
lic entries had no success were
the Montclair invitational, where
Immaculate lost both its first
round and consolation games, the
Christian Brothers festival in
New York where St Joseph's (W)
dittoed that effort; the HCIAA,
where St Michael's (UC) and
Holy Family were bounced in the
first round and the Northern Bcr
gen festival, where St. Duke's
won its first game but lost to
Midland Park, 39-31, in the finals,
The ledger may be put at over
the 500 mark this week as St.
Peter's tries for its eighth victory
in the past nine Jesuit tourna-
ments, the final round being
slated for Jan. 9 at the St. Peter's
College gymnasium
Seton Hall (P)
Has First Win
PATERSON - Seton Hall (P)
scored its first win of the current
basketball season when it defeat
ed Shelton College, 90 80. on Jail
6 at Tuxedo High School, N. Y .
Ed Oroviti led the Buccaneers
with 22 points, 18 of them in the
second half. Ai Pogorelic and
Johnny Lagos had 12 apiece On
Jan. 3, Seton Hall had dropped
Its fourth straight game to Pater-
sop State, 74-73.
The Bucs are listed for double
action this coming week, meeting
Bloomfield College on Jan. 10 at
home and Newark State on Jan.
13 In a road contest.
Mona DiFilippo
Scores in Paterson
PATERSON - Mona DlEUippo
of Newark won the first New
Jersey AAU senior Indoor title
of tt\e season at Paterson on Jan.
3 when she captured the 110-yard
free style in 1:03.8,
The tima was less than a sec-
ond off the record held by Olym-
pian Carin Cone. In second place
was Jackta Kelly of Sprinffiald.
Palace (61) Sets
TCAC Record
RAMSEY Tommy Palace
of Don Bosco set a mark for
all future Tri-County Catholic
"A" Conference basketball
players to shoot at when he
scored 61 points in a 96 41 rout
of St Joseph's on Jan 6
Shattering the league mark
of 34 points set by Bob Hochl
of Bergen Catholic* only two
days earlier. Palace rolled up
26 field goals and nine fouls.
His mark fell short of the
North Jersey Catholic record
held by Jack Quinn of Oratory
at 81 points.
In other Jan 6 action. St.
John's upset Don Bosco Tech,
91 69, to dump the Rams from
the PBCC lead as freshman
Ray McGrogan scored 34 points
and St. Peter's ran over Regis,
7845, to reach the finals of the
Jesuit tournament.
St. Michael's, St. Peter's
Bid to Dethrone Aloysians
NEWARK St Michaels (JC), St. Peter’s, Bergen
Catholic, Holy Trinity, and Seton Hall will all make strong
bids to unseat St Aloysius as New Jersey Catholic Track
Conference relays champions as the meet comes indoors
for the first time, Jan 10 at the Newark Armory.
A program of four varsity,|
Hirer freshman and two junior
varsity events has been arranged
with tram championships at stake
in the first two divisions St Al
oysius edged St. Michael's, 19-17,
for the varsity crown last year.
While Essex Catholic ran away
with the freshman title
According to Brother I.eo of
[Marlst, meet director, the trams
will be allowed to enter their
boys in as many events as they
v.ish, hut will lx able to run
them in only one event apiece
Scoring is on the newly-adopted
6-4 3 2-1 basis
and Mansell Gordon and Ed
Wyrsch of Seton Hall.
ST. ALOYRRJB will not yield
its title without a batle and the
Aloysians figure to put up a
strong front in the 880 yard relay,
where they may tap the basket
hall team as they did a year ago
for Vinnie Ernst, and in the two
mile relay with Kevin Mennessv
John Mealy, Bobby O'Rourke and
Richie Brown.
Tlx freshman title again will
find Essex favored, but probably
with more competition than last
year from teams like St Peter s,
St Michael’s, Seton Mall, Bergen,
Marlst and Holy Trinity,
TIIE VARSITY events are 880
yards, one mile, two miles ami
distance medley (880-440 220
mile) For the freshman, there
are 880 yard, mile and one mile
medley (440-220 220 880) relays
and, for the Junior varsity, mile
and mile medley events
| St Michael's will he a strung
contender In either the distance
medley or two mile and In the
880-yard relay, St. Peter's in the
880, mile and either two mile or
.distance medley; Bergen in the
1 880 and distance medley; Trinity'
in the 880 or mile, distance med
ley or two mile; and Selpn Hall
in the mile and distance medley
| Among the boys who will hold
jthe key to their team's success
are A1 Adams, Ernie Tolentlno
and Pete Ganucci of St. Mi-
chael's; Paul Jordan, Denny Kah
rar and John Riordan of St. Pe-
ter's; John Mostyn, Bob Blaier
and Art Prior of Bergen Catho-
lic; Bill Weikel, Tom Zimmer-
man and Stan Blejwas of Trinity
Entry Blanks Out
For Millrose Trials
BLOOMFIELD Entry blanks
have gone out for the Millrose
Games one-mile relay trials, to be
held at the Kearny High School
outdoor board track on Jan. 14
Seton Hall coach Johnny Gib
son la In charge of the trials.
1which are scheduled (or 330
p m. that day. Entries close with
Gibson on Jan 9.
Gordon Webb Scores
NEW YORK—Gordon Webb of
St. John's, former Don Bosdo ath-
lete, took second place in the pole
vault and third place in the
broad Jump at the metropolitan
Junior AAU field championships,
Jan. 3 at Ohio Field Webb pole
vaulted 11 feet and broad jumped
21 feet 4H Inches.
Press Box Paragraphs
The Big Game
Some afterthoughts on the Se-
ton Hall-St. Peter's game:
We still can't see any good
reason why these teams can't
play a home and home series
each winter. The one-game
business was all right when it
was a case of David challeng-*
ing Goliath each-year, but, aft-
er two successive Peacock wins
—four in the past nine meet-
ings—even the most rabid Se-
ton Mall fan has to admit Da-
vid has been growing fast
Bill Smith is going to break
every one of the St Peter's
scoring records now held by an
other Smith, Tommy, before he
graduates Tom, a fiery com-
petitor who played just one sea-
son under Don Kennedy, holds
the one year and career marks
for the Peacocks at 620 and
I.3tM points
Seton Mall must have the odd
est pivot combination—sucwi.se
—in the country in 5 10 Ken
Walker and 6 10 Tom Cross
Walker has far from mastered
the moves a little man needs
inside and shows a lamentable
tendency to crash drive for re-
bounds Had Saturday's game
been played on a strange court
say. like Scranton Ken
would have been sitting it out
before the first half was over.
THE NEW Rl'l.E—or rather
new interpretation—on charg-
ing blocking fouls is so silly it
ought to be abolished right now
before it ruins the game This
interpretation can only have
been thought up by someone
who wants to sabotage the
game Football had a ridicu-
lous rule this year about one
arm blocking and solved the
problem by ignoring it: basket-
ball should do likewise •
Wouldn't it tie the best idea
simply to retire the rules and
interpretation committees for
about five years and let the
game have a period of stabil-
ity? When they come up with
"rocks" like this one, you be-
gin to wonder.
Neither Don Kennedy nor
Honey Russell has much to
worry about for the 1959-60 sea
son Kennedy loses only two
men from his entire roster and
has a really fine player in Pete
Norton on the freshmjn team,
plus a few other boys who
seem to know their way around
Russell has an even stronger
frosh squad, led by Hank Gunt-
ner, but his real asset is a pres-
ently ineligible frosh. Art Hicks
(no relation to Seth), who was
a Catholic schoolboy all-Ameri-
can two years ago in Chicago.
WITH AIJ, THK tempers be-
ing shown during last week s
game, there wasn't a solid blow
landed, though several were
throw-n The fans got plrnty of
booing exercise with Don Ken
nedy Jr . George Haines and
Marty Walsh of the Peacocks
and Tom Cross and Hugh Dun-
mon of Seton Hall the chief
targets
Dunmon. a former star foot-
ball player at Seton Hall Prep,
showed he could still hit a line
with the best of them when he
came crashing through for one
rebound and almost sent Walsh
Into the balcony All poor Mar
tv got on the play was a per
sonal foul against him. called
a second before Dunmon ap-
peared on the scene
Our angle may have been de-
ceiving. but it appeared that
the incident which drew the
largest spontaneous Jeer of the
Don Bosco on Top
PATERSON A 40-24 rout of
St John * on Jan 3 gave Don
Bosco Tech a clear hold on first
place in the Passaic Bergen ( ath
olic Conference freshman league
with a 40 record frank Bua,
topped the winners with 17 points.
night was a purely innocent
one. This came near the end of
the first half when Dunnion
was driving for a basket.
Kennedy, who had fouled
Hugh from behind early in tho
game (and was threatened with
being expelled if he repeated
the violation 1 tossed a fake at
Dunnion and Hugh stopped drib-
bling and was called for run-
ning There appeared to be no
contact, though about 1,600 1/2
fans half those present
thought otherwise and let Ken-
nedy know it.
School, College
Sports
COIIBOB BAIKITBALL
Friday. Jan f
Seton Mall Divinity at Newark Stata
JV
Baturda v. Jan IB
V iManoi a at Seton Hall
111 at St Prtw a
Bloomfield at Salon Mall 'P>
St Jmrph i 'Princeton > at Seton Mall
iXtlnitr
T uatday. Jan. 1)
Sat on Mall <P> at Newark Slate
BCMOOL BAIKITBALL
Friday. Jan V
~Uueen of Pfare at Heisen t alholir
St Joseph s at Mo|y Family
Baronne at Martat
Nawark Arademv at Oratory
Franklin at Our l-arl* of tha Lake
Popa Ptua at Paaaair
St t artlia'a <K> at St Aloyaiua
at St ( arllsa ■ 'E'
St Mary's <F.» at Jefferaon
St Mary s UO at St Patrick a 'A'
Fmcraon at St Michael'a 'I t *
Tranton ( atholic at Salon Mall
St Patar a ti Fordham Prap Jeauit
Saturday. Jan 10
Delbarton
at Montclair CMS A>
Holy Trinity at Ueat/leld
St Mirhaal'a UO at Queen of Pear#
St Benedict ■ at Paddia 'A'
•St Bonaventure at St l uka's
Sunday. Jan 11
St Mary
a «R» at Bercen < alholia <A >
Vallay at Don Boaro 'A*
Tach at (load Counsel 'A>
St Aloy«ius at Immaculate 'A'
St < ecllla i <E> at Popa Ptua A>
St < actlia i •K> at W alah A
St Jamaa at St Mirhaala N» «A»
I»a 1-aSalla at St Joaaph'a '\S • >A'
Saton Mall Divinity at St Mary a UO
' Ai
Monday. Jan 11
M>aPaul al St Joaaph a <P«
llarkattatown at Our l.adr of tha
I-aka
Tuesday. Jan. IS
Ba»la» Kllard at \ allay
I I'artarat School at I>alharton
“Quern of Paara at Don Boaro Prap
/‘••rack Valley at Don Boaro Tach
Holy Family at F.meraon
I Martat at Dtrklnaon
Oratory at Montclair CMS
St Mary'a «H> at St Benedict's
•St Luke a at St John •
St Pater
a at St Mary a <E)
St Mary'a <P» at St Mirhaal a <Ni
1 St Mirhaal a <1 O at VVeehawken
Salon Mall at Jeffcrann
Wadnatday. Jan 14
Blair Arademy at Dalbarton
St A loy aiua at Valley
~
Pope Piua at St Joaaph’a <P>
Sacred Heart at St Jamca
St Anthony a at St Michael'* fN>
St Bunatenture at Pataraon Tech
St Michael's UO at St ( actlia's »K>
Thursday. Jan. IB
•St John ■ at DaPaul
Pateraon Tech at St Joaaph'4 'P>
•St Lukea al St. Mary'a »P»
O
raCC Game ffTCAC Gama
St. John's Leads
Paterson Loops
PATERSON—St John's hold*
down first place in hoth the jun-
ior and intermediate girl*
leagues of the Paterson-Haw-
thorne C'YO district with identi-
cal 4 0 records
In hoys plav, St Anthony’*
( Patersen) and St Anthony *
(Hawthorne i share the Inter-
mediate lead with 4 0 marks,
while St Joseph s i5 0), St Boni-
face (40) and St tleorge s 140)
are wrapped up in a stalemat*
in the junior loop
St John Kantv took over un-
disputed leadership of the Pas-
saic Clifton district loop with *
49 45 defeat of St Clare s of Del-
awanna on Jan 4
14 T H E A D V 0 C A T E January 2, 1959
T@IY(tiger") NIC©M©
CO-CAPTAIN OF ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE Vt
- W HIS THREE VARS'Ty YEARS AT
ST MICHAEL'S , TONY HAS LED THE
PURPLE MIGHTS TO A ST-ZO
RECORD. AVERAGING BETTER
THAU 20 PbIATS A GAME
over the past two
SEASONS.
jA
2Ns
V
/*>
£
&
J
/
n
//
HIS NICKNAME.
•TIGER", A HOLDOVER
FROM HIGH SCHOOL
DAYS AT FERRIS.
JERSE y CITY, REFER S ,
TO TONY'S ABILITY TO STEAL THE
BALL.
IN THE NCAA SMALL COLLEGE
TOURNAMENT LAST WINTER, TONY
SET AN ALL-TIME TOURNEY RECORD
OF H 9 POINTS , WHILE LEADING ST.
MICHAEL'S INTO THE FINALS .
Cadillacs
legs
from
BROGAN
CADILLAC-OLDS CO.
If you ir# itill i stranger
to the practical wisdom of
owning a Cadillac, hesitate
no longer We have an ex
cellent selection of quality-
value late model Cadillacs
—all well cared for, with
low original mileage. These
handsome Cadillac motor
cars offer' greater luxury
more mllei of motoring
pleasure . . more value in
every way, than many new
cars priced considerably
higher. We invite you to
spend sixty minutes behind
the wheel of the model of
your choice, and discover
for yourself the thrill .
the sheer Joy of Cadillac
ownership. If you can af
ford any ear—you can af
ford a quality-value used
Cadillac.
buy BROCA N, be sure
BROGAN
CADILLAC-OLDS CO.
Paterson • Ridgewood
Passaic - Clifton
USID CAI mi Merkel SI
MIADQUAKTIM P«Urt*n
59 FORD
CARS—TRUCKS
SPECIAL SALE
1958 FORDS
SACRIFICE PRICED FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HIGHEST TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE, CASH
BACK IE DESIRED
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3, N. J.
Ml 3-8000
1 toil of Gordon Slot* Pkwoy.
FREE--
To celebrate our 15th YEAR
20
30 50
60
% 70
* BO
9020
100iHIS IQ?
110BEAUTIFUL 40
120OUTDOOR^50
THERMOMETER
—your* WITHOUT CHARGE whin you open an ac-
count of $5OO or more, or add $5OO to your present
account.
a genuine lltchßeld
thermometer mod* by the famous
Cooper Thermometer Company
i.per accurate, rugged,
hcndiomel lu»t and corrosion
proof with o chrom* p'attd
b'o»» dial rim and black
aluminum brocket o
mogn»fic*nt instrument that will
Nlf th* correct temperature
•nywherel
Mail accounts honored
•cl today offer limited
Remember,
at HAYES you get
31*4
currant dividend
per annum
QUARTERLY
* Auounli InturW (e
$lO,OOO
• Save by mall—w* pay
f ••lof • b*th w«y»
f!5 BROAD STRUT, NiWARK 2, N. J. • MA 3-tiU
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
All Mokts
oiid Modtls
PACE MOTORS
47 CINTtAL AV&
■AST 04ANM
«»t. wn
STILL
SHOPPING ?
Beit Deal
Best Sor v
Guaranty
000
THIN YOU HAVIN T
KIIN huh
voivo
TIIUMPH
PONTIAC
KOPLIN PONTIAC,inc
411 NO BROAD ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
NEW YORK . ■
Dining at it* B«»t
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BA(t
<■•(. iif]>
Iwlinoua I unchroni and Dinner*
a*r**d In Homelike Almoapher*
DAII.Y and SINDAY (Air CoadJ
( on**nlrnl to ( ollaeum L Theatre*.
I how* W inra and Liquor* Mucak
ft PI CIA L PACII IT lift POR
PR IV ATI PARTUS
ACCOMMOOATINO II ta 4ft
m lIOHTH AVI (at 44th SO
NEW YORK CITY
MURPHY BROS.
Invite You to
SEE AND
TEST DRIVE
Thr Ypir
'59
• PLYMOUTHS
• CHRYSURS
• IMPERIALS
BIG SELECTION
OF TOP BOYS
in GUARANTEED
USED CARS
MURPHY
Ow.
MOTOR SALES
501-Sll NO. BROAD ST.
Eliiobcth S-5600
r * Altar w. tall - Wa taraa-
Dalhr I A. M. ta * P. M.
‘alarAaa ta t P M.
Claaaa Imtin
■ -Am
I Oaaa
For tho Best in Stocks
OUR FAMOUS
MANERO'S Filets *2.50
'AIWAYS IRINO IMI CMIIORfN-
Mimbif Oman' Club 1
ROUTS Na 17 —Narth al Na. 4
COlfaa 1-101 S
PARAMUS
/' Better get 2
one’n never
enough
DRY
CLUB SODA/ makes better-tast-
ing highballs that are better foryou.
The lively bubbles aid digestion.
Vocation Notes
No Attraction Needed
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
She was married; had five children; was deeply In love
with her husband; wa* a convert; knew very little about religious
life, and had not the slightest desire to become a nun. This
seemingly not unusual woman was Cornelia Connelly.
In 1846, Pope Gregory XII told her, a native of the United
States, to found anew teaching order in England which she
had visited only once and then for only several
weeks. She did as she was told, and her order,
the Society of the Holy Child Jesus, is still
flourishing. God alone knows all the good it has
accomplished in the past 100 years.
It all came about in a very strange way.
Her husband, a converted Episcopalian minis-
ter, shocked her with the announcement that
he wanted very much to become a priest. He
shocked her even more when he asked her to
become a Sister so that he could get the neces-
sary dispensation from Rome. After much pray-
er and spiritual direction, Cornelia Connelly, convinced that it
was God's will, became what she did not want to be—a nun. »
In fact, she said that her Society of the Holy Child Jesus
“was founded on a broken heart." She spent 33 years of her life
as a Sister. They were difficult years, but they musf have been
very holy years, fpr her alleged sanctity is now being examined
with a thought of the possibility of her being beatified.-
Cornelia Connelly's very' unusual career as a nun clearly
Indicates that, to become a Sister—and the same holds good
for the priesthood and Brotherhood—no interior attraction to
the life is necessary. A young person may become a religious
even though the life may, in some respects, repel them Among
many others, St. Gabriel; the young Passionist, had no attraction
to religious life, he entered only because he was convinced God
wanted him to do it
On June 26, 1912, Pope St. Plus X approved of the state-
ment that a "priestly vocation does not by any means consist
. . . in a certain interior attraction of the subject . . If it
Is not necessary for the priesthood, then surely it it not neces-
sary for the Sisterhood or Brotherhood.
if you have average intelligence; if your health is good, if
you can say that you are a good Catholic, and if for quite some
time there has been in your mind the constantly recurring
thought lhat you should become a Sister, you can be quite cer-
tain that it is a Sister God wants you to be—even though the
life might not very much appeal to you It will later
Apostolate for Vocations:
Newark Archdiocese Msgr William F Furlong, Seton Hall
University. South Orange, N J Telephone SOuth Orange 2 9000
Paterson Diocese Msgr Edward J Scully, 24 De Grasse
St , Paterson Telephone: Mountain View 8 1065
Not GI? This Ribbon's Stitt OK
JERSEY ClTY—There's an
ROTC cadet at St. Peter's Col-
lege who wears a service rib-
bon which, to say the least, is
not quite of regulation govern-
ment issue.
In fact, the ribbon—or. at
least, what it stands for—-
slightly antedates the United
States government itself, by
some 600 years.
The decoration in question is
a Maltese cross on a plain
field and is the insignia of the
Knights of Malta, the oldest
surviving order of knighthood,
founded in 1113
Cadet John Jcszenszky, a
junior at St. Peter's, is the
proud wearer of the ribbon,
which signifies his membership
in the American branch of the
order, to which he was admit-
ted in 1955. Cardinal Spellman
is spiritual advisor and grand
protector of the American
branch.
YOUNG JESZENSZKY’S fa-
ther, Baron Emery Jeszensky,
is a member of the Hungarian
branch of the order. There are
about 5,500 Knights in 22 coun-
tries today, including 500 in
the United States.
Conditions for admittance to
the order include: nobility of
16 quarterings, the Catholic
Faith, attainment of full le-
gal age, integrity of character
and corresponding social posi-
tion. The grand master of the
order has been named by the
Pope since 1797.
The Knights, who were found-
in the time of the Cruaades
and can be traced from the
Hospitallers of St. John of
Jerusalem and then through
the Knights of Rhodes, con-
duct 200 free hospitals and
philanthropic organizations in
11 countries of Europe, Latin
America and Africa.
Jeszenszky, who lives in
Clifton, is commander of the
Pershing Rifles at St. Peter's.
NOT GI: Lt. Col. Robert Kantz, ROTC commander at
St. Peter’s College, points to unusual ribbon on chest
of Cadet John Jeszenszkv, commander of the Pershing
Rifles. It's the insignia of the Knights of Malta, Ameri-
can branch, to which Jeszenszkv was admitted in 1955.
Scouts Enter
Klondike Derby
SUMMIT The annual Klon-
dike Derby for Boy Scout units
of the Plainfield Council area
will take place at Lake Surprise
in the Walchung Reservation on
Jan. 10
St. Bartholomew's, Scotch
Plains, won the derhy in 1958
and will defend this year, with
entries also expected from Holy
Trinity, Westfield, and St.
Mary's, Plainfield.
The derby consists of follow-
ing a planned course around
Surprise Lake and meeting
with and solving Scout prob-
lems on the way under winter
conditions.
Essex CWV
Holds Contest
NEWARK Thr Essex Coun-
ty branch of the Catholic War
Veterans will sponsor an orator-
ical contest on .lan 11 at St.
Benedict's Hall at 2 30 pm
Entered in the contest arc stu-
dents [rom 18 Catholic prep
schools, high schools and acad-
emies in Essex County
The winner of the county title
Will qualify for the New Jersey-
state finals, where he. or she.
will compete with other county
titlists.
March of Dimes Sunday
Enlists 65 CYO Units
MONTCLAIR About 65 Essex County CYO groups
will participate in the annual March of Dimes Sunday, pro-
claimed for Jan 11 by Rev. Vincent F. Affanoso, county-
director.
Over the past 14 years, the CYO has raised $124 622 00
■or me .Marcn ot Dimes with the
1958 total being $9,850 23. Top
parish for contributions has been
Our I.ady of the Lake, Verona,
with $777.59 in 1958 and a 14-year
total of $10,039 23.
In his letter to CYO modcra
tors urging cooperation with the
March of Dimes. Father Affan-
oso said. "The response to this
worthy appeal hy parish CYO
groups has been most gratifying
Behind the cold figures lies
the heart warming proof that
CYO members, under the dircc
tion of their moderators, have al
wavs manifested genuine interest
In God's sick and paralyzed.
■•The efforts made by your
CYO units will bring new hope to
many who are stricken with po-
lio, arthritis, birth defects and
diseases of the central nervous
system, and offer doctors and
scientists the means to continue
extensive research for their pre
vention
"
Besides the collections on
March of Dimes Sunday. CYO
members have been urged to
sponsor benefit basketball games,
special dances and other activi-
ties during the drive Contribu-
tions from school children will
be handled by school officials in
each locality with the CYO act-
ing as a coordinating and report-
ing agency.
Leaders in the CYO effort in
the past, in addiUon to Our Lady
of the Lake, have been Blessed
Sacrament, Newark; St Peter's,
Belleville; St Thomas the Apos-
tle, Bloomfield, and St Leo's
Irvington, all with more than
$4,000 in contributions.
Winter Weekend
CYO Lists Pilgrimage
To Quebec, Feb. 20-24
JhRSE'i CITY The eighth annual Hudson County
CYO winter weekend and pilgrimage to the shrine of St
Anne de Beaupre will be held Feb 20-24
Over 5,000 CY'O members and friends have taken part
in past pilgrimages, combining their visit to the shrine with
a weekend of winter sports
According to plans outlined by
Rev. Menry J. Murphy, county
CYO director, a special train will
leave Grand Central Station at
730 pm on Keb 20, with the
relurn scheduled for 6 45 a m
on Keb 24
THE ITINKRARY for Keb. 21
includes reservations at the Cha-
teau Frontcnac, a visit to the
shrine, ice skating, tobogganing,
sleigh riding and the annual CYO
dance in the grand ballroom of
the hotel
On the 22nd and 23rd, the group
will enjoy skiing at the I.ac-
Hcauport Ski Area, tobogganing
and special bus parties through
the city. Archbishop Roy will
celebrate Mass for the pilgrims
al the Cathedral on the 22nd.
Although the pilgrimage Is
sponsored by the Hudson County
CYO, invitations have been ex
tended to all residents of the
metropolitan area. Appications
should be directed to the Jersey
City CYO Center, 380 Bergen
Ave , Jersey City 4
St. Leo’s CCD Unit
To Make Retreat
IRVINGTON—A group of 20
young women, members of the
Confraternity of Christian I)oc
trine at St. Leo's Church here,
will make a retreat this weekend
at Queen of Peace Retreat House,
St Paul's Abbey, Newton
Twenty are public high school
girls who are now students In St
Leo's confraternity high school of
religion. The others, graduates of
|th« school, are participants in the
I discussion group.
Knights Off to
Fast Start in '59
BAYONNE Members of
the Blessed Sacrament Golden
Knights, who swept to a prac-
tically perfect record during the
1958 drum and bugle rorps sea-
son, got off to a flying start for
1959 at the Penn Jersey Associa
lion individual contests, Jan. 3,
at St Yincrnt's Auditorium
The Knights took first placr in
four of the nine events and sec
ond in three others Their vic-
tories were scored in solo so
prano bugle, bugle quartets, drum
quartets and individual snare
dmm. the seconds in Individual
brass baritone bugle, individual
bass drum and individual tenor
dru m
St. Patrick's Scouts
Get Marian Award
NEWARK Six members of
the St Patrick s Girl Scout Troop
69 received the Marian Award
Medal from Msgr James K
I/Ooney at investiture services In
the Pro-Cathedral
Elisabeth Bell. Patricia Black
well. Patricia Curran. Meredith
Hodge. Paula Hodge and Carol
Zoretskl received the new award
from Msgr Looney, who was as
aisled by Rev Joseph M Quinlan,
moderator
Sacred Heart
In Cage Lead
MONTCLAIR - Sacred Heart.
Vailsburg, long the Essex County
CYO track power, is in a ppsi-
tion to sweep three divisional
basketball titles at the one third
mark of the 1958-59 season
The West Newark parish has
undefeated trams in junior girls,
grammar girls and grammar
boys leagues, though its interme
diate boys. 1958 county champs,
appear out of the running with
three defeats
Most of the leagues are still
at an indecisive stage with a to-
tal of 27 undefeated trams, in-
cluding three each in gramma-
boys I and 111 and Junior girls
II Only one team, St Peter's.
Belleville, with a 4 0 record in
junior boya 111, U in real com-
mand of its circuit
It has not been a good year
for defending champions, as St
Rose of Lima. Newark, is look-
ing for its first win in the senior
boys league, while St Ixo s. Irv-
ington. is mired in fourth place
in grammar boys 1
However. Immaculate Concep-
tion. Montclair, is tied for first
place grammar girls 1 and Sacred
Heart. Bloomfield, is tied for the
junior boys II lead The sixth
defender is the Sacred Heart,
Vailsburg, junior girls
| IT PAYS to nd\rrtise in The
Advocate.
CONCRETE QUEEN: "Queen of the Concrete Campus" is the unlovely title pinned
on lovely Gail Marie Barrett at the annual ball of the Seton Hall Paterson student
body, held at the Meadowbrook. Flanking the queen are, left to right, Jan Currie,
Lucille Ritz, Barbara Molitoriss and Francine Mitchell.
Council to Hear
Essex Director
EAST ORANGE Rev Vin-
cent K Affanoso of Montclair,
Essex County CYO director, will
speak at a meeting of the Essex
County Council of Catholic
Youth, young adult division, on
Jan 14 at Our Lady Help of
Christians hall
Council chairman Bruce Byrne
of St Johns, Orange, has an
nounced that 164 people have
made reservations for the coun
ell s annual winter outing Des-
tination will be Mt Erie in the
Poconns the weekend of Keb 68
Arrangements for the outing
are being made by Mary Pat
Brennan of St John's. Orange
Talk on Hypnotism
At Gregory Club
ORANGE Hypnotism will be
the subject of a lecture to be
heard by the Gregory Club of
New Jersey on Jan 9 at Grau
lich's.
Joseph Kaye, financial secre-
tary of the Association to Ad
vancc Ethical Hypnotism, will
speak on "Marvels of the Mind
through Hypnotism^.'
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THE
Franciscan Fathers
Third Order Regular
of St. Francis
oM*r to young men nnd boy* tpecinl
opportumfi#* to Ifudy for th# tocrtd
Prieitbood lock of fundi no obitade.
For further information writ* toi
Director nl Retreat*
Frononon Preparatory Seminary
PO. Be. 199
Hollidayiburg A Pennsylvania
Council Meeting
LINDEN Thr Union County
Senior CYO Council will hold
its monthly meeting at St Eliza
heth's CYO hall on Jan 18 at
8 30 p m
• MAKE MONEY •
it's tiiv—show Catholic motion picture
oroirimt. Our plan ouarantees results.
An Ideal way of raisin* funds and deln«
in apostolic world Lot's not only com
plain about the bad fllmo—let's help put
jn the toed onosi Write or call today
'or details. Keep this ad.
CATHOLIC FILM LIBRARY lIRVICI
ia nonprofit organisation)
304 North *th ttroot
THE
TRINITARIAN FATHERS
offmr an opportunity to young men and boyi of Grammar
School and High School to become a prieit or a Brother
in the Trinitarian Order, lack of fundi no impediment.
Write to:
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
Box 5742, Baltimore 8, Maryland
niiiiiiiHiiuiuiiiitiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniininiiiinniiiiininniiiiiiiiini
BARNEY'S DISCOUNT
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
Sells Out the Sample
1958 Model Home Outfits
AT 60% OFF
to make room for the new
1959 MODEL OUTFITS
Model Home No. 102/58
3 Rooms in Ranch House, Colonial Maple includes
Sofaßed Suite, Bedroom and Captain's Dinette
PLUS all needed accessories.
$196
pay only $1.50 weekly
Model Home 203/58
Contemporary Gray Bedroom, SIMMONS Hide-a-
Bed Suite, Chrome-Foam 5-Pc. Dinette Plus Rug,
Lamps and Tables . . .
$2BB
pay only $2.50 weekly
I
Model Home No. 405/58
Curved Foam Living Room with Rug, Lamps,
Tables, Danish Modern Bedroom Set; King Size
7-Pc. Dinette and Renewed Refrigerator or TV let.
$377
pay only $3.50 weekly
Each room may be bought
separately if desired.
Drive In and Park
BARNEY'S
SUPERMART DISCOUNT
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
382 Frelinghuysen Ave., NEWARK
Open Mon., Weds. & Fri. Nights
In Northern New Jersey
67 River St., Paterson, N. J.
Open Thurs. & Fri. Nights to 9
Never Open On Sundays
Start from the bottom
op . . . with new car-
pet* from BREHM'S.
Broadloonn with last-
Ing beauty
Honest value prices
Visit our NEW RUG
SELECTOR ROOM
Show room open Tues
and Thurs till 9
Plenty of parking
333 North Broad Street
Elizabeth, N. J
Flanders 1-1100
Expert ('leaning and
Repairing too.
| DON'T SHOP
jji FOR EYE CARE
0 thi aitt com jo iittu.
IAKt OUI ADVICt CONSULT
roua trt amysician to«
All in CONDITIONS.
•
SHOULD YOU NEED
GLASSES COME TO US
The Optician
SI CENTRAL AViNUI
NEWARK, N. J.
Phone Ml 2-5171
’s.
. .
LATER
fmy tK«»o
y«or b«IU
wltk «
Ooldon Rule Loon
e're olreody in 1959...
k>. If you hoven't itorted
your new Christmas Club account,
perhaps you'd better do
it ot one*. Don't put it off
any longer if you wont
the happier holidays nent
year o Christmas Club
can give you.
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WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
!»END A WEEKEND WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Conducted by Hi* monk) o 4
io.nl Pauli Abb.y
Ploaio mall roioruobom oarfy
W-. 1. fa, .nlormolion
DIRECTOR Of RETRLATI
Q»«n of Pooco Rotroof Mould
If Poof* i Abb.y. Nowton N J.
FILM DEVELOPED
Black and Whit* S*rvic*
8 Exposure Roll .4J
King Si«o Glossy Rsprints .03
COLOR FILM PROCESSING
Kodocolor • Exposure Roll
developed ond enlorgoxi 171
■•print* .13
8 mm Roll Developed HO
8m Mag. Developed .8J
33mm Developed
30 Exposure 1.13
Writ# for moiling envelopes
RYAN FOTO, BOX 24
CHATHAM, N. J.
ICE SKATING at the WILLOW BROOK
ICE SKATING RINK
Open Mornings. Afternoons and Evenings
Route 23 (|ust south of Rt. 23 &46 traffic circle)
CL 6-3134-5 Mountain View, N. J.
MODERN HATTERS
WHOLESALE Jersey City Hat Centtr RETAIL
The Soft
and
Lofty
Look
$5.00
of 61
$4.00
MEN'S and BOYS' CAPS
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION
BRIDAL HEADWEAR
REASONABLE PRICES
OTHER LADIES' HATS
$1.98 to $6 00
MEN'S
Finest Quality
FUR FELTS
FEATURING
F'na»t
nomi brand Qualify man'*,
lodmi' and thildrmn't hot* of
low#i» Factory prlcoi.
313 THIRD STREET
(Downtown, off Nowork Ava.)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OL 9-9300
MANCH FACTORY OUTIIT
490 COMMUNIPAW AVI.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
PAROCHIAL UNIFORMS at
SAVINGS
"Our Best
Advertisements Are
Our Satisfied Schools*
We carry complete
Regulation
Uniforms and
Emblems for
Boy* and Girls.
There's A lobe/
Store Near You
LobeFs Youth Centers
lAST PATIIION
Elmwood Shopping Cantor
PARAMUS
Strom Moll
MORRISTOWN
• Pork Plato
WIST NIW YORK
sRth St. A Barganlino Ayb.
HACKINSACK
Main Stroof
SHOP IN A STORE CLOSED SUNDAY
tee»ooeeoeeeeeeeoeio»«>«eeaeiee<
ADD NEW CHARM TO TO UK MO Ml
ILFOtt 'V
7
AMft
WE HAVE
"Russell
RADIATOR ENCLOSURES
‘cuTioirsuicf foTtt tSfrSJBBRjT
Beautiful lifetime
baked enamel
Electrically welded
heavy furniture steel.
LOW FACTORY
PRICES
FREE ESTIMATE -
BUDGET PLAN
ON ALL OUR
MERCHANDISE
Aluminum
Combination
acltt! Windows & Doors
PORCH ENCLOSURES - LOUVRE SEAL JALOUSIES
DOOR HOODS - AWNINGS • RAILINGS
TUB AND SHOWER DOORS • ATTIC FANS
Cetitutof
■
CONSTRUCTION
UJ llsTßoin J nM,MONwin j mum Co |fox
Two Awards Presented at
Mariological Convention
PATERSON The 10th annual
convention of the Mariological
Society of America wai held at
the Alexander Hamilton Hotel
here this week.
The society was welcomed to
the Diocese of Paterson at the
opening session Jan. 5 by Bishop
McNulty, who praised its mem-
bers for “spreading knowledge,
love and veneration of Our
Lady," and expressed the plea
that the sessions
might be “blessed and directed
by the Mother of God.”
Later in the day, at the Holy
Hour held in Our Lady of Vic-
tories Church. Bishop McNulty
spoke on the Shrine to Our Lday
of Lourdes which he described as
“the favorite shrine of Chris-
tianity.”
It was not the dramatic physi-
cal cures, he said, but "the cures
of spirit, the conversion of hearts
to God, the gift of penitence, of
renewed hope and of faith," that
made the shrine “an outstanding
example of Christianity at work.”
Present at the convention were
Bishop John J. Wright, of Wor
cester, Mass., episcopal modera-
tor of the Mariological Society,
and Auxiliary Bishop Curtis of
Newark.
TWO AWARDS HERE made to
Marian acholars at the conven
tion. On. Jan 5, the 1958 Mario-
logical Award was presented to
Rev. Walter J. Burghardt, S J ,
professor of palrology at Wood-
stock College. Md , and managing
editor of “Theological Studies.”
published there This award was
for distinguished contributions in
the field of Mariology.
A second award, resulting from
a competition among semi
narians, was presented .lan 6 to
Mr Quentin Quesnell. S J . a
theology student at St Mary's
College. Kan He wrote on Mary
and the Church "
n-MTh I) TO the board of di-
rectors were Rev Stanley Matu
sewski. M S editor of Our
I.ady," (Hurt. 11l . and Rev Kd
ward A Corns . S S . of St
Mary's Seminary. Rail i more
Res' Jumper Carol O F \| of
St. Bonaventures Monasters. Pa
terson, is secretary Sessions
sverp conducted by the president.
Res Kamon R Carroll. O
(arm. of Catholic University
Father Burghardt is vice presi-
dent
Theme of the consention was
"The Fundamental Principle
of Mariology," and six papers
based on this theme were read
and discussed.
During the opening dav's ses
sion. Res William F Hogan of
Innaculate Conception Semi-
nary. Darlington, read a paper.
"The Fundamental Principle of
Mariology, According to the Mag-
isterium
"
The discussion on Fa-
ther Hogan's paper svas led by
Msgr Joseph J Gallo of St Mi-
chael's. Paterson.
(Thor papers presented Jan 5
s>ere those of Rev. Paul Mahoney,
O P . DePaul University. Chica
go. "Mariological Principles
Their Nature, Derivation and
Function ". and Res Kdward
O'Connor, C S C , Notre Dame
Ims ersity. "The Fundamental
Principle of Mariology in Media
esal Thought "
Papers read at the Jan K ses
s.on were those of Res Albert
Kippes. O M I , San Antonio.
Tex . The Fundamental Princi-
ple of Mariology in Patristic
Thought". Res. Mark Doren
Kemper, C. PP S . "Subsidiary
Principles of Mariology”, and
Res Michael Griffin. O C D.
The Divine Motherhood, the
Fundamental of Mariology
"
It ss as announced that the next
consention will be held in De
trnit. Its theme will be "Our
Blessed I.ady in the Gospel "
MARIAN AWARD: Rev. Eamon R. Carroll, O. Carm
(right), president of the Mariological Society of Amer-
ica. presents society's award to Rev. Walter Burghardt,
S.J. of. Woodstock (Md) College. Presentation took
place at society's annual convention in Paterson.
St. Vincent’s Hospital Opens
New Wingfor Public Inspection
MONTCLAIR The general'
public is invited by St Vincent's
Hospital here to inspect the new
'vine, now nearing completion
on Jan in and 11
A carefully charted transfer of
patients to the new quarters will
becin as early as Jan 15 This
is a nio\p made l ac
cording to hospital officials, be-
cause of the extensive rerun
strurtmn in the original building
The hospital has advanced its
schedule for occupation of the
new and enlarged facilities be
cause reconstruction of the orig
Inal hospital must begin as soon
as possible to expedite comple
lion of the entire project
THK THIRD floor, to he known
as St. Mary s." consists of 21
beds seven semi private and
seven private rooms and a so-
-1 lartum for patients and visitors
The second floor, to be known
as ' St Anne s," will serse ma
ternils and gs necological pa
Dents There is a total of IS
beds including three private
room s
The first floor Is an exact do
plicate of the second floor and
will be known as "St Vincent s
There will be no patient area on
the first floor of the original
building.
The basement of the new wing
and rehabilitation of the original
wing will not be completed until
earls Spring, at which tune the
cornerstone will be laid. The old
building, together with the emer
gency rooms and basement of
the new sving, will then be
opened for pilblic inspection
TIIF.KF. ARK many rooms still
to be furnished as memorials
nr established with the aid of
gifts Those interested may con
tact Mrs. William F Caldwell at
the Expansion Fund office, Hal
loran Pavilion
To be completed are enlarged
and new physical therapy depart
ment, pharmacy, central supply
room, laboratory, blood bank. X
rav. emergency room, kitchen fa
cilitirs. recovery room. nur
series for the new born, formula,
labor and delivery rooms, doc
tors dressing rooms, morgue and
autopsy.
Albertus Magnus Guild
Reelects Officers
WASHINGTON Dr K M K
Gelling of the Tniversity of Chi-
cago has been reelected president
ol the Albertus Magnus Guild at
Its annual meeting here
Also reelected were Rev Pat
rick H Yancey. S J , Spring Hill
College. Mobile. Ala, executive
secretary-treasurer. and Dr
Hugh Stott Taylor, former Prince
ton professor. Dr Don M Yost
of California Institute of Technol
og v, and Rev William 11 Kane
o! River forest. 11l , members of
the guild council Delegates vo<
ed to hold the 1959 meeting in
Chocago on Dec 27.
Medical School
Receives Grant
Of $83,000
JERSEY CITY The Seton
Hall College of Medicine haa re-
ceived a Public Health Service
training grant of $83,000 for use
in the department of anatomy
Pr. Pinckney J. Harmon, depart-
ment head, said its primary pur
pose is to aid in training post-
doctoral basic ilcience personnel
for career* in the neuroanatomy
field. ,
The research undertaken will
deal with fundamental problems
which are related to the nervous
system.
A Box of Peanut Brittle
How It Helped Orphans
By William F. Judkins
NEWARK St. Peter’s Orphanage on Lyons Ave
here has an active band of loyal supporters, employes of
various Westinghouse plants —and it all came about
'through the purchase of a single box of peanut brittle.
This week, two open house parties have been sched-
uled at the orphanage, one on'
Jan 8. and the other on Jan. 9
at 8 p m A spokesman, in fact,
the organizeryof the Westinghouse
effort, hopes that many more of
his fellow employes, having seen
the institution and become aware
of its needs, will not only partic-
ipate in continuing projects but
also join the basic supporting
organization, the Guilfl for St
Peter's Orphanage
BI T BACK TO the peanut brit
tie '
About five years ago, a group
of girls from the Bell Telephone
Cos Stopped in to see Sister Mary
Sponsa, SSND, superior at the
orphanage, and told her they
wanted to help the institution as
a regular project. It-was decided
to sell the candy as a means of
fund-raising
The mother of the Westing
house man (he prefers to remain
unidentified) happened to bring
home a box of the candy she'
bought from one of the girls The
man's interest was aroused and
he paid a visit to St. Peter's Or
phanage What he saw made him
determined to throw some added
weight to the project.
HE TALKED IT up among his
fellow employes, got the support
of a substantial number, and they
too began selling the randy at
their places of Vork Now, the in
terest has been stirred up at the
| Westinghouse plants in Bloom
field, Belleville. Metuchen, Hill
side, Jersey City, Newark, the
Newark sales organization and
Weseo (Westinghouse Electric
Service Cos )
Through the randy sale project,
the Westinghouse group met the
telephone company girls and
about a year later the Guild for
St. Peters' Orphanage was
formed.
This past year, three of
the Westinghouse organizations,
those at Hillside, Newark Sales
and Weseo sold about SI,OOO
worth of the randy.
BIT THE EFFORT didn't stop
there In two years after setting
their sights on the project, the
group raised enough money by
other means to replace all the
beds, 100 of them in the orphan
age, which is 60 years old and
has been at its present location
since 1926 Not only that, hut
Westinghouse men went to the
institution, removed the old beds
and installed the new ones them
selves
A couple of years later they
provided new storm windows and
screens throughout no mean
joh, since there are some 200
windows at the orphanage Th»
next project, according to their
spokesman, is refurnishing the
kitchen facilities
IN RECENT years it has been
the custom to hold two separate
I parties for the children at Christ
mastime, one by the Guild, the
other by the Westinghouse group
This year, the employes of the
electrical company provided cloth
ing value at $1,700.
A distinct feature of both
Christmas parties, according to
Sister Mary Sponsa, is that the
gifts are not presented to the
orphanage at large They are per
sonal presents, giftwrapped and
addressed individually to each
child hy name Santa Claus makes
the presentation to each child
,in person. This year, the West
inghouse party was on Dec. 19.
and the Guild's a week later
To ascertain each child's needs,
the children, with the help of the
School Sisters of Notre Dame,
write letters to Santa, listing
three or four desired gifts, any
one of which will be particularly
appreciated The letters also
give information as to sizes, etc
The Sisters then turn over the
names and sizes to the groups and
small numbers of their member
ship cooperate in sponsoring a
gift for a specific child
If the members of either
group required any further in
spiration to continue their ef-
fort*, the reaction of the chil-
dren provide* all that I* need
ed.
THE FI ND RAISING effort it
now about to move on to a larger,
more organized plateau The two
groups will hold their first annual
dessert card party and fashion
show on Apr 25 in the Setnn Hall
gymnasium There is still much
needed at St Peter's Orphanage
and the Guild and Westinghouse
employes hope [nr a very tub
stantial return
And it all started because of
a boi of peanut brittle.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
Tt'KSDAY, JAN. IJ
7 p.m., Annual dinner of
Knights of St. Gregory, Mayfair
Farms, tVrst Orange.
SUNDAY, JAN. I*
10:.V) am.. Solemn Mast
Coram Pontifice, diamond an-
niversary of ordination -of Rev.
Antonin Antonacrl. St. Anth-
ony of Padua Church, Union
City.
CHANCERY OFFICE
THIRTY-ONE MULBERRY STREETNEWARK 2, NEW JERSEYlergyAppointments
Rev. John A. McHale, assistant at St. Joseph's Church, West
New York, appointed pastor of St. Anne's Church, Garwood
Effective Jan. 10, 1959.
Rev. Paul J. Hayes, assistant at St. John's Church. Jersey
City, appointed chaplain of East Orange Catholic High School,
East Orange. Effective Jan. 12, 1959.
Office of the Archbishop
Neuman Alumni
Aid Retarded
NEWARK The Newman Club
Alumni of New Jersey will spon
sor a social for benefit of the
Mt Carmel Guild's program for
mentally retarded children The
e\ent will take place Jan 2S at
The Rock, West Orange
Chairman is Virginia San Filip
po, assisted by Dorothy Mignone
and Ernest Genrich
WHEN YOl fU'V, tell the
salesman you aaw his ad in The
Ads orate
CARLIN'S
CORNER
John J. Carlin
The Old Maestro
P.S. By the way, we ore still in the insurance
business.
Dear Folks:
The other day I was coming down Central Avenue
and the driver of my car told me that we had received a
notice that the cor should be inspected We drove over
to Condit Street, now Hartford, and proceeded to get in
line to go through the necessary antics to obtain anew
insignia on our windshield: As the Station runs through
to Warren Street, the writer decided instead of ‘sitting
in the cor and waiting a long time for our turn, he would
walk through the Station and proceed to look at the
old neighborhood to see what was going on. There was
old St. Joseph's School and we decided to take a look
inside. Inasmuch as the writer had a pupil in
the School from 1895, it would be most interesting to
look into the great big auditorium and go up the stair to
the second floor where we were well acquainted with
the classrooms. Sure enough, there was Peggy Knowles
old room where we had been taught to read We also
remember an episode that took place on this floor and
we turned to see whether the knobs were still in the
stair bannister because of the fact that a long time ago
in this particular spot a boy who had been disobedient
and refused to comply with the rules, insisted upon
sliding down the stair rail to the chateau in the yard
and one day lost his balance and flopped down on his
head.
Instead of there being wild conster natjon. the
teochers had the pupils so under control there was dead
silence and prayers offered for the recovery of this boy.
He was taken to the Hospital and remained unconscious
for several weeks However he did not die and lived a
long time afterward We recite this because of the fact
we were singly struck with the thought that os of today
the boys and girls in school are rather wild in their
antics and we wondered what would have happened
had this catastrophe occurred in the present time How
ever, we always give most of the credit to the Sisters,
even today they have their pupils under control.
Coming out of the building we thought we saw a
little fat boy coming over Hudson Street, trying to get th#
new Priest s blessing ogam, but it was an illusion We
remember that little fat boy very well. At that time
he was a little five by five He was little John E Joyce,
today the proud father of two vyonderful sons and
three daughters and a prosperous plumbing contractor
in the City of Newark John E Joyce lived on Hudson
Street not far from the St Joseph s School site We often
reminisce on these stones when we meet Johnnie is still
a customer in our office after 30 years.
A couple of doors in from St Joseph s Convent, on
the corner of Hudson and Warren Street, was a barber
shop; I can remember well when I had my hair cut for
the first time My mother had a fond recollection that
I was her baby and she did not want the curls off so
I was quite a boy when my long beautiful Curls were
sheared from my head All the g.rls in the neighbor-
hood and some of the men came over to the barber
shop to see the operation performed My father, if you
remember, was the Captain of r 7 Engine, which was
directly across the street from St. Joseph's School, and
we can see in our mind s eye these corners and the peo-
ple who lived around there Mr Boyl# who later be
came superintendent of Center Market; James Brody,
the famous ball player who later became the proprietor
of the saloon at the corner of Hudson and Warren, for-
merly run by John Hart, the engine house, nine o'clock
every night the whole town turned out to see the horses
hooked
up by the firemen while the bedding was placed
in the stalls to moke the horses comfortable These and
many more events, perhaps some more intimate, came
to my mind as I was still waiting for my car to appear
on the Warren Street side Sure enough, there wos where
the Daly's house used tr. stand I see Jimmy Daly once
in awhile, he was one of rpy young associates as an
oltar boy ond a student both as St Joseph's School and
the Christian Brothers in the Cathedral School Jimmy is
still faithful to the church and was always faithful to
the family. His father was a mason contractor who con
ducted his business from his home on Warren Street
The Dalys were well known and I guess Jimmy is the
last of the line. Recently I went to a funeral up at St
Rose of Lima's, one of the old Warren Streeters died,
Belle Burns, and we went up to the funeral and sure
enough there wos Jimmy Daly in the last seat He al
ways sits in the last seat but he is always there and we
visited for a few minutes because I try. as Jimmy does,
not to miss the funeral of one of the old neighbors on
Worren Street in the good old days we spent at St.
Joseph's.
Yes, I did remember going down Warren, over
Norfolk Street, up the peach orchard (now Cabinet
Street) to the side door of St Joseph's to hear daily
Moss. I thought it awful romantic to see the lights be
ing turned on in the windows os we passed by, the
Mass was at 600 A M that meant we got up at
5:15 to turn pn the draft in the furnace, cut the pork
cHbps, pull on the boots and take off My Mom was a
great woman Warren Street was a great place to live
and at that time St Joseph’s was the best parish m
the Diocese.
Well, so long for now.
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PILGRIMAGE
PROGRAM
1959
iaste* m jrmiiEi. Mor. v apr n.
ho If lond Pilgrimog*, tom*, lourd*»—
$1,435.
PHIRIMACE TO FATIMA. Bom., lourdti
Apr. 79-Juoo 9—5991
PENTECOST PILCRIMASE FOB THE SKI to
Lourd«« May IS-May 74—5738.
■AT. KURIL LIFE COMFERENCE, 3rd Ann*ol
Pilgrimog* May 1($-May31 |ond
21 doyi is Portugal, Spam, Rom*—s99B,
PIItRIMACE FOR ADULTS May 70 J«*• 78—
Portugal, Spain, Italy. Gurmony, Franc*.
England—sl,lBB.
SACREI, HEART PILCRIMAAE. 3rd An«*ol.
May 30—Ivn* 78—franc*, Swifj*. tood.
holy—sl,l24.
(oir u«d mmuu. iu~. u j.iy 10.
Imo, low'd**—sl,44s.
ineriu minimi ion, 20 j„i, i<v
fom. low'd**, Nki, torn,, Modnd, lo'<nto
—$W5
mmiiu to roiruui. s
p( ,,«. r>o~c..
holy, U*lond Awg. 30 S*pi. 30—$1 220
lA«|. Sp,„l uol Dirtctor, Mott R*y. iot
E. Ritt*r, A/cMxibop oF St lowtt
AROCNI TIE WORLD July A Aug 78-$7 789
PI l(R IMA IE TO SOOTH AMERICA July 7 Aug 5
—51,195.
fUmnaM EBROPtAi PUCRIMAAE July 79
Supt. 79—51.195 (A*l.
■ORTI COCITRT SHRINE PIICRIMACE Aug 1-
***o- X—ScondWwivio. Polond. o*<Ko
do*ak»o. Autfna, Rom*—s I 485.
PIICRIMACE TO MEXICO fStv.n* Our
lody oF Gwadolup*) Aug I Aug. IS
1380 (Mot including air tar*)
PIItRIMACE TO FATIMA. Rom*. lovrd*i Od
4-No*. 7—5949.
CHRISTMAS M BETHLEHEM D*c. 7.Doc. 31
-$1,298.
o****i FiWm to rM l.n4 «*4 I't I«m4
|M*f U t*A»* vitk «««r IvtfMa Piiyrs*»*g*)
11 Mn - SJIS
A Sf Irtt»«| Dirtdar will ium^
M(t y4lfn*»«fc
• • •
for Fr** i/luitroftd boo AJot v
r**«r>ofioni vritt
Catholic Travel
Office
hfid Orth l*| • ».A l. • C
FOURTH ANNUAL
Trinity Forum
1959 SERIES
WEDNESDAY EVEN INOS
Opening JANUARY 14, 1959
HOLY TRINITY
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
WESTFIELD, V J., AT 8:15 I\ M.
Discussion Period Following Each Talk
JANUARY 14. 1959
"Youth Our Most Precious Heritage"
RT. REV. MSGR. JOSEPH E. SCHIEDER, Ph D.
National Director of Catholic Youth for the United States.
JANUARY 21. 1959
"Investigating Labor and Management"
REV. DENNIS J. COMEY, S.J.
Director of the Institute of Industrial Relations, St.
Joseph's College.
JANUARY 28, 1959
"Christ in the Suburbs"
MRS. MARY REED NEWIAND
Author of "The Year and Our Children" and "The Saints
and Our Children."
FEBRUARY 4. 1959
"Catholic Leadership: A Responsibility"
REV. JOHN J. CAVANAUGH, C S C
Former President of Notre Dame (19461952).
TICKETS! For the complete series of four
....
S2 00
Special Student (complete series) . . SI.OO
Patron program listing (with ot least
1 ticket) SI.OO
liktinf January 11, 1939'
for Information and Tickets Please Call
AD. 2-7689 AD. 2-8017
AD. 2-4028 AD. 2-os7o AD. 2-0852
AD. 3-1272 AD. 2-7*lo BR. 6-0991
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATUNDI
SPEECH
CLINIC
ST. ANNE'S
SPEECH CLINIC
in FAIR LAWN, N J
will register children and
adults afflicted with stutter
ing, baby talk, nasality, lisp
ing, fast speech, low volume
high pitch, cleft palate and
other difficulties on
MONDAY,
JANUARY 12th, 1959
from 1 to 6 P.M.
This clinic with its affilioted
clinics in Manhattan, Brook
lyn. Queens and Nassau has
helped over 4.375 persons
since 1948
For further information
call the Director,
A. EDMUND TURNER
of Queens Village at
HOllit 4-008i
Between 10 A.M. and Neen
'"po serve its members, to serve the community this has
always been the creed of Carteret Savings and Loan
Association, the largest in the State of New Jersey. Undoubtedly
it is the reason why more people save and more people finance
their homes at Carteret than at any other association in the State.
11. ipC»n««rm
0/ tH/ ft.,.a
|n*w J C.L
Chairman, Liet u/11
St:atement of Conclitu
assets
D
m 10.^4
lr*« K.
OA r Km, UK, .-v1 fg
Pxiv.j V-.. 1-, |.,« a
cccmker 31, 1958
I.IARILITIF.S
A. .
. P..
h* .»'» iVj .
r iki» v * ll
H-wUrU A fl , A*- ,
t™., . -
L-
DIRECTORS
Lot 1*
A H
J AUM
T S Aumr, \ ki P»fjui*ni, P»i*slrrt|uil fnjuruncr Oxnfyin)
J Cl t. (Lau, CLnn Ha\dm
> J CosKOtiT. V kt (\iiMniin, \ox>onai Stott Ran^
> Cbokhmu. Rtal titan
P (iion inn, LjuiwWi Lift Amurdmi Sorifh
tM F Motir». T»uu Coruulldni
V loor. ,\ufmi /|t>€. Mrmhm \ T So* A F nhangt
am F Krill, P»rauWu|, F'an\ Rriunt Jnt
Lf\t, Fcnitn &
ABIT l,or»f7t. pvtiuitnt. Ijtpreti Kioto* *, I’M
i K Mrioiiu, V kf P*<iulfni, Pffovn < Iniuranct Company
Carteret savings and Loan Association
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
mnti thete ojju
417 Ortaft Si.. Rtvark
Oty lim 711 VfitfhiH In. litnl
H PtM I«Wm4
ItM Oratft 014 («*'•! Aft.
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